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ABSTRACT 

The regionalism which has traditionally pervaded the Netherlands is 

also quite evident in Dutch historiography. The World War II period in 

Dutch studies is well represented with countless monographs but 

focusses mainly on the more populous west. The purpose of this study 

is to indicate that events of national significance also occurred in 

the easter Netherlands, especially the Twente region, during the World 

War II period. It will be argued that the strike that broke out in 

Hengelo, Overijssel in April 1943 was the tuming point of the 

resistance against the occupying authorities. The protest activities 

carried out by church leaders, doctors, professors and students before 

the strike had largely been ineffective. After the strike 

Netherlanders realized that the aim of the occupying authorities was to 

subjagate their country to the German war effort politically, socially 

and economically. The face of the resistance movement changed 

Significantly after the strike from one of protest to one of active, 

militant resistance. For that reason alone the eastern Netherlands 

deserves greater historical recognition. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Considering the voluminous material written about World War IT in 

English, the peacity of works om the Netherlands wer eperieme is 

Surpprising. Few general texts are available m this topic. Monographs 

devoted to specific topics of war history — for example, resistarce, 

intelligence, sabotage, or the liberatim — allot mly ae ao to 

pages to the Netherlanis.! Yet the Netherlands wartime experience 

deserves greater attention because this tiny comtry suffered uniquely 

and in more varied ways than any other country in westem Burcpe. It 

is the aim of this thesis to delireate this experience more clearly far 

the English language reacer. 

The Dutch historiography about World War IT chiefly omsiders 

the western region and the Jarge cities and views the woole camtry 

fran the perspective of the more pquilaus west. This leas to the 

perception that the war oly coonrred in the west which certainly wes 

not the case. The purpose of this thesis is to examire the role of 

resistance in amaller, eastem areas. A ooprehensive account of the 

war years in the Netherlands is mot within the realm of this or any 

other thesis. For this reason, Hengelo, an intstrial mmnicipality 

with a population presently of over 77,000 in the eastemm province of 

Overijssel, will be used as a representative example. Hengelo was 
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chosen for a mumber of reasms; sich as its proximity to the Geman 

directions. Most significant, however, was its heavy concentration of 

industry. 

Numerous questions immediately arose regarding Hengelo. Was 

Hengelo among the first towns to be invaded sinply because of its 

geographical location? Or was it targeted becarse of its heavy 

industry and the close proximity to Airfield Twente? Was the airfield 

strategically important? How did Hengelo’s citizens react to the 

ccoupying forces? When did resistamce beome a factor? Was sabotage 

comitted and if so at which factories? What actually happened in 

Hengelo during the coapation? And, finally, what effect did the war 

have on the mmicipality. 

The author encountered considerable difficulty because of the lack 

of sources, as gereral texts in English omtain mly sletchy surveys 

that leave many questions unanswered amd cnly three sources about the 

Netherlands are available in English regarding the thesis topic.? 

and Social Science was devoted exclusively to the history and politics 

of the wartime Netherlands.4 Hiitor N.W. Posthumous gave the issue 

the title The Netherlands arming German Ocopaticn. While this 

monograph presents a wealth of factual material, the style of most of 

the oontributing authors seam to lack the dbjectivity gained fron the 

perspective of tine. This is mo dakt de to the fresmess of the 

experience amd the inability, at that time, to distance oreself fran 

the events. ‘The 1963 study by Wemer Warmbrum, ‘he Dutch under Geman 

Qocoupation 1940-1945, was the first comprehehensive acount available 

in English.°? Wambrum points out that the Dutch successfully 
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prevented the implementation and adoption of National Socialism by 

diverse means of resistance. However it is diffiailt, a the hasis of 

primary sources, to agree with Wambrum’s interpretation 

of the various phases which he believed coumred curing the 

cocupatiian. Wanmbrunn argues that four phases were distinguishable 

Guring the war. He considers the period from May 1940 to the Spring of 

1941 aS a "honeymoon" period. This is a most unforturmte phrase; the 

majority of Netherlanders would disagree with his use of that term. He 

might have used words like adaptation or adjustment. "Honeymoon" is 

totally inappropriate as the Dutch were never enamoured of the Germans 

nor of Nazi ideology. Moreover, this initial period was mt as lengthy 

as Wambrum believes. The adjustrent to the coaupation took mly a 

few months. The Germans began their creelty am intimidation, 

especially toward Jews, as early as Octcber 1940, as is discussed more 

fully hereafter. 

The secon phase of the war, acoording to Wambrum, lasted fran 

the Soring of 1941 to the Spring of 1943. The reasons fe gives for 

this pericdization include: 1) the failure of Dutch conciliation with 

National Socialism; 2) the war beooming a glcbal omflict; 3)stricter 

rationing measures; 4) the © reintemment of professional military 

officers in 1942; am 5) the Febmary strike in Amsterdam. But 

Wambrunn is anly partially right in acdktocing these reasos. The 

February strike, for example, was localized, an Ansterdam affair, amd 

never extended to other areas so the impact of the severe reprisals 

was felt mainly in Amsterdan, not natiarwide. Many Amsterdam citizens 

consider the February 1941 strike as the major event of the coopatim 
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apparent in Chapter IV. 

Moreover, the entry into the conflict of the USA amd the Soviet 

Union did mot necessarily guarantee a victory, all that it represented 

at that time was an increased hoe for a quick ew to the 

hostilities. Also, rationing measures were strict to begin with, 

rations were implemented as early as 20 May 1940, amd they remined in 

force until liberation. Rationing became stricter during the cose of 

the war for ecommic mre so than for political reasms. Mnly in late 

1944 were rations so meager that malnutrition became readily apparent. 

Wamrbrunn also states that segregatim of the Jews intensified fran 

1941 cm, but he ignores the fact that many Jews lost their livelihood 

as early as 1940 becaxse of a Geman decree which stated that Jes 

could no longer be civil servants. Wanmtbrumn could have macea 

stronger case for phases of the conpaticm had he ombined the first 

increasingly more aopopressive fran the sumer of 1940 to April 1943, 

Then, Wanrbrunn argues that a third phase coourred fron the Spring 

of 1943 to Septetber 1944. He is probably right when he attributes 

this to the Geman defeats in the Mediterranean amd at Stalingrad, as 

well as to the demand for increased labor fron oonpied territories. 

He also acamrately points ait that the April 1943 strike, which 

incidentally began in Hemelo, led to the establishment of extensive 

resistance activities. However, Wamrbrunn errs sanewhat in believing 

that the final phase of the war coomred from September 1944 to the 

liberation in 1945. The most expert Dutch authority c= the war, Iouis 

de Jaw, writes that after the strike a different Netherlands emerged; 
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the Netherlands became a comtry unified in its struggle against the 

Qppressor, a country that tunmed to resistance activity when it had 

only practised protest before the strike.© ‘The most severe German 

worsened because of the increased Dutch resistance to anything 

connected with Genman policies. Oonsequently, it will be argued that 

two phases existed in the Netherlands during the conpatio period: 

the first phase lasted from the dyy of the invasio to the end of the 

April-May 1943 strike, amd the second frm the immediate aftermath of 

adapted to their situation but vehemently protested Geman policies by 

using whatever means were at their disposal. During the second phase, 

the people reacted actively ad militantly as resistance groups wre 

established spontaneously amd aid was supplied to those hiding fron the 

Gemman authorities. More inportantly, the strike reiterated a sense of 

unity among the Dutch; the national identity that the Germans had hoped 

to subjugate was no longer submerged. 

Initially one would scarcely note that a significant difference 

exists between the words "protest" and "resistance", because one word 

can often be used to describe the other. ‘he Webster dictiamry 

defines "protest" as follows: "to state positively, affim solemly, 

dissent: to make dyjecticon to, to speak strongly against." The Oxford 

dictionary describes protest as "a fonmal declaration of dissent fron, 

ar consent under certain conditions only to, sare action or proceeding, 

a remonstranmce." It is in the omtext of these definitions that the 

word protest will be used throughout this thesis. Protest is the mly 

acourate term one can use to describe the actions of the majarity of 
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Netherlanders who publicly indicated their dislike for Geman policies 

during the first phase of the conpatic. 

Qn the other hard, resistance is a stromer tem ard describes a 

variety of actions. The verb "to resist" means to withstand, fed off, 

stand firm against, to qppose actively, fight, arque or wrk agairst, 

to refuse to coqperate with or siimit to. ‘The nan "resistance" means 

the act of resisting or it can mean an umerqrom mrernt ina 

country fighting against a foreign coapying power. The words "resist" 

and "resistance" will be used interchangeably in this study. However, 

resistance will be divided into two categories; passive amd active. 

@uring the first phase of the compatio alomside the protest 

actions. For the purposes of this thesis passive resistance will be 

in radios ov bicycles, listening to cinch sermons, praying for the 

Royal Family, listening to the BSC broacasts, amd leaving a public 

Place whenever a German entered the facility. Active resistanme will 

mean committing such acts as agposing Geman policies with a greater 

comviction than that carried aut with passive resistamoe: beooming a 

menber of an unéergromd grow and carying aut various clandestine 

activities, such as printing an distributing umerground newspapers, 

Conducting sabotage, espionage, am military activities will also be 

included in this category, ami those who refused to go to Germany as 

forced labour also are considered active resisters. Evidently various 

cannot be told accurately. 
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Qne cannot really refer to a unified national resistance movement 

in the Netherlands because such a honogenmos entity never existed. 

Small, inexperienced groups sprang up throwhout the war years, but 

led to the dliteratim of many of these crall grops which in many 

cases left little doamentation behind. After the April-May strike in 

1943 resistance activities became a nationwide phenamenon. However, no 

one took oontrol, largely because no me was experienced enomh to bea 

national leader because of the severe regiomal amd political 

differences amd because of the many cases of petty jealousies ower 

power and territories. A matiomal resistance network, the Grote Raad 

der Illegaliteit (Great Council of Ilegality), was only established in 

June of 1944, but this was dor at the egoerce of political parties 

Which had been very active in the umerogramd activities. While this 

group did god work, political differences were allowed to interfere, 

and it unfortumately people dedicated to the cause of resisting Geman 

affronts to the Netherlands could not be united with each other.’ In 

Septerber 1944 the Netherlands goverment in exile decreed that an 

amalgamation of three resistance groups be established; this became the 

Binnenlandse Strijdkrachten (Fighting Foroes of the Interior) so it was 

only into the last moths of the war that some semblame of organized 

national resistance became a factor. 

Der Nederlanden (General History of the Netherlands) which hasa 

general overview of the war that mentions the strike in Twente. ® 

Then the Imuis de Jong series Het Koninkrijk Der Nederlanden in de 

Tweede Wereldoorlog (The Kingdan of the Netherlands in World War IJ), 
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was consulted, an exellent series commissioned by the Netherlanis 

government, on which de Jong has been working for over twenty years; 

eleven volumes rane fran the 1930s to the loss of the Netherlanss 

Indies amd ce Jay is presently writing volume twelve.? De Jang is 

considered the exert m this period of Netherlands history. 

Another general somce wes Qnderdrukking en Verzet Nederlam in 

Oorlogstijd, a four volume series edited by J. J. Bolmis.19 ‘the 

contributing authors are professors, historians, amd egerts in 

are also more topically limited stwies of value. Jaccb Presser’s 

classic acoomt of the Netherlands Jews, Ondercang, was considered a 

crucial samce far this topic. U This work was translated into an 

abridged English versicn in 1969 entitled The Destruction of the Dutch 

Jews. 12 The facts are well presented by Presser who, being Jewish 

himself, sees no reason to exoxse subjectivity. No other author in the 

Netherlands has oom close to Presser’s expertise, amd he is considered 

the authority m the adject. Other sources were nevertheless 

consulted and can be found in the bibliography. 

The subject of resistance in the vemmaqular as well as in Elis 

was aporoached next am can also be found in the biblicgraphy thou 

camonly in the Elis) lampece sarees th Netherlands waertire 

experience anly warranted a page or two, but they all basically related 

the same story. The topic of intelligence was also researched 

because subversive activities oocurred at various Hermelo factories 

which were crucial to the Allied wareffart. Onnsiderable English 

language sources are available mm the intelligence activities, mainly 
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Closely together during the war.]4 The Netherlands source that 

stands out is Frank Visser’s De PBezetter Bespied (Dutch Comter 

Espionage) which is a history of wartime intelligence activities in 

that camtry. 

Quite a mmber of secomary works abart Herpelo exist, and 

primary infonmation can be fourd in local factory archives, reprinted 

editions of ald books, ami the Gamente Hemelo Archieven (Hemelo 

municipal archives, hereafter GHA). War material on Hemelo is 

located in the archives at the Stork factory library, the Ijssel 

Centrale (power plant), Akzo~Zout Chemie (the salt factory), the post 

office and the GIA. Unfortunately many of the factories were destroyed 

unavailable. A mmber of other factaries have since closed for 

business reasons, Which has resulted in further loss of archival 

material, amd the records of the Hemelo bramh of the Necerlanike 

Spoorwegen (Netherlands Railways) were destroyed by the Genrens 

Provincial archives were also helpful, amd the mticnal Department of 

supplied the author with copies of all its omigiml donments 

pertaining to Overijssel, Twente, amd Hengelo, sources invaluable as 

they confinmed mxh of the material in the monographic staies of 

Hengelo, many of which failed to use footnotes. 

In addition, interviews were conducted with survivors of World War 

biz Same of those interviewed had to be coaxed; many of them had not 

recounted the experience so mimutely for many years, and the emotions 

that surfaced were heart-rending. Yet others who were interviewed had 
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little difficulty recomting their wartime @eperiemss. Infometim 

that could not be verified by at least two other witnesses was 

reluctantly amitted as the author perceived that some accomts were 

transcribed amd those interviewed read the transcription and signed his 

or her name tp validate the story. In aditim, the interviewees had 

witnesses verify their signatures. 

10 
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Chapter IT, Part 1. 

The Develooment of Hengelo as an Industrial Center. 

Hengelo was not mentioned in early historical writing because the 

region of Twente (Tuvante), was mt a part of the Ron Hpire. 

However, Tacitus did mentim Twente in his writin. The great 

population shift of the fifth, sixth, amd seventh centuries resulted in 

Gemmanic tribes moving into the area. Pepin 0 of Heristal gained 

in 689. Pepin introduced Christianity amd established the See of the 

bishooric of Utrecht.1© ‘the advent of christianity was complemented 

in the Twente area by the missiommry works of the Irishman Plechelmus 

and his companion Wido amd an Anglo-Saxon missicnary, Marcellin, who 

was respomsible for oonstmcting the first dumm in Ootrarsun.t/ 

The distinct Twente dialect had also anerged at this tim.18 In the 

inhabitants of the area, edhhilimge or mbility, amd frilime, freemn. 

The nobility became increasingly more powerful awds$assimd 

responsibility far the safety of the smll famers. As in the rest of 

westem Europe, the feudal amd manorial systems existed by the emi of 

Charlemagne’s time. 

Hengelo was first mentioned in thirteenth century historical 

writings when ‘Conradus te Hengelo’ witnessed a doament in 1252.19 

The bishop of Utrecht had been the suzerain of Hengelo since 1248 

11 
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although the vassal lords of Hemelo had tte right to appoint the 

Clergy. ‘The manor House of Hengelo was built in the thirteenth century 

and constituted the north side of the villa while de Brink avi 

Veldzijde were the southside. Tenants worked at "the House," but the 

Village also had a baker, a tailar, a smith and weavers. 29 At this 

time, Hengelo became a transit station for travellers because of its 

central location in Twente. Hengelo’s geographical location certainly 

became important in its later develonment. 

The area of the present day Netherlands was under Burgundian mle 

fran 1456-1528. Philip the Good appointed his illegitimate son David 

to the bishopric of Utrecht, a positim he held from 1456 to 1496. 

David was responsible for the unificatim of the districts of Salland, 

Vollenhove, and Twente into the province: of Overijssel.*) By 1500 

Hengelo had forty to fifty houses, a durch, and a hme for the sick 

and elderly.“ ‘he strong Twente traditions of mmanity, tolerance, 

and equality were established uréer the leadership of Frederick van 

Twickelo, the most revered of the Twente mblemn.”? van Twidelo 

waived dues fram his tenants and let then comict their lives entirely 

as they wished. The tenants did not need pemmissim to marry, to hmt, 

to fish, to grow a garden, or to build or design a house. His humane 

attitude resulted in stray loyalties amd an even stromer love for 

centuries.24 The heavy influence of van Twickelo has been maintained 

to this day. ‘The Twente people are well know for their egalitarian, 

humane attitudes and their spontaneous reactions in times of conflict. 

Hengelo’s industrial growth began after the Thirty Years’ War. 

Textiles, mainly linen mannfacturing, became important in Twente after 

12 
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this time. The early modem type of capitalist arganizaticn, the 

so-called "putting out" systems, appeared. In the Netherlands the 

Amsterdam and Amersfoort and the fabrikeurs purchased yam in the 

westemm Netherlands. As capitalist entrepenams they financed the 

purchase of loans amd also the aultivatiom of flax in miral areas. ‘The 

entrepreneurial factor "put aut" to weavers amd bleachers. The early 

modem type of factory prodictim nmece its appearame by 1650. Yet 

Twente had a subsistence eomony amd remained largely agricultural. 

danestic industry organized by the merchant factors.“° By 1795 a 

census showed that Hengelo was a self-sufficient village of 1194 people 

with few craftsmen and yet it had ten buyers and nine fabrikeurs.~© 

The presence in Hengelo of the mimerous domestic weavers led to 

the present day supremacy as a textile industry. But the weavers 

produced only a semi-finished linen. ‘The procict was improved when the 

Anabaptist entrepeneur Wolter ten Cate introduced a better yam to the 

weavers.“/ Ten Cate’s firm catered to the upper class tastes and 

originally produced only bont (vari-colored Frisian cloth). Later, ten 

Cate leamed from Danzig traders how to prodice fine linen damask, ard 

Successfully expanded to fine linen ramfacturrim. He was also 

instrumental in establishing a charity arganizaticn in Hengelo.” 

The French cocupation was vwelcamed in Hengelo largely due to the 

principles of the revolution — freed, liberty amd equality. ‘he 

goverment of King Iouis Bomaparte gave a stimulus to the textile 

imtsstry. A national industrial fair was held at Utrecht m 19 April 

1808. Hengelo linen and cotton manufacturers were well represented by 

13 
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Hendrik Bruins - linens and table goods, B. ten Cate - linens ad 

cottons, Jan Dijk - linens and cottm, Hendrik Rnsink - cotton thread, 

Abraham ter Horst - linens, topsail, and napkins, Claas Nyhoff - 

damask, and Jan Pol - multi-colored line.?? King Louis Boraparte 

visited Hengelo on 11 March 1809.29 =three roads were also 

constmucted in Hengelo during the French period. 

Same antagonism towards the French regime was quite apparent, 

despite the earlier weloor amd the positive changes. OConscriptim of 

men and horses am billetting of soldiers were mt easily accepted by 

the Hengeloers. Yet many Hengelo citizens died fighting for the 

French.21 same Hengelo citizens who wished to avoid omscriptim 

simply disappeared by going umergram, they became awertuikers, a 

term later used in World War DJ. Many hiding places wre built for 

such men. French rule ented c= 10 Novenber 1813, when the first patrol 

of KossackS appeared. Then qm 30 Novenber 1815, the Prime of Orame 

retbimed fron his English exile am as sovereign tock the title of 

William I, King of the Netherlands. 72 

Qne French legacy was the establishment of municipalities. ©@1 

May 1802, Hengelo was declared an autonomous municipality. A momicipal 

council was. established which would omsist of two Refommed, two Roman 

Catholic, amd two Baptist ocomcil menbers. 23 The first mayor, Jan 

Dijk, served in that position fran 1802 to 1832 amd he also served as 

Secretary.*4 Initially he was called dorpsman (village man), but 

when the Kingdom of the Netherlands was established the tenn changed to 

burgameester or mayor. Hengelo by this time also had a letter carrier 

and six firefighters.2° ‘he mmicipal system introduced by the French 

is still in use in the Netherlands today. 

14 
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Religious tolerance qm the part of Hengelo citizens had been 

exhibited as early as the sixteenth century, but was very clearly 

illustrated when a Jewish synagogue was built in 1836. Hergelo 

Gentiles had firancially assisted towards the cost of the 

construction. The opening was attended by Refommed and Baptist cdumch 

leaders. This first synagogue wes mace of wood, but it was later 

replaced with a stone structure. Hengelo already had a Jewish cemetery 

dating back to the sixteenth omtrry. The Jevish comity easily 

assimilated with Hengelo’s citizens amd lifestyle. The Netherlands 

constitution gave Jews equal rights amd by 1940 most citizens viewed 

Jews as their fellow citizens. 

The growth of the textile industry in Hengelo surged forward in 

1832 when a chance meeting ocoorred in a Hemelo hctel between an 

English textile technician, ‘Thoms Ainsworth am Willem de Clerg, the 

Secretary director of the Neceriantse Hamel Maatschappij (the 

Netherlands Trade Society), hereafter num.2© During their discussion 

of the textile industry Ainsworth advised de Clerg to establish textile 

trade schools amd to adapt to power lous rather than go throw the 

expense of moving a textile firm fron Belgium which had been planned 

originally. Qn Ainsworth’s advice the NHM also built a factory which 

inspected all the textile goods prodoced in Twente. Ainsworth also 

founded a textile training school for yoy boys. ‘The indssty of 

Hengelo, as well as Twente, owes a great deal to Ainsworth. 

An 1853 census indicated that Hengelo had three weaving factories, 

ttwo thatch makers, ome brushneker, a milliner, a tcbacco grower, a com 

miller, an oil miller, two com chandlers, and two beer breweries.?/ 

A mmicipal building was built at the cost of f8,999.2° A Chamber of 
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Commerce, which consisted of seven menbers, was established in 1852. 

Hengelo had a population of 3,780 in 1853 and was becoming an important 

textile center in the eastern Netherlands.29 

The expansion of Hengelo as a textile ard later as an industrial 

center began in 1854 when C. T. Stork of Oldenzaal moved his dye 

business from Denekamp to Hengelo; today he is omsidered the founder 

of modem day Hergelo. He was a kind, genial men who wes always 

concerned about those less forturate than himself. Charles Theodorus 

Stork was bam om Febnary 9, 1822 at Oldenzaal. He was the second of 

eight children bom toD. W. Stork, a civil servant ard his wife Ama 

Craan. 4° D. W. was a quiet man but of strong charecter; he instilled 

strong benevolent values in his children. At the age of fourteen C. T. 

was sent to work at a factory. A mvel fe read while a teenxer, 

likely a translation of a French Utopian treatise in which the 

interests of factory persomel were of primary inportane, strongly 

influenced him.44 The moral of the book was that those who worked 

hardest would gain the most benefit with pranctions and profit sharing. 

In 1846 C. T. borrowed fl. 2,000 frum his father and bought two 

weaving loans; he produced goods for a large prodwer in Almelo.*? 

He worked twenty hours a day for many years. C. T. experienced 

financial difficulty in 1840 when his father died. In 1851 with 

financial aid from his family C. T. amd his brother Juriaan Engelbert 

formed a dyeing business which was first located in Oldenzaal, then in 

Denekamp and which then moved to Hengelo. 

Once the business was located in Hengelo it expanded enommously. 

Loams were in use by 1858. Then in 1860 Stork established a textile 

school. ‘The company earned the right to use the royal predicate 

16 
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after King William IT visited in May 1862. UpmC. T.’s death the 

campany disbanded amd was replaced by N.V. Koninklijke Weefgoederen 

Fabriek _C. T. Stork en Cp (the Royal Weaving goads Factory C. T. Stork 

and Company, hereafter called KWF). During World War I the factory 

buildings were largely destroyed by the extensive bombings. ‘the 

company amalgamated with Nyverdal ten Cate in 1959. 

C. T. Stark was also a partmer along with his brother OQoenraad 

Craan and a smith Jan Meyling, in Stork, Meyling en o. (Stork, Meyling 

and ©>.), Which repaired all types of machinery. The company ws 

originally established in Bome. Meyling sold att toC. T. Stork in 

1865.43 c. «T.’s brother Juliaan Emelbert amd H. J. Ekker then ~ 

joined him in Gebroccers Stork em © (Stork Brothers & ©.), which 

moved to Hengelo in 1868. The first few years were financially 

disappointing, but by 1873 oomsiderable orders assured the penmmanent 

financial stability of the company.“ c. T. became very influential 

in the eastem Netherlands because of his benevolent attitude towards 

his workers.*° stork was the first ompany in the Netherlands to 

initiate pensions, sick pay amd a savirgs plan for its employees. He 

became a manber of the First Chanber of Overijssel in 1867 amd received 

the Order of the Netherlands Lion for his social leadership. C. T. 

Stork, who was affectionately known as "Grandfather", died in 1895. 

The cotton industry was also represented in Hengelo. ‘The 

Nederlandse _Katoen Spinmery (Netherlands Oottm Spinning), was 

established in 1865 by R. A. de Monchy ard H. Veder. Approximately 225 

people were emloyed by 1866 ami 23,000 spools produced the 

cotton.4© ‘The factory buned to the gromd in 1872 but was rebuilt 

within two years. After World War I production nearly ceased but 
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towards the late 1930s significant production increases coourred. ‘The 

campany celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary in 1940 ami the 

building was decorated with flags and flowers. Mn 10 May 1940 a German 

panzer division passed by the factory ami the soldiers encrecusly 

thought the decorations were meant to welome then. ‘The company 

received the royal predicate in May 1940 and will hereafter be referred 

to as KNK. The company building, which were located near Stork, were 

extensively damaged during World War I. 

The C. V. Hemgelosche Gasfabriek (Hengelo Gasfactory), was founded 

in 1865. The product was to be omsumed mainly by Stork’s weaving 

factory. The gas factory wes initially situated m@m the Beurstraat. 

The company moved to the Tweklelerwsg where it produced gas until 1957 

at which time natural gas wes introduced.*/ 

The establishment of a railway wes without a doubt the most 

important develooment in Hengelo’s history. ‘The Stork brothers ad 

Ekker were quite instrumental in dtaining a railway comession for 

Hengelo. In Twente a railway line had been established in 1862 fran 

Almelo to Salzbergen. Then in 1865 the Hengelo to Zutphen Line was 

opened. ‘The Hemelo comection expanded to Fnschede in 1866 ard to 

Winterswijk in 1886. This made Hengelo the only station in Overijssel 

which had railway lines muming north, west, east, and south.*® ‘the 

industrialists realized the significame of the railwy as 

transportation far their goods and the crossing points made Hengelo an 

possibly imagined that the railway connection in Hengelo would becare a 

detriment 75 years later. 

Several fabrikeurs joined together to establish the Maatschappi}j 

18 
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tot Waterverschaffing (Sewage and Waterworks Company), in 1896. The 

idea was to improve the hygiene of the population and to provice fire 

protection. The mmicipality became responsible fir these services in 

January 1908. The Roman Catholic Gerardus Majella Hospital wes also 

built in 1896 and various additions have been made to it since then. 

‘Industrialists were also responsible in 1900 far the establishment 

of the ‘Twents Centraal Station voor Stroamlevering (the Twente Central 

Station for Electricity). The prodct was first delivered to Hengelo in 

1901. The company moved to its present location in 1902. During the 

1920s the cooling towers were built and became a familiar sight mm the 

Hengelo skyline.49 In 1949 the company merged with Ijssel Centrale 

of Zwolle. Two tarbines which deliver 54 megawatts each are used to 

Geliver electricity to the surrounding area. 7 

The Stoanm-Beyersdr Bierbrowery—Meylink en Bartelink, a beer 

brewery, was founded in 1879, but the meme iater changed toNn.V. 

Hengelosche Bierbrowery. Initially the company nly produced ice and 

beer but in 1955 it expanded to produce soft drinks and lemrade. An 

extension ar growth was never plamed and the brewery presently isa 

part of the Stellor-Artaris concem. 

G. Dikkers en ©. n.v., which produced attachments for various 

technical apparatus, was fomded by G. J. O. G. Dikkers, who originally 

came from Alrelo. He had spent his youth working at Stork amd was 

educated there. Dikkers eventually became department head of 

attachments and other general adapter technical apparatus, for example, 

control amd safety apparatus for steam kettles such as taps am 

mananeters. During a disoussion with D. W. Stork, sm of C. T. amd 

his future brother in-law, a decision was made to establish a separate 

19 
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factory for the prodctio of appendages.” ‘he factory wes built on 

Stork property. The business flouished to the point where Dikkers 

scon became autonomous amd onnpletely independent with branch plants 

across the country. 

Hazemeyer n.v. was established in 1907 by Floris Hazemeyer. This 

campany produced linking (gear shift) and safety mterials for high amd 

low electrical tensions. This production was continually adapted to 

the changing techmlogy. In 1915, fifty-six people worked at 

Hazemeyer; in 1962 personnel mmbered approximately 2100.°% Branches 

were established in several other cities, as well as retail stores. 

At that time Hazemeyer cammenced producing electrical 

apparatus. In 1900 the business moved to Hengelo amd received contracts 

to build amd maintain power stations in ‘Twente and thrompout the 

country. The caomany also exported electrical installatims in 

factories and the building of light and power nets for electricity. 

The name HEEMAF appeared in 1908 when the firm wes restructured 

and became N.V. Hengelosche Electrische Fn Mechanische Apparaten 

Fabriek (the Hengelo Electrical amd Mechanical Apparatus Factory), 

hereafter HEFMAF. After World War I production was expanded to include 

electrical motors am dyramos. The discovery of the SKA mtor, a 

rotary aurrent motor, wes beneficial to Heemaf because the motor was 

sold aroud the world. Also of significance to the company was the 

electrification of the railways by Nederlandse Spoorwegen (Netherlands 

Railways). Another very lucrative develooment far HEEMAF occurred with 

the establistment of the PIT, the post office amd teleghore ompany 

which placed arders with HEEMAF. The ompany 9 quite dviausly 

stimulated the Hengelo industry.” 
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Hollandse Signaalapparaten N.V., was founded in 1922 as the N.V. 

Hazereyer’s __Fabriek van _ Signaalapparaten (Hazemeyer’s Factory for 

Signalling Apparatus), hereafter Signaal. Hazemeyer worked in 

Ccanjunction with the Imge Berlin company of Siemens amd Halske. ‘he 

reason for the joint venture with the Gemans wes simple. ‘The 

Netherlands navy required weapmry for two cruisers, the Qmatra and 

the Java, which were umdéer oonstzuction at that time. ‘The Netherlands 

government preferred the navy to employ the superior Gemen systens 

expertise which far surpassed the slower, alder Elim sgsysten. 

However, the Genmans were prevented, by a stipulatim of the Treaty of 

Versailles, fran onmstmecting any type of weapory. Through the 

Signaal commecticn, which was the official patent holder, the Siemens 

and Halske patents were acogpted amd approved by IPAIH, the patent 

agency in the Hague. Signaal began prod&icticon in an old empty building 

in Hemelo. The first orders were worth f2,160,000 amd established a 

new industry in Hergelo.™ With the Siemens and Halske contacts, the 

Hengelo oopany filled orders for the navies of Spain, Yugoslavia, 

Sweden, Greece, Italy, Romania, Aroentina, Finland, amd Demerk. 

Orders far the fiscal years of 1924-5 totalled fl. 810,000 but business 

increased significantly by 1927 when arders totalled fl. 3,300,000 

including fl. 500,000 from the Netherlands navy. ‘he Depression, 

however, had a deleterioss effect m Signaal; arders for 1933 

plumetted and aly totalled fl. 100,000 ™ Som after, 

specification changes in all the Netherlands naval apparatus saved the 

required for the navy. 
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One of the most important influences at Signaal during the 

formative years was the director J. J. A. Schagen van Leeuwen. He 

had the foresight in the 1930s to realize what the complications were 

Which could emerge from the German comection. He had made extensive 

efforts to keep Netherlands naval affairs secret fran the Gemmans, and 

he made sure that plans were in place to destroy the factory in case of 

a Geman invasicn. These plans ultimately failed but Schagen van 

Leeuwen did manage to reach England after a harrowing escape throwh 

the Netherlands with the top secret plans. He worked in liaism with 

the British intelligence units in [oni during the war.” Signal 

was immdiately subjugated to the Geman administration m™ the day of 

the invasion and remained in Genman hands until the liberation. 

discovery of salt in Twente coorred in 1886 when the owrer of castle 

Twickel wished to comect waterpipes fran his castle to Delden. Salt, 

rather than water, appeared at the drilling site. The Netherlands 

goverrment declared that drilling for salt could mly be condicted by 

the state, throwh the Dienst voor Rijksopsporing van Delfstoffen (the 

Service for State Prospecting of Mirerals). In 1918 the N.V. 

Koninklijke Nederlandsche _Zoutindustrie (Royal Netherlands Salt 

Industry Company), was established ard a factory was built just autside 

Hengelo at Boekelo. In 1930 it appeared that the Twente canal could be 

built to oommect the easter Netherlands with the majar waterways. In 

the vicinity of the canal digging, a drill wes attempted with the 

result that a great salt deposit was found at Hengelo. A comoessio 

for this area was requested amd granted. When the Twente canal opened 

in 1937 the new salt factory was ready for qperation and the canal 
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facilitated easier amd less costly transportation. The company is now 

known as Akzo Zout Chemie (Akzo Salt Chemical hereafter AKZO), and is a 

principal employer in the Hengelo area.”? 
The expansion of industry also affected the religious life of the 

Hengelo citizen. After the arrival of the French, a new Roman Catholic 

church wes built but it was destroyed by fire in 1888 and replaced with 

the St. Lambertus ciurch which presently stands om the site and has 

became a Hermelo lantrark. Presently there are ten Roman Catholic 

parishes in Hengelo. ‘The Netherlands Reformed comunity in Hengelo had 

180 members in 1684. Church gatherings wre held in the chapel at Huis 

te Hengelo (house of Hemelo), until 1839 when a courch wes built m 

the Deldenerstraat. Three Netherlands Reformed perishes are 

established in Hergelo today. Amabaptists have resided in Hergelo 

since 1628. Initially they held their services in a renber’s hare 

until 1789 when their first curch was built. Similarly the Refamed 

congregation held their meetings in a howe until 1892 when they built 

their own church. Three Refommed parishes exist in Hengelo today. 

Baptists first appeared in 1869. They built their own carch in 1894 

but the building was oampletely destroyed by barbs during World War 

m7. ws it is quite evident that the religious cammity in 

Hengelo expanded simultaneously with industry am that religious 

tolerance was an accepted fact of life. 

With the heavy concentration of industrialization, the need for 

housing greatly increased. Howsing in Hergelo had always presented a 

problem and the demand has always outstripped the supply. ‘he Stork- 

owned KNKS however, realized that the housing scarcity could easily be 

rectified. To this end the Hengelosche Bowvereniging (Hengelo 

Building Association), hereafter HB, was established om 13 Novenber 
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1867. The HB was a private copany with the Stork brothers as 

shareholders. The idea wes to build houses in a reighborhod with 

gardens amd recreational facilities. To carry az this plan the 

Amsterdam architect Karel Muller amd laniscape architect Waltez were 

appointed. They had a umiqve design for Tuindorp t’Iansink (garden 

village t’lansink), the monotony of row hosing was rejected so 

considerable variation in the styles of houses was a prime 

consideratim.®1 as a result a laborer could have an engireer, a 

Gepartment head, or a unimm leader as a neighbor. In 1911, sare 300 

houses were built. The meighborhood was omstrcted m fifteen 

hectares of land amd a pond was constmcted, to serve as a recreational 

waterpark. In 1919 the HB became a foundation governed among the Stork 

campanies, Dikkers and KNKS. 

Vocational education was also controlled by the industrialists. In 

1866 a school was built beside the KNKS factory. Stork had commenced 

with education five years earlier because he employed me hundred ard 

children would take lessoms in shifts acoodimng to their ae ard grade 

level. A Kindergarten was also established for children of industrial 

workers. Around 1880 a qQraughting school was established which 

developed into a specific Stork company school were many youngsters 

learned the trade.®* Another social element was the establishment of 

the Beurs, which can be equated to an English pb, where people could 

meet amd have a few drinks. Many Hengelo citizens amd travellers spent 

time there. Readings were held, religious and political discussios 

and business matters were frequently discussed at the Beurs. Cormcerts, 

dances, amd traditional folk events were often arganized at the Bars 
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so that it becam a plac of relaxation were a laborer could take his 

wife amd family for a pleasant evening. Folksfeasts and weddings were 

also held at the Beurs. It no larger exists; largely because people 

prefer to spend leisure time at haw. © 

The cultural associations were also supported by the merous 

industrialists. The director of the KNKS provided a practice location 

for the Hengelosche Gymastiek Vereeniging (Hengelo Gymnastic Club). 

The industrialists established the Concert Association and the Hergelo 

Men’s Choir also emerged. As well, these associations took care of the 

elderly. Qbviously the industrialists catered to their workers; all 

their needs were ret. 

The World War I pericd had a deleterious effect om production in 

Hengelo. ‘The paucity of raw materials caused a significant decrease in 

production which resulted in lowr sales. Consequently, the factories 

shortened working hors or ceased production for short tine periods. 

After the war Hengelo was overrun with retuming Belgian POWs which did 

little to alleviate the unemployment problen. The textile finns solved 

their problems with a decrease in wages. When this wes implemented in 

November 1915, work ceased at these factories. The problen wes solved 

by D. W. Stork, commissioner of the Twente Bontweveri) who managed to 

convince the workers to retum to work. A oomseqerc of this episode 

was the establishment of a union, De Toekorst (The Future), for those 

not already affiliated with a union. By 1919, the influence of the 

unions had grow significantly. Strikes were not uncommn during the 

1920s. A wild strike at De Jang ard Van Dan, a lace amd hose factory, 
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began in December 1923, and lasted far months. Another strike, at 

Hazemeyer, also in 1923, resulted ina pay increase. Stork was the 

only campany to avoid a strike in its entire edstere.™ By 1925, 

the Hengelo unions had adwiassly beooe a very inportant aspect of 

industrial life in Hengelo. 

The 1930s were crisis years in Hergelo in the same fashicm that 

they were throughout most parts of the world. During the Depression 

Hengelo faced similar problems and applied similar remedies to 

alleviate the situation. More difficult to handle than the Depression 

was the stiff ompetitim from Japanese fime. this farce three 

Twente fins to cease doing business pemmnently. To camter this 

trend a diversification from textiles coorrred. For exanple, the N.V. 

Hengelosche Veerenfabriek (Hengelo Feather Factory), was established. 

An improvement in the ecomoy aly became noticeable in 1936 but that 

was largely because the gold standard was dropped. 

Changes also occurred in the ediicatim system during the 1930s. 

Previously industrialists had been largely respmsible for ehcating 

their workers. A public school had been established as early as 1917 

but courses at this school were omplemented by trade courses taught by 

Dikkers professiomls. The stray enxrationml influere of the 

industrialist ended in the 1930s because of the cost autting measures 

they implemented to counter the Depressim. In 1931 education became 

the responsibility of the Hengelo council which received a subsidy fran 

the national) goverment. However, the Stork family remined 

financially instrumental in the area of education. D. W. Stork and his 

wife were financially respomsible for the costncticn of the C. T. 

Stork School which was a public institution. The couple also provided 
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a reading roan for the poblic. W. Stork was responsible for the 

construction of an agricultural scoool. Thus the chame fim 

industrial education to public education was largely acomplished by 

the em of the 1930s. However, the older Hengelo citizens still 

consider industrial education far superior to a public education. © 

By 1940 Hengelo was a thriving indstrial town of 42,502 people 

Which was centrally located ard vitally important to the rest of the 

Netherlands.©© The railway comectio and the omeentratim of 

industry were of great interest to the Gemens. Doing tte latter 

stages of the war, Hengelo ws also of equally great interest to the 

Allies. For those reasons Hengelo was one of the first towns to be 

invaded in 1940 ard ore of the last to be Liberated in 1945. 
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Chapter IIT, Part 2 

Invasion and Adjustment 

Qn Friday moming 10 May 1940, the Germans invaded the 

Netherlands. The 22nd Infantry Division supported by the 7th Airbome 

Division of the Inftwaffe (Genman Air Force), led the attack from the 

east. Mayor J. A H. J. Van der Dussen of Hemelo received a 

teleohone call fram the stationmmaster at Oldenzaal to inform him that 

large mmbers of trops had just crossed the borer into 

Overijssel.©° the 328th Infantry Regiment passed through Hengelo by 

way of Bentheim, Germany. The regiment consisted of 3300 men who 

together with the 227th Infantry Divisio were to clear a path through 

Twente to the Tjssel River.©? T comter this la-awited, 

frequently postponed invasion, the mmicipal govermments had plans to 

destroy factories, railways an airfields which could be useful to the 

Gemmans. Nearby ‘Twente airfield was batbed by the Dutch before the 

Genmans could seaure acoess to it, amd the explosions could be heard in 

Hengelo. The census registry was buried at the Algemene Begraafplaats 

(the local cemetery), for safekeeping.’? However, other contingency 

plans failed to materialize because the village of Hemelo was mt 

prepared to act quickly enough; railway viaducts were not mined, nor 

were dbstacles placed on the roads for dbstruction purposes. Hengelo, 

like the rest of the comtry, had hoped that Gemmany would honour the 

Netherlands position of neutrality. 

In addition to troops arriving by train, hundreds of Gemman troops 
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marched through Hengelo; it took a full two hams for them to pass any 

one point. Countless airplanes fron the Geman 22m air laming 

division flew so low over Hengelo that the German insignia could be 

seen clearly by those mm the street. When a Hengelo citizen questioned 

a Genman soldier about their preserce in the village the soldier 

replied, "Hallo guten Morgen, wir kammen hier Pfingsten feiemn."/ 

Since Hengelo was the major industrial area in the eastem 

Netherlands it was not suprising that the invasicm had an inmediate 

effect o its industry. Mayor Van der Dussen was visited by J. A. 

Schagen van Leeuwen, of Sigmaal.’/* ‘The Germans, in fact, used the 

activities at Signaal as an exouse to invade because they were aware 

that in the Netherlands sabotage had been pledged, in case of war, 

Wherever anmaments were produced. The Netherlands police amd amy 

troops tried to deferd Signaal against the Germans; plans had been made 

to destroy the factory in case of invasion but the teleghore lines had 

been art so cammnicatic with the amy was impossible and effectively 

ended any defense plans in Hemelo and th rest of the Twente 

area.’? However, the Director retrieved all the top secret plans and 

went directly to the mayor’s office. During the discussion between the 

two men the Director asked the mayor to acommpany him to England, but 

ayo Gee Gee ee ee ee 

That same day the mayor was also visited by a Genman officer who 

informed him that this part of the Netherlands was compied by Gemman 

authorities. Hengelo would henceforth be the headquarters of the 

regional commander. During the next for days of mass confusim, 

Netherlanders realized that national and local defense plans had gone 

awry. /4 In retaliation for the fierce resistance of the Netherlands 
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trogps the Gemmans banbed Rotterdam and warned that if capitulation did 

not follow, the Haque, an aoe city amd the seat of the Netherlands 

goverment, would suffer the same fate and be destroyed. ”° 

Sane 2100 Netherlands troops died amd 2700 were woundkd, and ten 

Hengelo soldiers died in the struggle against the Gemmans./© the 

Netherlands amy capitulated on 14 May 1940. In an interview, a 

Hengelo oorporal related that he had severely mixed emticns when he 

simply laid down his weapon and went home; the unit had been engaged in 

fighting the Germans near Eck en Wiel.’’ ‘the day before, H. M. Quen 

Wilhelmina had addressed her subjects and fled to Eland, aloy with 

her family and cabinet, much to Hitler’s chagrin. ‘he Netherlands 

populace was certainly demoralized amd in schock; everything happened 

SO quickly. However, this sentiment did mt prevail for lay, amd the 

process of adaptation to events quickly followed. 

The first major provincial annomcement regarding acoeptance of 

German authority came from Mr. A. E. van Voorst tot Voorst, the 

Camissioner of Overijssel to Queen Wilhelmina. He infonmed the people 

of Overijssel on 12 May 1940 that he expected orderly, peaceful, and 

worthy conduct. In addition he promised that plans were in process to 

re-engage the nommal eomnic activities amd that chamels of food 

supply would scarcely be affected for lang. ® 

Qn 15 May 1940 the first Genman cooupaticnal authority arrived in 

Hengelo. Dr. Reuss established his headquarters at Hotel Bulderirk, 

just across from the railway statin. He announced that he had been 

appointed by Hitler to act as the ocomencer for the regim of 

Twente.’2? He added that his task was to ensure peace, orter, and 
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task would be dealt with by him personally. He then proceaded to hold 

Van der Dussen, in his capacity as chaimman of the Twente mayors, 

responsible far peace and order in Twente. 80 

A nunber of problems had to be solved in the immediate aftemmth of 

the ocaupation. For example, there was a yeast shortage in Hemgelo so 

that bread became scarce. A food distribution plan was put in place in 

which each citizen was allotted 750 grams of bread for every three 

days. Other distribution plans were enforced m a provincial level; 

shoes purchase was by coupons, meat had to ke inspected by the 

Wehmmacht, and heating fuel was restricted. ®! 

Another problem in Hengelo was the shortage of cash to meet the 

payroll needs of the factory persomel. ‘he Nederlandsche Bank 

(Netherlands Bank), in Hemelo had little cash m hand so thata 

contingency plan was devised. Van der Dussen am a comcilman devised 

a scheme where they had paper cards printed, with their sigmature m 

them, Which were valued at oe guilder avd two and ae half quilcerss. 

However this oampletely illegal arrenmy wes rever distributed. ®2 

Those who wished to cash their cheques had to travel to Almelo. 

Apart from the preseme of troops, life went m nomally in 

Hengelo. ‘The stores were cpen, children went to school, civil servants 

performed fied seep lartaut iasvard them nicipall qovermentiatiisted +o 

each event with relative ease. The westem Netherlands, especially 

Rotterdam, was not that fortumate.®? 1 help the meady in the vest, 

the Nationaal Hulpoomite (Natianal Help Committee was established and 

the Hengelo chapter was called the Hengelosche Oorlogsrampen (Hengelo 

War Disaster Office) .&4 Hengelo citizens regularly collected 

bedding, clothing, mattresses amd diverse household goods to aid 
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victims of the batbings. Through the Red Cross Rotterdam children were 

offered vacations in Hengelo throughout the war years. 

Once the initial shock of the invasion wore off, the miive 

illusion that the cooupaticn would be bearable quickly evaporated. ‘The 

For example, blackout ardinames were to stay in effect avd all 

available vehicles had to be registered. The arders fram the 

Netherlands goverment in exile were tobe igmred. Singing of the 

national anthem was prohibited. Weather reports could no lower be 

publicized. Writs were issued in the mame of the Reich rather than the 

Queen.85 These regulations were mot difficult to adjust to and can 

be viewed as nomal in time of war. The major chamgs, the regulations 

that the Netherlanders would first passively and later actively resist, 

were implemented by Arthur Seyss-Inquart, a minister without portfolio 

in Hitler’s cabiret. 

Arthur Seyss-Inguart was appointed Reichskammissar (State 

Commissioner), for the ooopied Netherlands by Hitler amd given the 

Gojective of converting the Netherlands populace into accepting the 

tenets of National Socialism. He would be entirely in oomtrol of all 

aspects of the Netherlands administratio and become the driving force 

in subjugating the Netherlands ecomomy to the Gemmn wer effort. It 

was Seyss-Inqguart who would ultimtely be respmsible for the 

departation and death of the majority of the Jews woo lived in the 

Netherlands. He wes also respmsible for laborers fron the Netherlands 

being forced to work in Gemmany. And it was Seyss-Inquart who at war’s 

end was responsible far approximately 25,000 deaths due to malnutritim 

during the Hunger Winter of 1944-1945. He was not responsible to any 
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officials within the Geman military farce; he was appointed by Hitler 

and accountable directly to him. In fact, he mly had persomal contact 

with Hitler a total of eleven times during the five year wer periadd, 

and eight of these contacts were before the end of 1942.86 

Arthur Seyss-Inquart was bam while his parents were qm vacation, 

on 22 July 1882, in Stannem, Moravia, then a part of the 

Austro-Hungarian empire. His father, Emil, was Catholic avdhis 

mother, Auguste, wes Lutheran. Arthur wes the yorpest of six children 

(three daughters and three sos) but coe som died in infamy. ‘The 

boys were reared as Catholics while the daushters wre reared as 

Lutherans. Emil taught classical languages at Iglau (in present day 

Czechoslovakia), became a rector at Olmutz, amd retired to Baien in 

1910. After his graduation fran the German gymasiun, Arthur stidied 

law at the University of Viema. He was admitted to the bar in 

1916.87 arthur Seyss-Inquart was ome of the most intelligent Nazis 

under Hitler’s oomand. Hitler described him as "extraordinarily 

clever, aS apple as an eel." 88 This was confinned after the war by 

The Wechsler-Bellevue Adult Intelligence tests given by Dr. G.M. 

Gilbert, the prison psychologist at the Nurenberg war trials, indicated 

that Seyss-Inguart scored 141; genius was considered to be 140. ‘The 

only other war criminal to score above him was Hjalmar Schacht. 9 

In July 1914, Arthur volunteered with the Tiroler Kaiserjager, a 

military unit, amd faxght mainly m@m the Italian front. He was 

commended for bravery and som reached the rank of herlautrant.7° 

In Decenber 1916 he married Gertrud Mascha, an Austrian general’s 

daughter. Their’s would be a happy marriage; unlike other Nurenberg 

Ba" 
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war criminals, he remained faithful to his wife. The comple had ome 

so and two daughters who were raised as Catholics.2) arthr’s 

religion and cold demeanor were held against him by his fellow Nazis. 

General Christiansen called him an eiskalter Jesuit, and Hans Rauter 

believed he was, ein Mam der kein Herz gekamt hat.?* Dr. Gilbert 

viewed him as a person who believed he could d rm wom, a man who 

furbled his own defense, a man stoic in his adversity at the Nuremberg 

trials In 1919, Arthur became a member of the Deutsche 

Gemeinschaft (Geman Secret Commnity), which wes anti-Marxist and 

anti-Semitic. He migrated fran Moravia to Austria in 1930 and at that 

time entered the political arena. He worked with, but did not famally 

join, the Nazi party from 1934 to 1938, pious Catholics being debarred 

fron party menbership. Seyss-Inquart was appointed Minister of the 

Interior amd Seamrity by Prim Minister Scusmig in 1938. 

Seyss-Inquart’s role in the Gemmn Anschluss (overtaking), of Austria 

has been documented widely and need not be minutely detailed here. It 

is sufficient to mentim that he can be viewd as an Asstrian 

Quisling.“4 Qnoe Schussnig resigned, Seyss-Inquart became Chancellor 

of Austria, which had been renamed Ostmark. During his tem in office, 

Seyss-Inguart helped Jews personally known to him to escape by means of 

emigration. ?° Qn 1 May 1939, he became Reichsninister (State 

Minister), without portfolio which politically wes a step up the 

ladder. His fommal basic salary wes 4000Rm per month but he was also 

paid an additional 100,000 Rm per mmth from secret fins.” His 

benefits included a villa, an office in Berlin, a service autambile, 

and a amall staff. 
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35 

Seyss-Inquart was transferred to Poland @ 15 September 1939, 

where in Octdber he became deputy to Hans Frank, the new head of the 

General Goverment in Poland. He was certainly aware of the 

atrocities inflicted on the Poles but he viewed them as a necessary 

evil which the Poles had to emture m their road to becoming part of 

the Reich. However, he was unhappy in Poland. He felt that he had too 

little responsibility in administering the regime he had helped to 

build.?’ Moreover, he was not trusted, and he trusted no one; he 

had great difficulty working alongside his old enemies and requested a 

transfer an 10 May 1940. He was given the new post in the Netherlands 

on 18 May 1940. 

Qn 29 May 1940 Seyss-Inquart was fommlly installed as 

Reichskamissar fur die niederlandische Gebiete (State Commissoner for 

the Netherlands territory), but excluding the Netherlands Indies. In 

mind for the Netherlands. He stated: 

We will neither oqopress this land ard its people 
imperialistically nor will we impose qm them ar 

in no other way- only through our deportment and 
example. 

Seyss-Inquart was cnly vaguely familiar with the history of the 

Netherlands.and had never: leamed nar wantedito qpeaklits language: 

Moreover, he canpletely failed to grasp the traditions ard mentality of 

the Netherlanders. Perhaps this was a blessing in disguise; had he 

known the resistance he eventually met he might have been even more 

oppressive and cruel. ‘Towards the end of the war Seyss-Inquart 

realized his mistake and in an uncharacteristically open moment said, 

"Wenn man hier frisch aus Deutschland kommt, glaubt man dieses Volk zu 

verstehen. Je langer man hier ist, je mehr sieht man wie amders es ist 
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als man denkt.""79 

Seyss-Inquart’s mandate gave him respmsibility for all the powers 

of the Crown, the sipervisim of the Netherlands civil adiministraticn, 

all the Netherlands agencies then in existeme, as well as qo>eming 

through his Generalkommissars (General Commissioners) .1°? these were 

often Austrian like himself. Two of the most important were the 

Justice Oommisssioner, Friedrich Wimmer ard the Finance Commissioner 

Dr. Hans Fischbock. The three men had been friends for a long time amd 

often listened to classical music together. 

Wimmer owed his political career to Seyss-Inquaart’s influence amd 

was his most loyal supporter. He was bom in Salzburg in 1897 intoa 

family of eight siblings. Academically bright, he was echrated at the 

gymmasium and had fought in the Austrian amy for three years. Winer 

followed that stint by studying art history in Vien am in Goteborg, 

Sweden. In 1922 he eared a doctorate amd in 1930 a second doctorate 

in law at the University of Vienna; he specialized in constitutional 

law.19l His friendship with Seyss-Inquart began in 1936 when they 

met in a Catholic Bible study grop. Dring the Anschluss, Wimmer 

persomally advised Seyss-Inquart about Austrian oonstituticnal law. 

Personally Wimmer was lazy; all the work in his department was 

acomplished by his sbordimtes despite Wimmer’s = apparent 

disinterest. He repeatedly requested transfers to Gemany which 

Seyss-Inquart denied. Wimmer thus remained in the Netherlands for the 

duration of the war.1” 

The Generalkommissar fur Finanz und Wirtschaft (Finance and 

Econamy), was Dr. Hans Fischbock. He was born in 1895 at Geras, north 

of Vienna. In the 1920s he wes a member, as was Seyss-Inquart, of the 
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Deutsche Klub (the Genman Club). He wes an extrerely intelligent man 

who, in the 1930s, was repeatedly promted in his career amd became 

director general and president of ore of Austria’s largest banks. 1% 

During the Anschluss Fischbock was quite active in the business of 

plundering Jews. He quickly accepted the Reichskomissar’s jcb offer. 

His quick mind served him well and he wes overly anxious abot 

subverting the Netherlands economy towards Gemmany’s war requirenents. 

Fischbock was the respmsible party for eradicating the arreny 

differential between Gemmany am the Netherlands early in the 

cocupation.14 although he stayed at his post for the entire var 

period he was frequently absent. The ambitious Fischbock really wanted 

to be posted to Berlin, were he believed all the action took place. 

In Jamary 1942, he gained the aditimal position of Reichskomisar 

fur die Preisbildung (State Commissioner for Inflation). 

The head of the SS, Heinrich Himler, was respmsible for Hitler’s 

appointment of Hanns Albin Rauter to the position of Reichskomisar fur 

das _Sicherheitswesen (Higher SS ami Police Leader). Himmler, mt 

Seyss-Inguart was Rauter’s direct superiar; everything that ocomred in 

the Netherlands, even the most trivial detail, wes duly reported by him 

to Himmler. Seyss-Inquart legally had no authority over Rauter, who was 

his superior in SS ranks, bt they had equal powr in the 

Netherlands. 10 

Hanns Rauter was bam in 1892 in Klagenfurt, Austria, and his 

father was a wealthy Austrian with extreme German national leanings. 

The secom son in a family of seven children Hanns began to study 

architectural engineering at Graz, but his studies were interrupted by 

World War I. He served three years in the Austro-Hungarian amy and 
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served on both the Italian and Balkan fronts. After the war, he som 

became involved with militant student groups. During the 1920s Rauter 

was the ringleader in many overt actims, comspiracies amd loved the 

fights against the Slovaks who lived rear the frontier. He became a 

Nazis in Austria. In 1931 Rauter was arrested for his role in a cap 

Rauter quickly rose to becom a member of Himler’s persomal staff; in 

1933. Himmler appointed him as chief administrator of the 

SS-Oberabsschnitt which was headquartered in Breslau. He was also 

assigned the annexed part of Polam. As a reward for his excellent 

service he was awarded the post of Here SS uM Polizeifuhrer in the 

Netherlands on 22 May 1940.10 

Rauter was perfectly suited for the positim. His personality was 

geared to aggressiveness amd he was cold-blooded. He had been a street 

fighter since 1914, amd loved the male aspect of his sami-military 

lifestyle. He married in 1937 but never showd moh affection for his 

wife; he thought she failed him by aly giving birth to three daughters 

details; he wanted no errors to emanate from his office. Rauter tended 

to view things strictly as black ar white; subtleties and mances 

escaped him. Moreover, he was too impulsive to calmly analyze 

camplicated situations. 

During the war Rauter became the symbol in the Netherlands of the 

(ordinance), amd qm all other regulations. Rater paid partiaular 

attention to any resistance activities. Sabotage attempts infuriated 

him because it indicated his failure to omtrol all policing aspects in 
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the Netherlands. He nevertheless had considerable respect for the 

Netherlands resistance movement. Rauter once exlaimed to Seyss-Inguart 

that he believed it was "Schade dass sie nicht an umsrer Seite 

stehen."107 He was severely injured om 5 March 1945, when his car 

was attacked by a Netherlands resistance group near Apeldoam. ‘The 

British captured him in Germany in May 1945, but he was released to the 

Netherlands goverment.  Rauter was brought to trial in 1948 avd 

received a death sentence which he appealed but lost. Hanns Rauter was 

executed in February 1949.18 

Political propaganda used to encourage the Dutch towards accepting 

National Socialism was in the hands of Fritz Schmidt. He was bom in 

Eisbergen, Westphalia, in 1903. In 1922 he volunteered in the 

Reichswehr the small regular amy of the Weimer Repblic, were he 

he became a street photographer. ‘Then in 1929 he joined the NSDAP. He 

was an eloquent orator amd organizer am his impressive perfomance led 

to his appointment in 1934 to Gaupropagamdaleiter (regional propaganda 

leader), Westphalia. He rose in rank quickly; in Septenber 1938 he 

went to Munich am became the omtact person with Konrad Heinlein of 

the Sudeten Deutsche Partei (the Sudeten Genman Party). ‘he following 

year Schmidt was transferred to Berlin where he became a department 

Propaganda (State Ministry for Information and Propaganda). 

Schmidt was intelligent and ambitious and som becare an 

accanplished manipulator. His knowledge about the Netherlands was 

minute but he fimily believed that he had a firmer grasp cm the Dutch 

mentality than Seyss-Inquart. 109 Schmidt was samewhat unbalanced and 
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tended to play ore Gereralkamisar against the other with the result 

that few people trusted him. He camitted suicide by jumping off a 

train in 1943.0 

Hitler, at Goering’s suggestion, also appointed a military 

cammander for the Wehmedchtsbefehl (air command), mm 20 May 1940. 

staunch supporter but technically mxh less influential. Friedrich 

Christiansen was bor in 1897 at Fohr, Schleswig into a seafaring 

family. After elementary school he became a sailor, then an aimman. He 

was made an officer mostly because of his bravery in World War I. 

Friedrich joined the Nazi party in 1933 amd idolized Hitler. Goering 

appointed Christiansen as commnder of all the Inftwaffe schools in 

I935% Then in 1937 he became leader of the Natiomlsozialistische 

Fliegerkorps (the National Socialist Flying Corps). Christiansen knew 

little about the Netherlands’ military affairs amd politics omfused 

him. His weak personality eamed him little respect fron his 

subordinates, essentially because he was ill qalified fo his 

position. His arders to shoot hostages in August 1942 amd to destroy 

the village of Rutten in October 1944 were his gravest errors. He was 

tried for these crimes and received a twelve year pris sentence. U1 

The brutality that these majar German figures would inflict mm the 

Netherlands could mot be imaging in this early stace of the 

oocupation. The damage they caused could mt be acorately gauged 

until after the liberation.44 certainly in the first stage of the 

coaypation, 1940 to mid-1943, the Genman policy was to appease 

Netherlanders as much as possible since they hoped these Aryan people 
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would ultimately accept National Socialism. Seyss-Inqguart had 

Netherlanders. A prime example of trying to win them oer coorred 

when Hitler released the Netherlands POWs in Jume 1940. The 22,000 

military personnel who had been captured after the capitulation were 

confused, frustrated, and demoralized. the first batch of Pus 

retumed the secom week of Jime ad wre welooed at the Overijssel 

border stations by the jubilant Netherlanders. ‘The POWs reported that 

they had bem treated adequately but mot fed properly. The 

spontaneous element of the Twente people was quite evident that day; 

everywhere in Twente, Hengelo included, the citizens opened their hanes 

to the retming Be. Each man was fed, he bathed, and was given 

fresh clothing, before camencing his jonmmey hare." Hitler had 

released the POW with the proviso that they could ke called back at 

any time. When he did call them back, in April 1943, the reactim wes 

again entirely spmtaneous but it served as the timing point of the 
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Chapter IIT 

RESISTANCE AND PROTEST 1940-1943. 

Diverse resistance groups emerged almost similtaneously with the 

capitulation. However, none of the menbers of these rapidly 

established groups had any experience in resistance tactics because 

there had been no need for these groups in the modem Netherlands. In 

addition, mo autstanding leadership wes ethibited in th omll 

resistance groups because m ame had the necessary qualifications. 

Consequently, resistance in the first half of the wer wes extrerely 

amateurish by nature, unorganized, largely incidental and nearly always 

reactionary. 

Perhaps the best example of the lack of professicalism was the 

first resistance grop of the coopatim which wes called De Gawen 

(The Beggars), a name purposely chosen as a parallel fran the struggle 

century. U5 Bernard Ijzerdraat, a tapestry meker, fomded a 

Clandestine newspaper as early as 15 May 1940. He gained humntreds of 

followers very rapidly, but the grap actmwlly acoplished very 

little. They were betrayed when a member inatvertently spoke too 

freely about the grop’s activities. Ijzerdraat and fourteen of his 

followers were exealted mm 24 February 1941, the day before a protest 

strike in Amsterdam.11© 

Several other resistance groups emerged shortly after the Geman 

invasion, and same of these managed to remain in existence throughout 
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the war. ‘The Gomunist Partei Nederland (Netherlands Commmist Party, 

hereafter CPN), played the most active role arring the early years of 

the wer am was instrumental in the authreak of the Amsterdam gereral 

strike in February 1941. When the Germans appointed the Netherlands 

NSB party leader, Rost van Tomingen, as Commissioner of the CPN m 20 

July 1940, an underground C2N grap was inmediately established because 

many of the CEN members could not abide National Socialisn. This grap 

consisted of small cells with a few members who had quite minimal 

contact with other cells. By 1941 this clandestine C2N grap had 

several thousand members. Infiltration in 1942 led to massive arrests 

and executions in 1943, amd the CN was domoent for a time. However, 

the remaining members joined another resistance grap in mid-1943 and 

Another underground group which emerged in the inmediate aftenmath 

of the capitulatim was the Orde Dienst (Order Service, hereafter 

Op) 127 A group of politically right wing disillusioned Netherlands 

military officers established this military style resistance grop. 

The djective of the OD wes to take legal omtol of the Netherlands 

after the expected Genman withdrawal but before the returm of the Dutch 

government in exile. A secondary adjective was to expedite the 

collapse of the Geman coopying forces by employing sabotage ard 

espionage. The OD did not remain inactive airing the wer period; it 

engaged in military espicnage throuwhout the wer. Politically the OD 

was the most ooservative of the underground organizations. However 

the QOD was umpqoular among the other clandestine arganizatiaons which 

sprang up early in the war because of its inflexible military structure 

and its claim to leadership of the Netherlands resistame. In 
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addition, the goverment in exile believed the OD to be infiltrated by 

Genman agents; consequently little credence wes given to © 

camunications fram the Netherlands during the early war years. There 

were several arrests in 1941, and the OD became a stromer organization 

after restructuring in 1942. ~An CD branch was rot established in 

Hengelo - until late 1944 when the OD merged with two other resistarmce 

grops to form a rational resistame grap led by H.R.H. Prine 

Berrhara. 48 

Protest against Genran policies started within a few weeks of the 

capitulation throughout Hengelo amd the Netherlands. A prime eanple 

of protest was the response of Hemelo citizens towards the blatantly 

confrontational actions of members of the Natiomaal Socialist Beweging 

(National Socialist Movement, hereafter NSB). The Hemgelo branch had 

between two am three huntred hard-core menbers auring the oconpatiom 

period.” 

Organized resistance action against the NSB never existed in 

Hengelo, but omsiderable spontaneous actim against NSB tactics 

cocurred in various ways. Om a muicipal level Van der Dussen was 

continuously requested to give special treatment to the NSB party by 

Dr. Piekaar, an NSB member. Because the mayor rejected these frequent 

Gemands , Piekaar appealed directly to Dr. Reuss. Much to Piekaar’s 

Chagrin Dr. Reuss agreed with Van der Dussen’s decisions. Asa result, 

Piekaar, who later became leader of the NSB Folks Service, grew to 

dislike Hengelo’s mayor strongly. 

Again on a moicipal level, the power struggle between the NSB and 

the Hengelo police force escalated quickly in the early stages of the 

oocupation. Tensions between the two groups rose on the evening of 30 
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July 1940 when the NSB headquarters in Utrecht failed to give official 

sanction to a meeting the NSB wished to omict in Herelo. 

Approximately forty members refused to acoept this informatio amd 

iNlegally marched throwh Hemelo. ‘the Hemgelo police disbanded the 

marchers but after regrouping they commenced to march again, this time 

with support of the Wehmmacht. Qnoe again the Hemlo police ardered 

the marchers to disband, but the leading Wehrmacht officer told the 

police not to interfere. Nevertheless the police escorted them to 

their destination. In a later oonsultatim with Cberstleutmant Knapp, 

who had replaced Dr. Reuss, the mayor was informed that neither the 

Wehmmacht nor the NSB had any jurisdiction whatsoever in Hengelo. 14° 

Protest against the aggressive behaviour of NSB members was not 

restricted to official mmicipal levels. Oomfrontations between 

Hengelo’s citizens amd NSB members were comoplace in the first stage 

of the war. The Hengelo citizens had little choice but to retaliate amd 

they did so with a vengeance. Hengelo’s police force received 

complaints almost weekly fron NSB menbers who dbjected to the treatment 

they received fron unyielding Hengelo citizens. For example, a barrel 

of tar was throw throm Piekaar’s living rom window, and the log 

huts of the NSB youth grop were repeatedly destroyed. The Geman 

stationmaster had great difficulty dealing with the taunts of youths 

who called him "Mof", a derogatory tem Netherlanders use for German 

nationals, much like calling an Italian a "wo" or a Chinese persm a 

"chink".121 dhe citizens’ actions against the NSB became so severe 

that Van der Dussen declared on 29 June 1940 that he expected good 

behaviour from all Hengelo citizens. 144 However same citizens 

ignored this decree, for m 5 July 1940 the hore of the German 
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appointed director of Signaal was deliberately set mm fire. ‘The 

perpetrators were never found.}23 

Protest against National Socialism and NSB party members also 

extended to factory life in Hergelo. Management, personnel am 

laborers all strongly disliked the idea of the Gemmn ooopatio ad 

the atmosphere in the Hergelo factories throughout the war was 

Gefinitely anti-Genran. The behaviour of NSB menbers in Hengelo in cre 

case resulted in the loss of employment for several NSB members at the 

KNKS. = 20 December 1940 an NSB menber celebrated his twenty fifth 

amiversary of employment with KNKS, am as was the asta, the 

worker’s work area was decorated with crepe paper, some of which wes 

orange, the colar associated with the royal family. ‘The celebrant saw 

this am immediately asked for personal time which he wes granted. He 

scon returmed with the Hengelo NSDAP leader who asked for an immediate 

meeting with the KXKS Director D. W. de Momchy. The leacer infonmd de 

Monchy that the decorations were a grave insult to the worker wo 

Claimed to be terrorized by the actions of his colleagues. At the 

conclusion of the meeting the leader indicated that he would complain 

to the SS. With this announcement de Monchy lost his temper amd showed 

the two NSB members the door; he promptly notified the Hergelo police 

of the incident ard that same day the four other NSB renbers left KNKS 

Brion s 

On a national level protests against NSB attempts to nazify the 

Netherlands populace gained sore fom of unity amd extended to all 

areas of the camtry. ‘he Nederlamse Unie (Netherlanis Unicn, 

hereafter NU), was established on 24 July 1940 by L. Enthoven, 

Professor J. E. de Quay amd J. Linthorst Homan. The dbjective of the 
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patriotic NU was to act as a comterbalame to the NSB propaganda ard 

actions. However the existence of this arganizatim quickly led to 

more confrontations between the two opposing ideologies. Both the NSB 

and the NU had newpepers, Volk en Vateriam and De Unie 

respectively. Qne newspaper tried to autperfomn the other. Tactics, 

on national as well as local levels, became riotous at times. ‘The NSB 

intenticnally created unrest amd intimidated NU renters, and in July 

1941 regulations were enforced which prohibited propaganda for the NU. 

Printing continued despite this regulation, which had an opposite 

effect om the Dutch; subscriptions increased dramatically. The NU was 

fined fl. 60,000 because of its anti-Geman bias.“° te fire ws 

paid within a few days. However, by the end of 1941 the NU matbership 

Gwindled because the qmly thing it achieved was the omfimeatim of 

strengthened the illegal press which mushroomed during the war. “© 

Although the NU failed to reach its lofty djectives it gave a stray 

impulse to the eventual outcome of World War I in the Netherlanis. 

Protest against the Gemman cooupying authorities also emerged when 

Seyss-Inquart decided to reorganize the trade unions. At the tine of 

the invasion, the Nederlandse Verbond van Vakvereniging (Netherlands 

Association of Trade Unions, hereafter NW), onomsisted of 319,000 

members and was considered the umbrella unim aroanizatiom of the 

Netherlands. The Roars Katholiek Werkliederbond (Raman Catholic 

Workmen’s Association, hereafter RW), which wes affiliated with the 

Roans__Katholieke Staatspartei (Roman Catholic Party), had 186,000 

National Trade Union, hereafter CNV), had a menbership of 119,000. Due 
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to the high unemployment prevalent in 1940, ore quarter of the menbers 

were unemployed. 147 

Trade unions held a special place in the lives of their menbers. 

Collective bargaining was not the major comem of unicn lexers. 

Unions were practically responsible for a member from cradle to grave. 

Unions also administered auxiliary institutions such as sports clubs, 

social clubs, rest hams, am travel organizations. Newspapers ard 

periodicals were also published by the unions, social insurame was 

under union, mot govermental, omtrol. Thus, retaining their an 

union officials amd management was a crucial comem for the majority 

of the menbership. 

Seyss-Inguart’s dbjective, as early as Jume 1940, wes to 

reorganize the Netherlands trade unions into a Netherlands Labor Front 

mach like the Deutsche Arbeitsfront (Geman Labor Front)./@® an 

additional dbjective was to create a bramh, in Novenber 1940, to be 

called Vreugde eae Arbeid (Voy awd Labor), which wes a replica of 

Gemmany’s Kraft durch Freude (Strength thraxh Joy), program. 4? pr. 

Wermer Hellwig was made respmsible in May 1940 for restructuring the 

Unions in all the coupied territories. Hellwig had had ties with 

Nazism since its infancy am wes an administrator in a Geman 

employment association. By 1940 he was head of the Arbeits 

Rechtsberatung der Deutsche __Arbeitsfront (Gemman Labor Advisory 

Board) . 130 

Hellwig’s first step was to remove the popular amd respected 

Dutch leaders of the NW amd replace them with NSB member Hendrik Jan 

(Henk) Woudenberg. Henk was bom in the Jewish quarter of Amsterdam 

in 1891 into a very poor family which eventually had farteen 
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children. He was bor with a defommed left am ard thus never learmed 

a trade. After six years of elementary school he became an errand boy 

and studied accounting, French, amd Geman. He wes employed as an 

accountant to a Jewish fish merchant in Ijmuiden amd by 1937 owned his 

own company. He had a superficial persomality amd wes a followr, mt 

a leader. Wouderberg became a Nazi party member in 1933 and was 

elected to the Netherlands Second Chanber in 1937.41 

Woudenberg’s appointment as a German puppet was accepted as a 

nonmal course of events in most of the Netherlands. Many union leaters 

realized they were better off to remain at their posts; preserving 

their careers am the rights of worters took precede over their 

dislike for the Germans and Woderberg. However, this was not the case 

in Twente. The farced removal of the national unio leaders caused 

great animosity with the workers in Twente. The leaders of the three 

constituent NVV unions were agreed that they disliked the remwval of 

the NW leaders amd expressed this sentiment when they ret with 

Wouderberg in 1940. Kees van Es of the Enschede Textiel Arbeidersbamd 

(the Enschede Textile Workers Association), Gerrit Visser of the 

Hengelo branch of the Algemene Metaalwerkersbond (the General 

Metalworkers Association), amd Kees Tabak of the Almelo bramh of the 

Algemene Nederlandse i (the General Netherlands 

Textile Workers Association), refused to coqperate with Wouderberg and 

protested against all his actims. Their refusal resulted in threats 

vehement disagreements continued and eventually led to resignations of 

the labor leaders.1+? 

The protest against Wouderberg was so strong in Hengelo that he was 
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forced to appoint people arbitrarily to posts they did not want. When 

these people showed reluctamce they were handled deftly. J. B. Vian, 

for example, was appointed as leader of a union which had office, 

retail store, am merchant workers as omstituents. Vlam however 

remained true to his principles amd was taken hostage in May 1942 ard 

sent to Camp Beekvliet at St. Michelsgestel. ‘Then Gerrit Visser was 

appointed as district leaker of the NW. Ee also wavered and was 

quickly arrested by the secret police in Eschece. Visser died six 

months later at age forty-eight at the comentration camp Niederhagen, 

near Paderborm. ‘The union leaders who had resigned, van Es ard Tabak, 

were also arrested. Tabak died in a comentration camp ard van Es 

rebumed after the liberatim althowh his health was broken and he 

died shortly afterwards. 43 

Protest against Woudenberg’s changes reached a national level in 

1941. He wes named commissioner of the RHW in July and the immediate 

result was the resigmatim of the unicn’s manscement amd omplete 

membership. Consequently, the RAW ceased to exist and the union was 

dissolved. The CNV followed the same pattem and was also liquidated. 

To replace the dissolved unions the Genmans established the Nederlandse 

Arbeids Front (Netherlands Labor Front), hereafter MAF, with the 

Gbjective of bringing all worters, exept Jews, together into ae 

union. Woxdenberg was appointed leader of the MF. This new 

organization never gained the loyalty of the Dutch workers. nly a few 

registered and the union had very little influene. 

While all these events were coanring during this period of 

adjustment and protest, Hitler coooupied Belgium and forced France to 

surrender; the ammistice wess signed m 22 Jure 1940. His next 
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CGojective was the imvasim of Great Britain, am he commenced the 

Battle of Britain cn 10 July 1940. With Britain, Hitler’s strategy was 

to eliminate British air speriority first, then to farce the paulace 

into submission by destroying morale with massive air borbarcrents. 

Inexplicably, the Gemmans changed their assault tactics. Rather than 

concentrating on the south, they began botbing Ionim mm 7 Septenber 

1940. However, RAF fighter superiority retained the upper hand and 

Genman losses were substantially higher than British: 1733 Genran 

aircraft were lost compared to 915 British. 44 Hitler postponed the 

invasion of Britain c= 17 September 1940, and abandoned it om 2 October 

1940, for the duration of the winter. Italy joined Hitler’s camp aad 

plans were mace to invace the Soviet Unim. In 1940 avd 1941 German 

military strength seemed incontestable. 

In addition to the rules amd regulations imposed immediately after 

the invasion, the Gemmans §introdixced an identity doament called the 

Ausweiss. As of 17 October 1940 every citizen over age fifteen was 

campelled to carry this card which included a photogragh. Geman 

authorities had the right to inspect these at any time. In 1941 the 

thumb print of the cardholder was included. Jews had a larve J printed 

on their cards. 

At the beginning of June 1940 the factory sirens were silenced 

except for use as air raid wamims. A arfew, fran midnight to 4:00 

A.M., was imposed om theatres, restaurants, cinemas and other social 

establishments to facilitate the midnight aurfew. Markets were 

Hengelo Municipal bin pebonostoults Hareletciei aa yiderning 

market hors to Saturday momings.2° ‘the council also had sidewalk 

St 
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borders whitewashed so that people could see them in the dark. 

Protests were not limited to union ard political affiliations. 

During the first phase of the war, extreme patriotism and allegiance to 

the royal House of Orange publicly manifested itself ao the occasim of 

Prince Bermhard’s birthday. The Gemarmbam but muoxch loved husband of 

Crown Princess Juliana always wore a carmatim in his lapel; it had 

became his’ trademark. So qm his first wartime birthday the 

Netherlanders celebrated with wild abanim. Tr activities of this 

day, now know as Anjerdag (Camation Day), took the Germans ompletely 

by surprise. Camations were placed at all natiaowl momoents. 

Baskets and huge bonwets of flowers were placed at the entrarcses of 

the various royal residences. 136 Flags with orange streamers were 

displayed fron thousands of homes. Factory smokestacks wre adormed 

buildings amd streets amd the matical anthem wes amg repeatedly 

throughout the day. 

Hitler was furious at this astmishing display of loyalty amd 

anti-Gemman sentiment. All the other ooopied territories were 

relatively peaceful amd "die verdammten Hollander" lessened his glary 

fron the French copitulatim of oly a week earlier. 

Seyss-Inquart and Rauter were called to Berlin am given strict 

instructions to make sure there would be nm encores. this, for the 

August 1940 birthdays of Princess Irene and Queen Wilhelmim, 

regulations were enforced to prevent public displays of allegiance to 

the royal family. But the Netherlanders were mot to be deterred. 

the specific birthdays er Children wore arange ribbons in their 

hair. Teachers carried carrots on the backs of their bicycles. ‘The 
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national anthem was sung in schools amd govenment organizations. 

Orange flowers were prominently displayed in business establishments 

and private dwellings. Increasingly the Dutch listened secretely to 

the BBC, especially so when the Queen gave an actress. 

Genman attenpts to eradicate allegiance to the royal family 

escalated with more anti-royal decrees. Singing the mticmal anthen 

was outlawed. All streets named after living royalty had tobe 

changed. In Hengelo the Juliamalaan (Juliam Avene), officially 

became the Juliana van_Stolberglaan, but the original name stayed in 

use.48 In addition, pictures of living royal family menbers could 

not. be publicly displayed. Netherlanders responded by hanging pictures 

of deceased Netherlands royalty amd whiting art the Living mnbers. 

This was a tiny defiant gesture, but the Gemmns had mt decread 

against it. Throughout the wer the Qeeen’s broaccasts cm the BEC wre 

the mainstay of the Netherlands people. ‘The bond between the myal 

house amd the people was mh too stug for Hitler to destroy.7?? 

He wes most annoyed by this av had a strong dislike for Wilhelmim, 

mostly because she managed to escape his clutches before the 

capitulation. 

The general antipathy towards German authority and Natioral 

Socialism was also clearly demnstrated by the wholesale rejectim of 

the Geman charity, Wintertwlp (Winter Help). Seyss—Inquart 

established this arganization on 22 October 1940, and used the Genman 

Winterhilfe (Winter Help), as amodel. Financial omtributions wre 

expected in Hengelo amd Van der Dussen signed up by contributing ten 

cents.140 NSB menbers canvassed in Hengelo to raise funds but few 
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endeavor was rejected by the Netherlanders and they protested in their 

ow. manner with their low oomtributions. Gemnman authorities 

contributed significantly but Winter Help was never as successful as 

Seyss-Inquart had hoped it would be. 

Resentment against the imposition of Genman policy increased in 

1940 amd 1941 but never reached the stage of arganized mticral 

resistance. However, protest increased significantly against Geman 

authorities ance the tolerant Netherlanders realized the severity of 

structrre. 141 The reactions ranged fron annyarce to autright amger 

and, after the wholesale Jewish deportations, Netherlanders reacted 

with shame because they believed they had not done enam to protect 

cocurred in Amsterdam in February 1941 when the paoulace, enraged at 

the treatment meted art to Jews, went m strike for several days in 

protest. This solidarity with the Jews totally smprised the Genmmans 

who so ruthlessly suppressed the strikers that Amsterdam never again 

offerred any resistance during the war.) this episote, add its 

link to the gereral resistame, beoares oonprehensible only thrash a 

summary of the gradual elimination of Jews fram Dutch society. 

The Genman discriminatory measures against Jews began in October 

1940.143 Most importantly, Jews were excluded fron working in the 

civil service. ‘These actios wre in flagrant omflict of the 

and this caused considerable resentment fran narJews. ‘The majority of 

the Netherlands church leaders provided an example to the populace by 

sending a collective protest letter to Seyss-Inquart, but he never 
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bothered to reply. Jews also had to cbtain a pemmit if they changed 

their place of residence. Jewish professors were dismissed fron their 

posts at universities, and this caused students to protest. Also, in 

October 1940 businesses financed in any manner by Jews, whether by 

ownership, shares or loans, had to be registered. In December 1940 

Seyss-Inquart declared that effective 1 February 1941 na~Jews were 

prohibited fran working for Jews.44 Jewish doctors, phammacists, 

lawyers and midwives were no langer allowed Gentile custaners.14° An 

ancestral document had to be signed in Jamary 1941, indicating 

heredity. One was considered a full Jew based m the following 

criteria: if three or more grandparents were full Jews, if ore had two 

full Jewish grandparents who were attached to the Jewish religiows 

camunity as of 9 May 1940 or married to a Jew before that date or ifa 

grandparent ance practiced Judaism.14> 11 these harsh measures nly 

however, Amsterdam, where sixty per cent of the Netherlands Jewish 

population resided, experienced the greatest difficulty with Genran 

strong amn tactics. 146 

In addition to these measures, the Genmans imposed a Jewish 

Council on the Amsterdam Jews on 12 February 1941, the same day the 

Jewish quarter was sealed off. This Council had two co-presidents, 

Abraham Ascher and Professor David Gohen.14” ‘The presidents met with 

the eighteen member Council and all agreed that the Council’s mandate 

as to be a: 

... predominantly executive and mediatory task, but 
could bear no responsibility for the orders it had to 

transmit, nor could it acoppt orders that were 
dishcnourable to the Jews. 
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The duties of the QOumcil wre basically administrative. It 

served as a registry of Jewish arganizations, verified individual Jewish 

Moreover, the Council had to work in conjunction with the Zentralstelle 

fur die ‘judische Anuswanderung (Central Office far Jewish Emigration), 

the organization responsible far deportation of Jews to Westerbaork, a 

transit concentration camp. ‘Thus, the Council was forced to work at the 

Liquidation of its constituents. 149 

The spark that set off the Amsterdam General Strike cocurred ~m 19 

February 1941. Blatantly provocative Genman tactics resulted ina 

skimmish at the Koco ice cream parlar owned by two Gemman Jews, A. Kohn 

and E. Cahn. ‘The SS stamtroqpers instigated a physical fight. 

In self defense Kohn threw a cylimer of ammnia in the face of the 

Geoman grouwp’s leader Klass Barbie, later know as The Bitcter of 

Lyons. Barbie was not seriously injured and the Germans retreated 

when the Jew, aided by Dutch nardews, fowht back with totally 

unexpected farce. In retaliation Rauter, in omsultatim with 

Seyss-Inquart and Himmler, sealed off the Jewish quarter even thagh 

the Koco incident had  courred in sauthem Amsterdam. >? 22 ard 

23. February, Barbie sampervised more Geman retaliatory measures. 

Extremely brutal methods were employed by the Gemmans at raids which 

netted then over 425 young Jewish boys far departatio.)? the bys 

were first sent to Bochemald avd then transferred to Mauthausen 

concentration camp in Austria. 

Mauthausen held great fear for Jews amd other Netherlanders. 

Shortly after the Anschluss Himmler had Mauthausen built around a stone 

quarry. Atrocities were the nom at Mauthausen. For example, fifty 
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Jews fron Amsterdam, after a shower, were purposely thrown against the 

electrically wired fence around the qary.)* others were worked to 

death in the quarry. The granite pit was over two huntred feet deep, 

with a staircase which had steps unequal in size ranging fron ce to two 

feet in height. Save af the young Amsterdam Jews were subjected to 

unusually inhumane treatment amd in an atof defiarce ten of then 

"linked ams and voluntarily plunged to death in the pit rather than 

submit any longer to the tortures of their Austrian SS quards."©5 

The humiliation amd cruelty inflicted om the Jews aroused great 

sympathy in the hearts amd mincs of Amsterdan’s citizen owe this new 

reached them. The QGommist party strogly agitated for a pblic 

strike. © The amsterdam populace responded cn 25 February 1941, when 

streetcar aperators, metal workers, Shipyard worters, white collar 

workers amd mammal laborers failed to report for work. ‘This wes the 

first anti-pogrom strike ever held in Westem Burcpe. The Gemmans were 

caugnt off guard at this reaction ami swiftly declared a state of 

siege. Then they proceeded to use extremely harsh measures to suppress 

the strikers. >’ 

Anti-Jewish measures increased in frequency and severity after the 

strike. Barbie claimed he was responsible for the exeartim of Cahn ard 

his friends and afterwards he said that he "really felt quite ill seeing 

their brains squirting all over the place.">8 Radios were 

confiscated, travel was restricted, club membership was farbidden, 

transportation was denied ami sports activities were prohibited for 

Jews. 1°9 Barbie’s roundups in late July resulted in over 6000 Jews 

being deported to Westerbork; in Septenber between 500 and 600 Jews were 

arrested cn an almost daily basis.1© 
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Barbie was not adverse to using the Jewish Council presidents’ 

concem for their oonstituents to his advantage. Om ce cxasian, to 

gain adresses of young Jewish boys Barbie very politely approached 

Asscher and Cohen amd explained to then that 300 Jewish apprentices had 

left a training camp awd mw were allowd to reom. HH expressed 

dissatisfaction with the idea of a romp so he asked the copresidents 

for the youngsters’ addresses 50 that they ood be apprised of their 

good foarte. The list was given to Barbie who pramtly had his 

subordinates pick up amd detain the boys.  Urbeknom to the 

co-presidents, the boys had never been in a canp and it had been a nse 

by Barbie to dtain infomeatim fron th Comcil co-presidents. The 

youngsters were deported to Mauthausen; before the em of 1941 they wre 

all deag.l6l 

The 27 August 1941 census revealed that 140,552 full-blooded Jews 

lived in the Netherlands: in addition, 14,549 half-Jews registered, amd 

5119 of were registered as one quarter Jewish. Of these, sare 410 

listed Hengelo as their place of residence.1®& The Hengelo Jews faced 

the same perseaitiom as their brethren in other parts of the 

Netherlands. Forty year old Max OQthen, who had fought the Gemens 

tenaciously at the time of the invasion, wes arrested alag with ten 

other Jews on 14 Septerber 1942.14 ‘he entire gro ws sant to 

Mauthausen and their death certificates arrived in Hengelo within the 

within the month. 16 

The Hengelo business community protested against the decree 

forbidding Jews entry into their establishments. Cafeteria owners 

continually tore down the notice decreeing Jews be forbidden fron using 

cafeterias. Hengelo business establishment owners refused to post these 
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decrees and ootimed doing business with their fellow citizens. 1© 

However, the WA stomtxroqer branch of the NSB daily patrolled the 

streets ard they ensured that the posters were in place. 

Van der Dassen also supported the Jewish meat and poultry butchers 

in Hengelo when in June 1941, three NSB members asked him to remove the 

Jewish butchers fron their profession. ‘The mayor insisted that he would 

not voluntarily dismiss the butchers, he would mly act if anh a thing 

was legally oostituted by the coopying authorities. Van der Duss 

wrote the new provincial ocomissiorer, Kym L. M. th. J. vm 

Bomninghausen. The QOomissionwer infommed the mayor that all butchers 

Should be Aryan, but Van der Dussen disagreed and cited the laws mm the 

slaughtering quotas. 167 The mayor never received a reply but in 

Septerber 1941 a national decree established that Jews could no lawer 

enter slaughterhouses amd Van der Dussen had little cowice but to 

camply. 

As was the case throughout the Netherlands, countless Jewish 

hanes, businesses amd buildings were destroyed with great glee by NSB 

members. In Hengelo, the synagogue which had been in use since 1838 was 

wantonly destroyed and all the boly artifacts inside were smashed.) © 

Jewish families had first apppeared in Hergelo in 1740 and had lay 

Since been assimilated. Of the 410 Jews in Hengelo registered in the 

1940 census, mmly 100 survived the war.1©9 qhis is slightly higher 

than the national averace. A heavy financial burden faced these few 

people who wished to rebuild their syragoe, but with extensive 

financial help amd moral support from Hengelo citizens the synagogue was 

canpletely rebuilt by 1951. 

Qn the national level, the records of the State Institute for War 
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Documentation indicate that 102,893 Jews were departed.!/9 te 

mumbers for the early deportatios are mot acoomted for, but the 

figures are well over a thousand. Althowh the Jews mly omstitiuted 

two percent of the Netherlands population, more than seventy-five 

percent of the Netherlands Jews perished in the Holocaust.}/1 this is 

Protest as a form of resistance continued unabated in 1941. The 

Genmans had established a Qulture Chamber on 22 Novenber 1941, with the 

intent of it becoming the parent body, with Natiomal Socialist 

overtones, of all the Netherlands cultural unions.}/2 Early in 1942 

D. W. De Manchy am H. J. F. ten Cate of the Hemelo Gomcert Unim 

advised all the members to resign and the unions to disband because of 

the Geman tactics to take over the unions. Before the conpatim 800 

stage members, 550 orchestra menbers ard 200 soloists were registered; 

they all promptly resigned, although music did not stop canpletely in 

Hengelo. During the remainder of the war over 120 clandestine comerts 

were given in hames throughout Hengelo after the unions disbanded.t/3 

The Hengelo factory workers also indicated their strong 

displeasure with the frequency of the National Socialist propaganda 

assemblies held at their workplace. A good example is the failure of an 

NSB assembly at Stork m@ 8 April 1942, the day labor leader Womerberg 

was scheduled to speak to the workers at Stark about the glorious ideals 

of Nazism; when he arrived he failed to gain entry becase an 

electronically operated gate was Closed by order of the Stork director. 

Wouderberg furiously accused the porter of sabotage amd a heated 

exchange took place. tHe Stadion Pear repereabats ins queefard iit 

Woudenberg was trying to enter three thousand workers fled throm the 
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gates to avoid attendane.!/4 After nearly all the workers dispersed 

the meeting took place but with very small attemdame. The refusal to 

listen to the propaganda was rot restricted to Stork workers. At the 

Gemman-directed Hazemeyer the workers were cmpelled to listen but many 

protested in their own way when they all timed their backs to the 

Spear Eee 

Protest as a fam of resistance also coarred within the medical 

profession on national as well as local levels. Gemmen attempts to 

Nazify the national governing medical body during the first half of the 

cocupation met with severe reperasssions far the Germans. In 1941 the 

ccoupying authorities attempted to gain omtrol of the qwemin 

national medical council, the Nederlandse Maatschappij tot Bevordering 

van Geneeskunst (Netherlands Society far the Advancement of Medicine). 

The decisions of the Society’s Board of Directors, which worked with the 

pro-Genman Dr. C. A. Croin of the NSB sponsored Medical Front, were 

rejected by the membership which oollectively resigned as a fam of 

protest. This subsequently led to the resignation of the Board of 

Directors on 27 September 1941.17 

The Netherlands physicians responded by establishing their own 

Clandestine organization, the Medisch Contact (Medical Contact, 

hereafter Mc). This new organization quickly gained the allegiance of 

former members of the Society. The MC had 6500 members amd employed an 

expellent organizational structure and camumication system which 

ensured that those in the medical professio were kept informed about 

issues conceming their professional cooupatiom. ‘The Germans camtered 

the M by establishing a Chanber of Medicine which was headed by Dr. 

Croin. This Chanber would automatically include every practicing 
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Netherlands physician. Qnly collaborationist physicians joined the 

Chanber. However, Seyss-Inquart received a protest letter fram 4500 

Netherlands physicians dbjecting to the automatic inclusio of their 

names into the Chamber of Medicine. The signees cbjected cn the grounds 

that the Chamber was politically rather than professionally oriented. 

The next collective medical profession protest action cocurred when 

for registratim purposes. This would serve to distinguish between 

Jewish amd nomJewish physicians. Qnly 1500 doctors, including 250 

Another protest action occoamred on 24 March 1943, when 6000 doctors 

signed a protest letter to i. Goin indicating renmciatio of their 

titles; this would mean automatic equilsio fron the Cramber. then, 

Seyss-Inguart decreed that those woo had taken an aath of office could 

Gemmans considered resignations a political mv, amd peace ws mly 

ensured ance clarification of the M stam wes umerstoad ly the 

Genrans. 

The next confrontation coourred when the NSB attempted to interfere 

with the national health insurance plan. Same 3500 physicians protested 

amd threatened to cease work if the NSB gained any oontrol whatsoever 

over the financial aspect of affairs of medicine. However, the Gemans 

backed down because they realized the Netherlands could ill afford to 

function without doctors. ‘Then 4300 physicians signed a protest letter 

of indignation when it became known that Netherlands workers were to be 

sent to Gemmany as forced labor. As a result of this labour call all of 

the doctors who were called up went uverqramd. Three honored ad 
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Concentration camps, but most of them were released within six weeks. 

The protest actions of the Netherlands medical profession proved 

successful; after the arrests the Chanber passed into cblivion.}”” 

Protest on a local level regarding medical affairs also connmred in 

Hengelo in 1942. The Comissioner of NarComercial Unios am 

Institutes imposed two NSB party members on the Hengelo Green Cross at 

its anmal gereral meeting. This action was vigourously qnposed by Dr. 

H. Hartstra who had been inspired by the principles of the w.1”8 

enjoy the trust of the membership. In addition, he wrote that the 

cocoupying authorities should refrain fron meddling in the affairs of the 

Green Cross. Consequently Hartstra was arrested amd sent as a hostage 

to camp Beckvlict in St. Michelsgestel.!’9 In tum, the Hergelo Green 

with the local White-Yellow, cross but Nazification was som attempted 

Both the Hemgelo Green Cross and the White-Yellow Cross were liquidated 

by the end of 1942.189 

The protest actions also extended to the Netherlands churches. 

The divergent ideologies of Christianity amd National Socialism could 

never have worked agreeably in the Netherlands, and clashes ocomred 

repeated_ly. The Catholic Church, the Dutch Reformed Cunch an the 

Reformed Church had nearly eighty percent of the Netherlands population 

as followers.181 Therefore, it should not be suprising that 

Netherlanders lockad to their cimch leaders for quidame during the 

occupation. 
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The churches at first protested individually, but after the joint 

sessions of the Inter Curch Discussion Group the varying denaninations 

protested collectively as ae wit.® this mim greatly exasperated 

the Genmans, woo tried to create ill feeling amy the gop bt 

without much success.43  qunth protest began as early as 1940 when 

the cumrches unanimously rejected Geman demands to control the funds 

raised from collectim plates. Instead, the fiumds went to aid 

raised on ome Sunday than the whole German Winter Help charity collected 

during the entire cooupation./&4 However, during the first phase of 

the war protest constituted the extent of durch resistare and, letters 

of protest were the qmnly meens th canctss emloyed to indicete their 

displeasure towards Geman policies. Thus letters were sent to 

Seyss-Inquart regarding anti-Jewish measures in 1940 ard 1941, amd more 

letters were sent in 1942 about axch things as compulsory labor, the 

dissolution of the Bible Society am the sentencing of priscrers to 

The protest letters became more frequent in 1943. ‘The durch 

leaders protested in February about the deportation of the thousands of 

Jews, amd in April they protested about Gemen interferere in 

hospitals. Several protest letters were sent in May 1943, ore 

regarding sending students as forced labor to Gemmany amd anther 

protesting sterilization of Jews. ‘Then in September 1943 the cumch 

leaders protested again about the deportation of Jews because the number 

of deportations had increased so significantly. Protest letters were 

also sent in November 1943 conceming the compulsory Nazi salute.1® 

Unfortinmately, the letters were largely ignored by Seyss-Inuart. 
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because he did read the letters, recognized that the durch leaers 

represented the opinions of the Netherlanders, and subsequently used a 

certain amount of caution. The main goals of the currch leaders, rarely 

to alert Seyss-Inquart that they qdbjected to Gemmn policies, were 

achieved with this letter writing famn of protest. 

The educational sector of Netherlands society also used protest as 

a means of resistarce. Outright protest was practiced by university 

faculty members amd even more so by stents. There wre far poblic 

universities in the Netherlanis in September 1940: Leiden, Utrecht, 

Groningen and the Mmicipal University of Amsterdan. The first 

academic protest oocomred in September 1940 as a response to Geman 

attemsts to differentiate between Jes amd other Netherlamerss. 

Professors Scholten am Telders of Leiden sent a petitim signed by 229 

people to Seyss-Inqart.!8© ‘he Scholten Petition eplained that no 

distinction had ever been meade regarding religiass persuasions amd that 

consequently there had never been a Jewish problem in the Netherlands. 

Then thousands of students signed a petition when anti-Jewish measures 

adversely affected the teaching positions of Jewish professors. Several 

students clamdestinely published a newspaper, De Geus Omer Stdenten 

(The Beggars Among Stents), which was quite widely read airing the 

oocupation. 

Qne of the most memorable protest actions ccaurred in Novenber 

1940 when the very highly respected, widely reknowned Buropean scholar 

Professor Meyer of Leiden University was dismissed from his post because 

he was a Jew. Students were drawn Like megrets to what wes to be his 

last lecture; the roam wes som so damerously overcrowded that the 
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lecture had to be moved to the great hall were Hoo Grotius ave 

taugnt. For security reasons Professor Meyer did not appear. In his 

stead the Dean of law, Professor P. O. Cleveringa, appeared, amd he gave 

one of the most electrifying speeches of recent Netherlands history. In 

his speech he denounced the inhumanity forced cn the Jews and recomted 

the traditional tolerance Netherlamers had for religious amd political 

equality.487 = aopies_ of the speech were quickly typed and mimecgraphed 

and sent clandestinely to all areas of the Netherlanss. The following 

day both Cleveringa amd Telders were arrested ard Leiden University was 

temporarily closed. All student arganizations were disbanded. ‘Then, 

party matber, the entire Board of Governors resigned in protest. 18 

The conflict between academics and the coapying authorities 

reached a climax in May 1942. Nearly eighty percent of the Netherlands 

university professcrs resigned as a method of protest because aor of 

their colleagues, Professor Kranemberg of Leiden University lost his 

position to an NSB party menter.1® he professors were arrested as 

hostages amd Ieiden University ceased to fimctim as an academic 

institution for the duration of the war. Delft University suffereda 

different fate. In April 1942, two Delft professors ard seventy 

students were sentenced to death after being found guilty of sabotage in 

connection with OD activities; they were executed the following 

month.190 = after the executions Delft protest subsided because morale 

had sunk so very low. 

Students also suffered under the compation policies. In 1943 

the Genmans entered the classrooms at Utrecht, Delft, Amsterdam and at 

Wageningen Institute and forcibly took students from their desks. A 
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total of six Immired students from that romp were sent as forced 

labor to Genmany.?1 This harsh Geman actin led to omsiderable 

protest fran many sectors of Netherlands society. ‘The Genmans viewd a 

loyalty pledge to the Fuhrer as a solution. ‘Those stucknts who signed 

the loyalty pledge could omtine stutying while those who refused to 

sign immediately lost their student status and omseqently could be 

sentenced to forced labor. ly fifteen percent of the stent 

population signed the loyalty plede.l Then in May 1943 

Seyss-Inquart decreed that those who had failed to sign the loyalty 

pledge had to report for deportation to Germany. ‘he Netherlanis at 

this time was umer a polic state of siege ad a nmber of stents 

The students in the Genman work camps endured extremely horrendous 

conditions. In May 1943, Professor J. Oranje of the Free University of 

escape route which effectively helped many stents to retim to their 

hanes.193 Up: their retum to the Netherlands many students were 

farced to go umergromd am became menbers of the resistance which by 

Qyviously a significant amount of protest occurred during the first 

the Netherlanders failed, largely because of protest actions by various 

professional amd working men’s groups. Protest actions against the NSB 

propaganda was manifested nationally, and converting the Netherlamders 

to National Socialist ideology never reached even a samblanme of 

success. ‘The Nazificaticn of the unions had also failed amd contributed 

significantly to the Genman labor shortage because many of the unim 
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workers were forced to go umerground. ‘The Gemmn treatment of the 

Netherlands Jews, moreso than anything else, indicated to Netherlanders 

that Genman intentions were diabolical. The church leaéers realized 

this early in the oompatio and with their example set the mood for 

and political policies of the Gemens am indicated displeasure by 

officially withtrawing=§ services. Academics as well as students also 

vehemently dbjected to the Gemen measures and effectively prevented 

Nazification of the post secomary ectraticmal system. ‘These graps 

collectively protested to the Gemans with as mixh fore as they could 

without endangering any lives amd without breaking laws. The fact that 

the Gemens largely ignored these protests wes in th lag tem 

and mentality of the Netherlanders they might have developed a different 

strategy. 
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Chapter Iv. 

The April-May 1943 Strike. 

The third year of the war proved to be a taming point for the 

resistance movement, not cnly in Hengelo but in the rest of the 

Netherlands as well. The sporadic protests of the early war years 

increasingly changed to more active, arganized resistance in 1942. 

This occourred for a mmber of reasons. First, the war was mo lawera 

strictly Biropean oonflict. After the Japanese attacked Pear] Harbor 

on 7 Decenber 1941, the United States of America entered the war 

winning significant battles in the Coral Sea and at Midway in May and 

June of 1942. Secondly, people began to realize that Genran 

strength was not invincible: in October 1942 the British Eighth Amny 

aS victorious at the Battle of El Alamein in North Africa, ard the 

Genman offensive against Russia which had begun in June 1941, failed, 

with heavy losses. ‘The staggering figures were reported as follow: 

..-in the East for the period of June 22, 1941, to 
February 20 1942, [there] were 199,448 dead (including 
7879 officers), 798,351 wounded (including 20,992 officers), 
44,342 missing including 701 9fficers)- a total of 952,141 
(including 29,572 officers). 

These unanticipated heavy losses created a strong need for replacement 

labour, a need the male Genman population could not acoamodate at that 

time.19© the subsequent foreign labour drives by the Gemmans would 

prove to be the catalyst that changed the face of resistance in the 

Netherlands. However, this change can only be understood in the context 

of the Geman program to increase labour which was initiated in early 

1942. 

During the first two years of the war, the still weak Netherlands 
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economy could easily sapply Germany with an abmart labor 

force. 197 Germany, whose labor shortage had manifested itself in the 

late 1930s, capitalized am this’ favorable Netherlands labor 

Situation; many who were unable to find work at home volunteered to go 

to Gemany for employment, thosh, the tem "volumteer" my bea 

misnaner. Qne World War IT worker postulated that Netherlands 

labourers had little choice but to go to Gemany to find wrk sime 

none was available at hore but that did not mean they willimly 

volunteered .1% By the spring of 1941 sare 90,000 Netherlamers 

worked in Gemany.)% ‘his figure increased only slightly thromhost 

the year; in Octcbher 1941 save 92,995 Netherlanders had gained 

employment in the Reich.2°0 ‘Those who lived rear the frontier 

regions appreciated the chance of gainful employment because they could 

camute daily. 

Significant changes cocourred in the Gemman economic systen after 

Hitler appointed Albert Speer to the positio of Anmmaments Minister 

after the death of Reich Minister of Mmitions Framz Todt cm 8 February 

1942. Speer was bom into an upper middle class family in 190. He 

Hitler. Speer joined the Nazi Party in 1931 and eventually became a 

close friend to Hitler, who revered Speer’s architectural skills.°9! 

Although it had appeared to foreign powers that Genmany was ready 

for war, Hitler’s generals did not think that Gemmany could win a lay 

draw out war and told him so.°” As late as February 1942 Speer was 

firmly convinced that Germany wes totally unprepared for war. In 1940 

Gemman war production had stood at fifteen percent of the Gross 

Natiawal Product, and it increased by anly four percent in 1941.27 

Speer’s immediate abjective was to significantly increase Genman war 
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production.24 = With his exellent administrative skills, Genman war 

production underwent a oonplete managerial revolution which was often 

mobilization of the available manpower, Hitler appointed Fritz Sauckel 

as Plenipotentiary for Labour Mobilizatio. Sauckel, who wes bom in 

1894, had cmly an elementary school ecication. He served as a merchant 

seaman fran 1909 to 1914 amd was a prisorer of war in France airing 

World War I. Thereafter he worked in a factory. Sauckel rose alay 

with the Nazi party: he became a member in 1923, Nazi party business 

manager in 1925, and Galeiter (regional leader), in 1927. In 1932 he 

became Governor amd gained a seat in the Reichstag (parliament). He 

was a fanatical Nazi amd to his death blindly chedient to Hitler. He 

was also a very close friem of Martin Bormem, Hitler’s right hand 

man, Who recomended Saxkel to Hitler for the positim of Labor 

Plenipotentiary.  Sauckel also impressed Gockbels who believed that his 

"strong National Socialist hand will achieve miracles."*° ‘the 

extremely dull with a low intelligence; they were frankly surprised at 

his wartime acomplishments.27° while the working relationship 

between Speer amd Sauckel wes mt always anooth, they nevertheless 

managed to keep Gemmny in the wer a further two years. Together they 

achieved an almost urmprecedented labor mbilizatim program. °07 

With ruthless methods and shrewd planning, Saucke] managed to cbtain 

approximately five million workers to fill Gemman wartime labour 

requirements. 

To enforce the new labor requirements in the Netherlands 
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Seyss-Inquart altered Verordmmyg 3242, (ardinance 32-42), which had 

restricted laborr aly to the Netherlanis. Now it was to have the 

phrase “within the ocopied Netherlands area" deleted.2°8 qhis mant 

that Netherlands labourers were ompelled to go werever the Gemaens 

wished to send them. ‘The Netherlands labour leaders did not take these 

changes lightly. Thirty-seven regional labour offices administered 

and forty three branhes, am the immediate reactim of many of the 

labour leaders was to resign.299 In fact, the labor director of 

Hengelo handed in his resignation in protest the day after the labor 

conscription was anmounced.“19 His protest was to no avail far the 

campulsoary requirement was oontimed avd the first of for Sauckel 

actions was carried aut in April of 1942. The first compulsory Sauckel 

action, or labour ramp, lasted fron April to September of 1942 amd 

netted Germany 1,639,794 fareign workers. “1 The largest percentage 

of these workers were from eastem conpied territories, but 25,395 

Dutch workers were sent to Germany in the three month pericd fron May 

to July.2/4 

The labour draft also affected Hengelo. Over 500 Hengelo retal 

workers were sent to Gemany in ae month arin the first Sacel 

action; om 13 Jure 1942, these skilled workers, mostly cotained fron 

Stork and Dikkers, were forced anto a train bound for Germany.“ 

However, mot all the worers reached their destination. ‘The Hergelo 

labour office staff managed to retrieve one hundred of the labourers at 

Bentheim.214 a mumber of other workers simply took the initiative to 

escape from the train, amd upm their retum to Hemelo they either 

went underground oar worked umder false identificatim.2> ‘the 

the’ 
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Hengelo labour office also played a preventative role when reqpests 

were made for labour. Quite often when a notice of a labar draft was 

received, workers were secretly notified in advare oso that 

arrangements could be made far them to go underground.216 

The second Sauckel action, from August to December of 1942, netted 

Genmany another ore million workers.“ Nearly 100,000 of these were 

fron the Netherlands; 38,000 workers were sent in August, 35,000 in 

November, and 25,000 in Deoanber.*/8 Hitler was highly pleased with 

Sauckel’s successes. In September 1942 he granted Sauckel enommous 

recuiting agents subordimte to him? Sauckel sent aut 

instructions that a “ruthless commitment of all resancss" should be 

employed. 229 Among other things, he was granted pemmission by Hitler 

to utilize the POW as labor. With these aditiaomwl poers, Sactel 

was able to ad ancther oe millim foreign worters to the Geman wer 

machine. The British Eoononist reported that "eight or nine millions 

out of a total 28.1 millim are foreign workers - rowhly oe third." 

2a 

The third Sauckel action, in 1943, proved to be exeptionlly 

problematical.  Sauckel began the year without a definite qota in 

mind, but for the first quarter of the year he had projected recmuiting 

100,000 workers fron France, ami 50,000 from Belgiim ani the 

Netherlands.223 qhen, in February 1943, JZentrale Planing (Central 

Planning) requested 400,000 workers before the emd of the first 

quarter: 30,000 were to com from the Netherlanis.**? m 15 April 

1943 Sauckel reported to Hitler that he set a qota of ae millim 

foreign workers far the reminder of 1943 with 450,000 to be derived 
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fran westem ocooupied territaries.“4 To enforce the recmuitment 

regulations, Sauckel granted the SD the authority to recniit labor. 

Sauckel was well m his wyy to achieving this quota, for by the end of 

May he had recruited 846,511 workers. 22° 

Foreign labour recruitment slowed considerably in the western 

coapied territories after May 1943 because of strong local resistance 

to campulsory recruitment.22©  gpeer decided that Sauckel should 

employ labor in mative lands, ths avoiding transportatim and 

negative reactions. In the Netherlants, the sladom in labor 

recruitment can be directly attributed to spontaneous reactions, first 

in Hengelo, then natian-wide. 

In late 1942 ard early 1943 passive resistance turmed into active 

Ogposition in the Netherlands because of the more ruthless and harsher 

methods, rules amd regulations of the Gemman oconpying authorities. At 

this stage of the occupation Seyss—Inquart had succeeded in exploiting 

the Netherlands ecommy for the sak® of the Gemen wer mxchire. 

Consequently resentment increased when the Netherlands populace had to 

suffer economically because of ruthless Genman policies. ‘The moi of 

the Netherlands people tamed against anything connected with Gemmany 

and National Socialism am intensified each time a new measure was 

introduced. ‘the catalyst that plunged the Netherlands into the first 

national protest actin was completely due to the third Sanckel acti 

and his authority over recruiting POWs as forced labor. 

Qn 29 April 1943 General Christiansen, under orders fron Himler, 

decreed that the dembilized Dutch amy, which had been released in 

June 1940, had to report for deportation to Germany as forced labor. 

The idea was to send 200,000 fommer military men to Gemmany to work in 
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the war industry ami to place another 100,000 in the Netherlanis 

factaries which were uméer German amtil.~/ This radical step 

would thus affect 300,000 men and almost every Netherlands household, 

as most people had a saldier within their family or circle of 

friends.2°8 = Had «the coopying authorities any idea of th effect 

this labor call would have, they might have found other ways to 

recruit labor. 

News of the labour call first appeared in Hengelo when publisher 

Smit, who printed the local newspaper, posted the notice m the public 

notice board of his printing businesss. In Hermgelo the reactim to 

lunch break many passed by GSmit’s establishment which wes centrally 

located amd near various Hengelo factories. The worters, ome at their 

place of employment, did not prse their work; instead, deliberations 

ensued. At Stork, which had the greatest number of employees, there 

was never a questim of retuming to wrk. ‘the Stork employess had 

reason to be angry. Extreme tension had existed at Stork for several 

Gays preceding the reinterment notice. Qn 26 April 1943 a Geman 

camittee had visited Stork to see firsthand the type ard qaality of 

products Stork could provide the Krupp ompany after it had been 

severely barbed in Essen.229? ‘This cammittee’s proposal angered the 

workers amd put then in an wily mood. It is mt anmprising then, that 

this additional Jabour demand caused such a reactcn. By 2:15 p.m. the 

former military personnel had disappeared and by 2:30 p.m. a strike was 

in effect. ly the Stork seamity service, the air raid waming 

service, and sare administrative staff stayed behind.27° 

News of the Stork strike quickly spread throughout Twente. ‘The 
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Hengelo commiters amnounced the news upon reaching their destinatios 

in such villages as Rijssen, Vriezenveen, Wierden, and Losser. Word 

regional switchboard qperators, who were based in Hemelo, teleghoned 

the news to other local factories and also to the major businesses in 

Almelo, Oldenzaal, Nijverdal, and Enschede.“?! cals were pupccely 

not placed to Stork. The immediate effect of the Stork strile in 

Hengelo was that it became a clarim call fa ollectiv bt 

Spontaneous action, for mo ae had arganized the walkouts. As the 

factory workers at Dikkers, KGS, amd the MF saw the Stork workers 

leave many took it upon themselves to join the walkout. ‘That aftemmom 

the Ee ig cle eae cola oven trem 

Dikkers, 800 from Hazemeyer, 300 from de Jay en Van Dan, 400 fron 

KNKS, 550 fron C. T. Stork and 500 fron AKZO.*°* ‘The strike did not 

extend to the Gemen directed Sigmal. The 1179 strong work force 

there included 129 Genmans ard 59 NSB menbers.*73 After about twenty 

workers had left Signaal, a guard wes placed at the gate. ‘Those who 

were forced to remain inside the building nevertheless staged a sitdown 

strike.“34 The smaller establishments such as stores, dairy 

services also joined in the strike. Of the forty-ore factories in 

Twente, which employed a total of 25,591 people, twenty-eight factories 

with a total of 20,947 workers were cn strike in the late aftermm of 

29 April 1943.23° 

News of the strike also spread to non-urban areas in Twente. © 

the evening of 29 April 1943 some famers and milk delivery men agreed 

not to supply the dairies with the daily milk qotas for the next day. 
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Consequently, only eight of the twenty-four Twente dairies received 

milk on 30 April and only seventeen point three per cent (17.3%) of the 

quota was delivered.“7° the total milk production dropped fron 

132,016 Kg. on Thursday to 22,862 Kg. cm Friday.**’ Eleven dairy 

producers joined the strike movement that day, while the other thirteen 

were forced to stop work de to lack of milk deliveries. Famers and 

milk delivery men sold their product directly to the sympathetic Twente 

public. 

simply could mot believe that the strike had been an entirely 

_ spontaneous, umplanned reacticn. Towards late aftermoon cn April 29 

Rauter received word that a strike had broken aut in Hemelo. He was 

not aware of its strength nor of the fact that it extended to areas 

outside Hengelo. Since Seyss-Inquart was in Berchtesgaden, Rater 

immediately imposed a police state of siege far Hengelo mly. EH also 

ordered a 200 strong unit of the First Batallim of the SS 

Polizeiregiment Todt (SS Police Regiment Todt), which was stationed at 

Amhen, to restore arder in Herpelo.?°8 = Rater instructed the 

camander to shoot qm sight, wanting the Hengelo citizens to paya 

heavy price for their actios. ‘The SS arrived in Hergelo around 7:30 

p-m. on 29 April amd crcers wre inmediately issued that the Hergelo 

citizens had to be indoors by 8:00 p.m. 239 

The next day, 30 April 1943, the strike expanded locally, 

provincially, and nationally so that by the end of the day the strike 

reached its peak. Nearly the entire Netherlands was united in protest 

against the reintermment of the RM“. In Hengelo the thirteen 

factories amd other businesses which had mot gore om strike the 
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previous day joined the strike moverent, including Sigmaal whose 

norm-NSB workers failed to report.249 ‘he borter commtters also 

failed to report. Virtually the entire provine of Overijssel was m 

strike. 

Nationally, news of the Hengelo strike spread quickly. In Drente, 

the large towns of Meppel, Assen, Hoogeveen amd men joined the 

camletely in accordance with the strike. In Gelderland, Amen joined 

as did the sauthem area of the Betwe bordering the Ijssel River. ‘The 

Apeldcam canal workers also refused to work. Same workers joined the 

the strike movement wes nearly as intemse as in Overijssel. In 

Utrecht, momerous imstrial businesses joined the mvenent, avd in 

North Holland the mnbers of strikers quickly grew. In Amsterdam oly 

three percent of the workers went m@ strike; the memories of the brutal 

suppression of the February 1941 strike wre still too fresh in the 

minds of Amsterdam’s citizens. Bat in South Hollamd workers fran 

factories in Dordrecht, Delft, Katwijk, amd the westem regim joined 

in the protest. ‘he strike was mot big in Rotterdam, but in the Hane, 

left their jabs. It was thus abundantly clear by nom of 30 April 1943 

that nearly all of the Netherlands wes at last united in a protest 

against a highly unpopular measure.*41 

The coaupying authorities by this time realized that the situatim 

was more serious that they originally thought. Rater was in telephone 

contact with Himmler as wel as Hitler, who feared the strike would 
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countries were all to strike at ome the Allies ould easily improvise 

an invasicn. Hitler, enraged at the audacity of the Netherlanéers, 

ordered Rauter to use as mich fore as reqired to qaell the strike. 

On 1 May 1943 the police state of siege was extended to all areas of 

the Netherlands because the movement had gained such mmentum. 

Attempts by the Genmans to crush the strike began Jate in the 

afternom of 30 April. The Twente mayors and factory directors wre 

called to Henmgelo’s mmicipal building amd placed under extrere 

pressure to recall the strikers.242 Work was to resume as mommal at 

7:30 p.m. the next day. ‘The Hengelo factory directors would be held 

personally responsible for the actios of their workers.°43 ‘The 

Genman authorities promised to withold patrols until 10:00 a.n. 

Sabrday so that all the workers ha a dame to reah their 

Gestination; workers woo were found altside their place of employment 

would otherwise be shot on sight. However, the Gemmans failed to keep 

Gemmans patrols shot Hemgelo citizens randomly am terrorized the 

populace. “44 Eight people were immediately executed, among then was 

Mr. Frederick M. Loep, an engineer ard department head at Stork who the 

Genmans believed was largely reponsible for the strike agitation.24° 

F. G. Stork, who had been called to the mmicipal building, had seen 

replied that he had doe nothing wrong this had rothing to fear.*/° 

Loep was declared guilty shortly after his arrest and executed in the 

woods just autside Hengelo.*4’ Because of these terrorist tactics, 

large mmbers of workers throghout Twente retumed to wrk om the 
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consequences and the majarity of the strikers were back mm the ja& m 

Monday, 3 May, the day Gemen reprisal tactics were most severe. In 

Twente, a mumer of those arrested for deportation as pmishment for 

However, seven of the strikers were shot "while escaping."" One of the 

escapees went underground while another simply went home; the latter 

wes found, arrested, am immediately executed.248 Same areas in the 

Netherlands yremined qm strike several days lawer, but Gemen 

reprisals were so harsh that by 8 May the comtyy wes almost hacx to 

nonmal - as moh as it could be uncer the ciromstames. 

Statistics indicated that the death toll was relatively minor 

despite the extremely brutal tactics the Germans used. In total, sare 

ninety-five people were exeaited, fifty-nine were ramonly aot to 

death and approximately four humired were seriously wounded.*4? In 

addition, nine hmdred people were arrested and sent to camp Wot.. 

Although most of them were released within six weeks, several hundred 

were detained for at least a year.27 Of the anticipated 300,000 men 

to be reintermed anly 8,000 reported and were sent to Gemmany.7°+ 

The initial impression of the strike wes that it had been an 

unsuccessful protest against. an umpopular labor call amd that it 

achieved very little exept to aggravate German brutality. However, 

the April-May strike reinforced the spiritual resistance of the 

Netherlanders. The strike came to mean moh mre than a soontansous 

reaction; it brought cohesive national unity against the coapying 

authorities and emphasized to the Netherlanders that they were all in 

the war together. For the remainder of 1943 Speer devised a plan 

whereby labor could be utilized within the coopied areas instead of 

being deported to Germany. Sauckel was thus faroed to recruit ma 
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Significantly smaller scale in the Westem conpied areas from May to 

December 1943. The recruiting agents who had been receiving 

Considerable resistance befare May were thus able to relax somewhat. 

The final result of the third Sauxctel action was that ly ae milli, 

not the projected 1.6 millim, workers were deported as labor to 

Genmany.“°2 Of the fareign workers in Germany in 1943, same 264,677 

were fram the Netherlands. 253 

The fourth Sauckel action emerged after a conference at Bommann’s 

instigation. Hitler, Speer, Sauckel, Keitel, Backe, Milch, amd Himmler 

were present at the meeting held om 4 Jamary 1944.7 aA quota of 

4,000,000 workers was established for 1944.°°2 saxckel hood to 

cbtain 250,000 workers fran the Netherlani’s.2°© However, by March 

Sauckel clearly realized that his hopes would not be fulfilled. Ina 

repart to Hitler dated 7 July 1944, Sauckel imicated that mly 

537,400 foreigners were included in the total of 1,482,000 new workers; 

94,000 POW amd 848,000 Gemmens rece up th rest of thr total 

figure.*°/ Several weeks later Sauckel authorized his recruiting 

agents to use the anmd faress and police mnbers to seize labourers 

off the streets. This occurred everywhere in the Netherlands; qm 3 

Noverber 1944 Hengelo was sealed off amd all males were picked up off 

the streets. ‘The mmicipal servants who had been exenpted with their 

their cards.2°8 By the ooring of 1945 the labour shortage in Gemmany 

was so severe that every male between the ages of seventeen and forty 

was forced to register. In addition, Genman patrols searched each 

house in Hergelo. When the Genrans knocked at the door of a young 

mother, she replied that che did indeed have a male in the hore amd 
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brought them her eighteen month old baby.2°9 ‘The Gemmns left, mot 

realizing that a momber of males were hiding in other parts of the 

house. But even these tactics proved disappointing far Sauckel. In 

the latter half of 1944 amly 400,000 foreign workers were 

rectuited.2©9 = Despite the fact that recruitment mmbers decreasad 

during the secom year of the labor recruitment propa, Saxcel 

nevertheless managed to cbtain a total of 5,379,567 new workers auring 

his two year labour progran.76l 

The modem world had never before experienced the transfer of over 

five millim people fron ooopied territories as compulsory labour in 

wartime. ‘The administrative detail, the logistics, the epense and the 

final result were, however, carried aut largely mm an ad hoc basis, as 

a reaction rather than by arganized plaming. The Sauckel actions wre 

extremely unpopular largely because the "policy of transferring people 

to productive work has bee brutally carried aut, without regard to 

humanitarian considerations."*°2 — For the militant industrial workers 

in Hengelo, the strike of April-May 1943 wes the response of the 

culmination of grievances but at the same time it was the declaratim 

of a call to reasm. The very idea of removing mn from their 

families, from their horses amd fron everything cear to then repelled 

Netherlanders. This concept seamed entirely aut of place in tine of 

war, a time when family members most needed support fron each other. 

It is not smprising then, that in the Netherlands as well as other 

ococupied countries: 
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. the ooscription of labar, however much combined with 

inducenents and propaganda, led to resistance. To their 

best ability, and often at the cost of their lives, the 

conscripts ard their families resisted participatim in 
Gemman war work. But for their efforts, the wartime 
labor policy of the Third Reich might have had far other 
results, and, indeed, the war itself taken a different 
course. 
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Chapter V 

Effects of the April-May 1943 Strike 

The April-May 1943 strike had both immediate and lang-tem effects 

in Hengelo and throughout the Netherlands. ‘The most important froma 

national perspective was that the Netherlands people finally realized 

that Genman promises were worthless, entirely selfish and 

dishonorable. ‘The suppression of the strike indicated to Netherlanders 

that the Genmans had taken "the irm fist right aut of its velvet glwe 

and began to use terror as a principal means of government." One 

immediate effect locally was the change in the Genman attitude toward 

Hengelo and Stark. Qn 19 May 1943 Seyss-Inquart paid a visit to 

Stark, ostensibly to put things in order. To ensure an 

audience he brought with him hundreds of uniformed ston trocpers.©° 

In the great hall where the earlier NSB assemblies had failed he 

presented an arrogant speech about the failure of the strike. He 

lauded the exoellent perfomance of the Geman police in suppressing 

the strike and discussed at length the generous, magnanimous 

attitude of the Fuhrer and defended his regime’s actions regarding the 

strike. His true intention, to subjugate the Netherlands to Natioml 

Socialism, was revealed in his speech at Stork on 19 May 1943 when he 

said: 

Several times it has been held against me that I have 
let national socialism come to the fore in all phases in 
public life. As far as I am comcermed that is nm 
reproach, it js_a historical mission, which I have to 
fulfill here. 

The Geman cocupaticn authorities believed that the Stork Oo. 

official had instigated the strike, so Stork was to be punished for 
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two reasons; for initiating the strike add for etrerely low 

productivity. Consequently Stork received a Geman-appointed 

overseer, Verwalter E. Stengel, but he had little effect m@ prodxcticn, 

which had progressively decreased and it became even lower.2©/ 

These were not the only actions implemented because of the 

strike. Another immediate but natiomal effect ooourred ~m 13 May when 

all radios were omfiscated.2°%8 a 20 May 1943 the Gemens 

conducted extensive raids in various Jewish qarters throughout the 

Netherlands.2©? Two days earlier all males between the aces of 

eighteen and thirty-five had to register for work in the labour draft. 

In Hemgelo the resistance group intervened. Arson was comnitted at the 

labour registry office for the prpoce of destroying the card systen 

Which contained names of those people to be called up for labor. M® 

15 Jure the labor office building was set =~ fire and the files wre 

destroyed.279. = The ~cooopying authorities reacted swiftly. ‘The Green 

Police, sealed all routes out of Hemelo. All males ower eighteen wre 

picked up off the streets and detained at the Anthmius Institute m 

the Thiersbrug (‘Thiems Bridge) but they were released for the night 

with the understanding that they would report again the following 

day.*’1 = mn 17 due those who reported were informed that they would 

be sent as forced labor to Gemmny. Origimally this order wes to have 

been implemented on 1 July 1943, but the strike and the incidents of 

arson quickened the Genman desire to expedite the process.*/* A 

systen of classifying workers acooring to date of birth am so 

scheduling their departure was instituted; 
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thus, those bam in 1924, would leave @m 18 Jure, those bom in 1925 

would be sent on 19 June and those bom in 1921/22 would leave cn 21 

June.273 In addition, a pemmanent police guard was posted at the 

labour-office. The labour-office keys henceforth were ceremoniously 

taken to the police station at the end of the working day. 

Initially, the strike can be viewed as a failed attempt to protest 

the dovious Genran reaction. The strike had an extremely patriotic 

effect on the Netherlanders. ‘The ponulace was definitely united in its 

dislike for the Nazi invader, but more importantly it realized that few 

Netherlanders had acoepted Nazi propaganda. Wemer Wambrumn, believes 

that "the most significant outcome of the strike wes its spiritual 

impact on the Dutch people thanselves."/4 He supports this 

statement by a quotation from an underground newpaper publication, Het 

Parool (The Word) which stated that the strike wes: 

...the greatest event since the capitulation....For a few 
moments the fear psychosis was broken and we did not feel 
like subjects of a terror regime, but like courageous ard 
liberated people suddenly pushed on by an invisible bana.2/° 

Many Netherlands historians readily agree with Wambrunn’s 

statement.°7© However, the unity that emerged with the strike was 

nowhere more apparent than in the rapid acceleration of the fledgling 

resistance movement. 

As mentioned earlier, a few resistance groups were established 

immediately after the Genran invasion but by late 1942 ard early 1943 

several of these organizations were in mins, largely because of 

infiltration ard arrests. ‘The largest resistance group fommed in the 

Netherlands had been established in the late autum of 1943, the 

Landelijke Organizatie voor Hulp aan Onderduikers (National 
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Organization for Assistance to Underdivers, hereafter I0), a 

natiarwide organization that looked after the physical, spiritual, and 

social needs for those forced to go umergramd. These avderdikers, 

who had been foroad to go into hiding to evade German authorities ami 

policies were literally “ducking umer". ‘the idea of forming the LO 

arose during a meeting in Winterswijk in the atu of 1942 between 

Mrs. Helena Theodora Kuipers-Rietberg and Dr. Fredrik Slamp.?// She 

had been bam in 1893 in Winterswijk, Gelderland where she had spent 

her entire life. Mrs. Kuipers-Rietberg was a housewife who had reared 

five children. Extremely religious, che headed the Bom of the 

Reformed Wamen’s Uni ard was highly respected for her arganizaticonal 

skills and her hmenity to others.2/8 Gre viewd Hitler as an 

anti-christ and fimly believed that it wes the duty of every 

Netherlander to fight what she viewed as Nazi enslaverent. 

Dr. Slam, om the other han, wes a professicoml avd wll 

educated. He had been bom in Ruremold, Drente, in 1898 amd had 

studied theology at Kampen. Sime 1930 he had been pastor in 

Hardenberg, Overijssel, a towm situated very close to the Gemen 

border. 2/9 He had many Geman parishiorers amd a oonsiderable mmber 

of Genmn friends. During the 1930s Slamp realized the inherent 

dangers of National Socialism and had urged all those he met to resist 

aS mich as humanly possible, am he often spoke at meetings of the 

Anti-Revolutionary Party in 1940 am 1941.2°° I consegenee, his 

name appeared @ the 13 July 1942 Gestapo hostage list but he was 

wamed and eluded capture by hiding in the towr of his curch.79+ 

Slanp went underground, first in Rurlo and then in Winterswijk. 

After reading amd speaking in small circles, he was told that Mrs. 
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Kuipers-Rietberg had been impressed by his speeches. She urged him to 

help arganize the IO, amd when he hesitated because he feared far his 

life, she then asked him if his life was worth mre than tmt of 

thousands of others. Slap could not find the words to reply, avd it 

was this exchange which initiated the 10.282 

A chapter of the LO had been established in the Twente area in 

Decetber 1942 after Dr. Slanp had visited Hengelo and had spoken at a 

meeting held in the Reformed Cnr. Approximately a dozen men 

attended this recruitment meeting.283 Qnly two of the mn, whan 

Slamp intuitively trusted, remained interested. With fam men fron the 

other Overijssel chapters, the two Hemeloers visited Mrs. 

resistance network and how to best use the IO system. ‘The Twente grap 

made ootacts in Bore am Almelo, Were the IO wekly meetings were 

held after the strike.*84 wo 10 districts were also formed after 

the strike, in Hengelo and nschece. The Enschede grap onsisted of 

Denekamp, Oldenzaal, Haaksbergen, Glarerbrug, Ejibergen amd Groreu, 

Germany. “8° The Hengelo grap oovered the areas of Bore, Alnrelo, 

Vriesenveen, Daarle, Nijverdal Rijssen, Wierden, Goor, Markelo and 

Diepenheim. 2° 

The LO groups were responsible for a mmber of resistance 

elements. Printing false labor cards was a crucial part of hiding 

onderduikers. A member of the LO who worked in a niber stamp shop 

found the stamp of the Hengelo Arbeidsbureau (the Hengelo Labor 

Office), om a table; he oied it and was able to use it to aid the 

10.287 Falsifying doaments was the respasibility of the Enschade 

branch because facilities were umavailable in Hengelo. 288 However, 
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the Hengelo IO bramh did manze to prove and distribute 500-600 

coupon cards weekly, with any extras going to the Bess, an 

exchange.78° = The Zuruckstellungskarten (identification cards) were 

introduced by the Gemans not only to make forging mre difficult, but 

to ootrol labor registratim more effectively; however, these cards 

were also reproduced. Blank fom were clamestinely cotained fron the 

Chanber of Camerce and printed by the Enschede IO branch. 289 

Financial aid for the L0’s Hengelo branch was mt a preblen. 

Hengelo was such a highly industrialized area that an abundance of work 

opportunities existed, ami the factories owld easily absarb the 

Clandestine workers. ‘There were also many places to hide oermight at 

Stork, Dikkers, and Heemaf. Me amerdiker slept in a coal bin at the 

power plant, ami sometimes he even went horw.?72 Ina nnter of 

instances people purposely became NSB menbers but did so strictly asa 

cover to facilitate hiding places for ondertuikers.77! However in 

Jamiary 1944 the IO Twente was omtacted by the Natiomal Steun Fonds 

(National Assistance Fund, hereafter NSF), which qe to nessive 

increases in the nomber of axverduilers thromhort the country took 

financial responsibility. The goverment in exile guaranteed the 

finances.272 When ‘Twente resistance members were arrested the NSF 

supplied fl. 30,000 to pay the fines.*93 The Hemelo brarch received 

fl. 500 a mmth in the last wer years. Throohout the wer the to 

Twente LO groups were able to provide aid to approximately 2500 to 3000 

anderduikers.?74 

Yet another important element of the resistance in the Hergelo 

area was the pilot escape line which wes arganized to help downed 

allied ainren. The main adjective was to keep these people art of 
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Gemnman reach. The escape lines were never rationally organized and 

initiative. The Hengelo” escape line began in May 1942 when the RAF 

bonbings of the Ruhr valley were implemented. 

Several escape routes originated fram Twente, one quite by 

accident. Early in 1942 several French POW appeared at a farm rear 

Oldenzaal. The fammer, umable to speak French, contacted the Olde 

Lochuis family which had two members woo were teachers fluent in 

French. These family members personally broght the POs to the 

Belgian border.229 = Fram_ then =n fugitives appeared regularly at the 

Olde Iocmus fam. ‘The family never arganized an established routine; 

their actioss wre always entirely somtarecs bit arin the later 

stages of the war the family worked with resistame grogps. A rote 

via Tilbng to Goirle in North Brebant was established were the 

fugitives were handed over to the Belgian White Brigade grap.29° Te 

line ended in Narey, Frame Were the maquis took omtrol. ‘The Olde 

Lodis family helped over 200 POWs during the war.??/ 

The most famous amd extensive pilot escape route in Twente 

revolved around Jules Haeck, a Frenchman who lived in Hengelo. He had 

had oontact early in the wer with French POs amd he perscmally seared 

Belgian omrency amd civilian clothing for then??? In June 1943 

arranged for the distribution booklets and coupon cards required by the 

allied crew menbers. The IO in Hengelo applied Gerard and Haeck with 

these vital necessities.??? 

The routine for retrieving a downed air crew was quite sinple. The 
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Then the resistance workers would go as a grap of four cm bicycles to 

the fan. ‘The front biker, who rode one-tumtred meters ahead, had two 

lignts to wam the others of any danger. The next biker, armed, rode 

with the crew members, and fifty to one-hundred meters behind then the 

two other bikers, whoo were also anmed, guarded those in front of 

then.300 — Haeck =persomally took his escapees to the border by train. 

Tickets were bought separately to avoid detection. Enroute the downed 

to speak Ditch. Once the Germans camht m to the nse, the method wes 

changed, and the two rode separately. Haeck’s escape line was 

established via Zutphen, Nijmegen, and Poermond to Echt. He also 

established lines via Beck and Gronsveld.20! Haeck’s omtact person 

in Limburg, M. A. M. Bouman, wes shot airing the strike.20* the 

resistance groups which emerged in the Hemelo area after the strike 

also sent downed aimmen to Haeck, who later in the war became a corier 

between two resistance groups. ‘The Twente LO also brought twenty-five 

to thirty pecple to Haeck.29 In total, Haeck’s group aided between 

250 to 300 downed aimmen throughout the war.24 anly three allied 

aimmen were arrested, in Belgium, while the esxepe lire ws 

Operational. 

The LO was the largest aid group, but a large mmber of people in 

strike. A Catholic grap fomded by clergyman P. Van de Brink was 

concerned with helping children. Early in the war Van de Brink had 

sought out farmers and clergy throughout Twente, and in this respect he 

laid the gromwork for the futre umergrom $systen fo 

anderduikers. He had acosss to false copm cards ad persmal 
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identity cards as well as illegal newspapers. After the April-May 1943 

delivered the andertuikers to Catholic families. However, Van de 

before it could become active, amd seven members of this grap wre 

executed by the Genmans in Octaber 1944.309 

The early history of another aid grap is just as unfortrrate. 

The group Overduin was established in October 1941 by clergyman Leen 

Overduin after the first Jewish romp in Inschede amd sett to 

Mauthausen. The Enschede Jewish Council realized that non-Jews had to 

get involved, so Gropp Overduin was contacted and agreed to assist. 

However, when the Jewish Council members attempted to go umdergrommd 

during the April-May strike throwh Dutch collaboraticn with the SD 

ane of the Qouncil members wes arrested am others were sent to 

concentration camps which they did not survive.3 

The Overduin group was not the nly umdéergramd arganization that 

helped Jews before the strike. The initiative to aid Jews in Wnschece 

ocourred late in 1940 when a baker ard his dawhter became appalled at 

Genran Jewish policies. 307 After the Jewish rounds in 1941 the 

father and daohter worked with a gropp comected to Overduin: his two 

sisters and four others as well as mmerous other acquaintances also 

assisted. Financing was supplied by local businessmen who obtained it 

through Netherlands government sources in Amsterdam. 

The approximately one thousand Enschede Jews who went underground 

were not qamly placed in Twente but throughout the Netherlands as well. 

Group Overduin retained two carpenters Wo built hiding places for 
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anderduiikers. ne five year ald Jewish boy spent the entire war periad 

in cme of these hiding places during the daytime, much like Anre Frank 

in Amsterdam.2°% — Overthuin was also able to place anerduikers in NSB 

hares because many patriotic Netherlanders became NSB members anly to 

facilitate the hiding of amerduikers; the Gemmens never thomht to 

look in the hanes of these comerts to National Socialisn.7° m™m 3 

September 1943 Overduin himself was arrested but he was released nine 

months later, amd his arrest did little to ham the smooth finctiming 

of the arganizaticn. Throughout the war this group was able to hide 

aporoximately 1000 Jews. 21° 

Same students who had declined to sign the mandatory declaration 

of loyalty to the Fuhrer had retirmed to their native Twente. After 

the strike Jan Buiter amd a colleage, both of whon had stidied in 

Amsterdam, founded an arganization to aid those who went undergroumd 

and to distribute illegal newspapers.2/4 = this organization became 

Group Blok, which develaqped ootacts with the distribution office, with 

other underground organizations, with the labarr office am with 

businessmen who gave financial aid. Gropp leader Buiter was arrested 

@™ 17 Jure 1944, but his brother Ham care fron the northem province 

of Friesland amd took over his duties until an SD raid led to his 

pemmanent withdrawal from the resistance. The second in comand led 

the group thereafter.?/ From Deomber 1944 to April 1945 Group 

Blok worked closely with the Strike Forces of the Interiar, a mational 

goverment in exile.33 

The April-May strike also had a significant effect m@ increased 

resistance fm a national level. The IO, for example had several 
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thousand volunteers, ami by the sammer of 1944 between twelve ard 

fourteen thousand persms had wolunteered. By then the IO wes 

operational in 100 different districts amd had at least oe thousand 

couriers. 314 But this rapidly accelerating arganizatim saw the 

need, immediately after the strike, to form amed rssistame grops 

which could sabotage vital German offices sum as labor and consis 

registries. These amall grops would fom tthe politically left of 

center Calvinist, Landelijke Knokplosg (Strike Force, hereafter IKP), 

Which would beome a large mtimmal arganizatim respmsible for 

active, militant resistance acts. 31 The LKP had dual dojectives: to 

registries amd labor offices for the pimpose of sabotaging the Geman 

labor draft progran. Railway lines were destroyed, telephone lines 

were art amd power plants were sabotaged. In Twente the IK? wes quite 

active. Qm the night of 56 May 1943 a Gemen apply train ws 

derailed. 316 Q® 28 July 1943 a distribution transport was attacked 

with a net result of 128 coapm cards.21’ omtless similar acts 

followed these initial successes. Jamuary 1944 proved to be the mst 

active month; nine assaults were comcted, althosh aly five wre 

successful. 318 

On 20 February 1944 two LEP menbers sought to free a twenty-core 

year-old man fran a concentration canp near Amersfoort. To facilitate 

a succesful qperation, a guard had been bribed with two bottles of gin 

and fl. 5,000. ‘The guard was to lead the prisorer aut of the camp. 

Unfortunately the plan backfired. The two IK? men stood ae hoored 

meters apart when a car with SS men suddenly approached. Ore of the 

IKP men was forced to enter the SS car, amd they all travelled towards 
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the second KP man whoo promptly shot the Gemmans. The IKP men managed 

to escape but without the prisorer who died of exhaustim for days 

later. 319 

One of the most daring exploits of the IKP was the rescore of Ir. 

Slayp amd Hengelo resistance leader Henk kKruithof from a Gemen 

prison. Dr. Slanp, who had given the Gemmans a false mame, had been 

arrested ten days earlier at Rurrlo; the IKP krew it was inperative 

that he be released before the Gemmns learmd his tne identity. 

Kruithof had been arrested on 14 April 1044.329 IKP menbers fran 

Apeldcam amd Twente were respmsible for the escape ina daring 

daylight operation conducted on 11 May 1944. Several IKP men, dressed 

in military police uniform supplied by the Amhen ILO grow, walked into 

the prison ami dotained keys fran the quarts who along with the prism 

personnel were then locked uw intwocels. Ll. Slaw avd knithof 

were found, amd the IKP men made good their escape.?@! poth rr. 

Slayp and Krithof became onderduikers again after the escape. The LKP 

could have helped a total of 130 prisaers to escape, bit mly 

fifty-four took atvantage of the offer, amd these men, ormce free, wre 

provided with coup cards and a financial start of f1. 10.00.72 

The LKP also sabotaged the official autanmbiles of the Genman 

authorities at Apeldoom. @ 5 September 1944 the IKP members 

destroyed the motor of Seyss-Inquart’s Meroades Benz limousine. Queen 

Wilhelmina’s Cadillac, also being used by the Gemmns, in the sare 

location, wes similarly incapacitated. ‘The perpetrator walked by very 

nonchalantly several hours later am saw the cars being towed away. 

The Genrans then placed a guard to patrol the anpty garage. 323 

The Twente LKP was also responsible for ore of the largest bank 
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robberies in the history of the Netherlands. 7 November 1944 a 

source fran the Hague notified the LO resistance groups in Overijssel 

that a shipment of between thirty and one nmtred million quilders was 

to be transported to Almelo uméer Seyss-Ingart’s instructians.?24 

Within a week the IKP had ompleted plans to rcb the bank. During the 

robbery the hank personnel was ardered to place the amrrency in crates 

and was then locked up while the crates full of amrency were loaded 

onto a waiting trck. A oolum of Green Police marched past the hank 

while all this oconred, but the grop revertheless managed to flee 

with the mmey which totalled fl. 46,000,000.22° ‘he furious Gemmns 

printed posters throughout the Netherlands offering a reward of ae 

million guilders far infomation leading to an arrest but no coe care 

forward. Then, on 29 Novenber 1944, airing a routine inspection, a 

citizen was fomd to have a large mober of blank identificatim 

certificates with him; after he told the Gemens were he got then, he 

was) arrested am forced to lead the Germans to the bank robbers, whoo by 

identification papers the Gemens were ready to release then, but an 

acquaintance recognized one of the LKP men; the bank manager was called 

in, amd he identified the IKP member as am of the robbers.*“© The 

rest of the group was arrested ani the Gemens pronised then their 

location of the arrrency. Realizing that human life was more inportant 

than money, the grop oollectively 93 decided to give the Gemoens the 

infomation, but despite their promises the authorities sent the mn 

to Gemmany where they all died.7@’ Another arganizaticn that 

appeared shortly after the strike was the politically left wing Raa 
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van _Verzet (Gouncil of Resistance, hereafter RW). ‘This grop was 

established nationally qm 4 July 1943 by Jan Thijssen, a former menber 

of the OD wo had grow incressingly disillusioned by the grap’s 

ineffectiveness. The initial qdbjective of the RW was to condimte 

the national resistance grops that amerged in 1943, but this lofty 

ideal failed to meterialize, mostly becasse rm grop wanted to 

into an active resistance arganizaticn. The RW wes govermed 

nationally by a small central committee, but locally it functioned asa 

military unit of local brigades which usally cmsisted of three to 

for people. Approximately 2000 people joined this organization. 28 

The RW was primarily conmcemed with sabotage of Gemman establishments, 

but also comemed itself with espimage am intelligene. this 

extremely active arganization also qoerated transmitters which became 

an excellent samce of informatio for the Netherlands government in 

exile during 1943 and up to Septenber 1944.°29 In come instances the 

RW worked closely with the IKP. 

In Overijssel the RW grap leatér, Infantry Captain A. F. 

Iancker, had exellent arganizatiowml skills ami becarvce of his 

profession was trained to bea leater. He wes widely respected ard 

soon attracted a grap of people to work with him. 23° However, the 

relationship between the LKP and the RW in Overijssel was at best 

disfunctional. The first contact between the two groups wes made in 

August 1944, when Jules Haeck, the Hengelo pilot help arganizer, acted 

as both omtact ard courier for the LKP ard the RW. Unfortrately the 

leaders, Lancker of the RW amd Jchames ter Horst of the IKP, hia 

personality clash amd the relatiomship som tiume into a power 
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struggle. Moreover the RW which had a significant nmber of 

Camunists in its ranks, was looked down upon by the IKP as an upstart 

organization. The gulf between the two groups widened when a Jedourgh 

team which consisted of a Netherlands major, an Arerican major amd an 

Irish sergeant major wes” secretly paracnited into the Twente 

area, 331 Both resistance grops vied for their favor because 

favoured the RW, but the LKP grap convinced the Jecburmh team that 

they were the largest, most active andj mst eqeriened resistance 

group, so the team switched to working with the IKp.°? 

The rivalry between the two groups had commenced before the 

arrival of the Jedirm tean, am the relatioship worsened wen 

Johannes ter Horst wes arrested on 22 September 1944. 333 The SD in 

Lancker amd the IO mnschede grop.?** ‘the SD could mot find larer, 

but they did find Ria Hemens, a courier amd Iarcker’s fiancee whan 

cooperate.735 Henmans was forced to show then villa Liduina where 

the LKP was headquartered. Everyone had left the villa in anticipation 

of a Geman attack, sinc a resistance menber had witnessed ter Horst’s 

arrest amd had given the IKP waming.°”© However, when sare 

resistance members returned the next day to eliminate all traces 

of illegal activity the Genmans simultaneously destroyed the villa; in 

the ensuing acticn three LKP mnbers lost their lives, two escaped and 

two female couriers were fread.??’  Johammes ter Horst had been 

executed by the Gemans mm 24 September 1944.338 With these deaths 

the arganization temporarily lost its nerve-centre, amd althouwh a new 
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location was fomd at a fam in Saasveld two weeks would pass before 

The RVV was also inoperative after Henmans’ arrest. Lancker wes 

nowhere to be famd, amd other members lost their ootacts and worked 

each other amd a new RW camp was built mear Beerzeveld. Hemans 

continued to be interrogated amd she mively mentioned the name of J. 

Prins and spoke about ai Frenchman wo felpead allied aimen 

escape. 239 Prins was arrested m 30 September; the Gemrans plundered 

his house am set it ~m fire. After a omfrotatim between Prins and 

Hemmans, he was forced to give the Germans Haeck’s name. Cn October 4 

the Germans arrested Haeck whoo admitted signing a mote Ter Horst had 

had in his possessim upon his arrest which instructed Ter Horst to spy 

at Airfield Twente.249 Degpite repeated interrogation Haeck gave no 

further infommtico to the Gemers. He was executed, alang with a 

Catholic resistance worker, c= 7 October 1944 at Airfield Twente; Prins 

had been executed three days earlier.41 aly Ria Henmans was 

spared, but she remined a Genman POW until she wes freed by resistance 

groups in Jamuary 1945.34 

Despite the ever widening gulf there was still a senblarce of 

contact between the two graps. Attempts to mediate in the omflict 

were made by both Brinkgeve, the Jedbaogh team comener, and by 

menbers of the respective gros but to nm avail. Ore disgnmtled LKP 

menber wrote that , "Working with the RW wes inpossible and I mst 

advise against it. I rm lager se themas o-strugglers bit as 

political gppenents. 1343 The idea of working together for a como 

cause was. thus overshadowed by persmality omflicts am petty 
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politics. 

At this stage of the war, in September 1944, the goverment in 

exile ordered the armed resistame to ambine fares as the 

Bimnenlandse _Strijdkrachten (Striking Forces of the Interior, hereafter 

NBS), headed by Prince Bernhard, wes a combiratcm of the OD, the RW 

and the IKP, s the Netherlands finally had a national resistance 

anmed resistance activities. Lancker was initially offered the post of 

camander, but he declindd aw Major Brinkgeve corseqeently gave 

regional command to the leader of the OD for Overijssel. ‘he KP agreed 

to this solutim, bit at first the RW refused becacce Lancer 

originally had left the OD and could mt abide the thamt of serving 

under an OD comarcer, thowh later the RW members agrecd to the 

campramise and the RW wes officially inducted as part of the NBS in 

November 1944. 

At the end of Octcber 1944 Olorel Hotz officially became 

commander of the NSB in Overijssel amd Cor Hillbrink, whose father had 

died at villa Liduina, wes appointed as provincial NBS sabotage 

commander and liaison officer between Twente amd the NBS staff.°*4 

Major Brinkgeve did not survive the war. Brinkgeve and a mmber of 

other NSB menbers wre attending a staff meeting at a farm near Losser 

eggs; she panicked and ren to the NBS grap whereupmn the suspicious 

Geman soldiers apened fire and Brinkgeve was killed.*4° Lancker did 

not survive the war either; m 1) Febmary 1945 he wes shot durigg a 

fight with the sp.24© he NBS, revertheless, continued working as 

the major militant resistance group, until the liberatio. ‘The history 
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of the relationship of the two major military groups in Overijssel is 

not an honourable story. Petty arguments, childish jealousies and 

personal inseamities and power struggles seriously hand the 

resistance cause. 

Qn the other hand, the NBS was quite active in Hengelo, especially 

Guring the moth before liberation. The Hergelo NBS secticm consisted 

of a 200 man force which ws led by H. A. Gerard.**’ the grap was 

supplied with Sten guns and a Piat anti-tank camm. The Henelo 

section was divided into for territories, each of which had its on 

meeting place. The Hengelo NBS secticn was instrumental in helping the 

allies qduring Hemelo’s liberation. Realizing the allies would 

liberate Hengelo any day, the NBS ait all the Hemelo telesiore Lines 

on 29 March 1945. ‘The grow also repeatedly threw nails, glass, amd 

Clay shards am the streets to incapacitate German vehicles. MQ 29 May 

the Hengelo NBS, after a fight with a Gemman military transport 

group, dbtained a truck which omtained mmitions, automatic weapons, 

hand grenades ard incerdiary batbs.248 = Then cn 31 March twelve MBS 

members oonpied the Hemelo police headqarters in the mnicipal 

building and they also arrested deputy major Groneman. 49 

The Hengelo NBS was also responsible for the prevention of the 

destruction of the power plant. 1 April the Troelstrastraat NBS 

section was ordered to coopy the power plant because Stork Verwalter 

menbers ooapied the powr plant amd prevented Stemel’s actions. 

However, Stengel escaped and warned the Green Police who, upon reaching 

the power plant, immediately opened fire. ‘Two NBS renbers died ard ore 

was immediately excited against a wall just inside the building. 7 
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A plaque at the power plant commnorates this event. 

Another effect of the April-May 1943 strike was the establishment 

within the IO of the Persoonbewijzemactie (Persomal Identificatim 

Action, hereafter PBS), which was an arganization that specialized in 

falsifying doaments. This group soon became a national arganizatim 

Which produced dooments such as railway tickets, coupm cars, 

Ausweiss cards, amd all the other identificatim reqgiradd by 

onderduikers. The work of the groups was 90 authentic that an LKP 

group in Overijssel received its om carts to falsify.°°) the pss 

often worked with another falsification grap, the 

Persoonbewijzencentrale (Personal Identification Centre, hereafter PBC) 

Which wes based in Amsterdam, but had an extensive network of local 

groups. The PSC was primarily concermed with the painstaking work of 

removing the large J from Jewish identity cards.2°* ‘The PBC,which 

began with aporoximately twenty volunteers, had expanded by 

February 1944 to approximtely 150 men. 393 The collective 

falsification grops were resposible for a low estimate of 200,000 

falsifications during the last two years of the wer.?™ + Fortumtely, 

neither religioss nor political affiliatims interfered with the 

functiming of the falsifications grops. ‘The PSS had direct avd 

indirect oontact with nearly all the resistame guops in tre 

Netherlands during the ooapatian.2°° 

Yet another national resistance organization that emerged after 

the strike was the Natiomal Comite van Verzet (the National Committee 

of Resistance, hereafter the NC). This group wes organized in Decenber 

1942 at Eindhoven but ee not active until the spring of 1943. ‘The 

NC’s mandate was to stimlate resistance activities amd prepare for 
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strikes. However, this group wes mot prepared when the April-May 

strike ocoured; consequently Hengelo did not receive any help fran 

quite active after the April-May strike, successfully persmdeding 

civil servants to join resistance activities. The NC also wes 

responsible for stimilating patriotic Netherlanéers to resist throm 

the distribution of pamphlets, which resulted in comtless small cells 

of resistance groups throughaut the Netherlands. 

Contacts and a working relationship were established with the OD, 

the NSF and the pas.29%© = By 1944 the NC had its ow falsificatim 

organization. ‘The provinces of Groningen ard Frieslard had the mst NC 

cells while very limited omtact was me in Zeelami. Despite its 

relative success @m a rational scale, the NC had extremely limited 

The NC never had more than several hundred volunteers and only became 

another link in the resistance moverent.3°/ 

In similar fashion the Grote Raad der Illegaliteit (Great Comcil 

of DTllegality), was established in Jure 1944, with a mamédate to 

coordinate the almost ocomtless resistance grops that had erergoed 

after the strike. Representatives of nearly all the resistance groups 

and underground newspapers attended the first meeting. In July 1944 

this huge committee decided to delegate authority to a five menber 

Grote Adviescomnissie der Tlegaliteit (Great Advice Camission of the 

Tllegality, hereafter GAC), but the GAC was established too late; as 

with many of the other resistance grops, politics am speriority 

interfered amd these issues were not resolved until April 1945, shortly 

before the Genman capitulation.2% 
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Steunfonds (National Assistance Furd, hereafter NSF), which wes the 

financial am of the resistance moverent. This group began uméer the 

auspices of the Zeemanspot (Seaman’s Pot), a gropp that financially 

aided sailar’s wives.7°9 contributions from this fund came fron 

small groups located in various cities. A brilliant processing scheme 

was develaoad so that all transactions, which were coded, could be 

recorded.7©9 = By the third year of the war the reed for greater 

financial assistance increased significantly, amd in 1943 a fumd wes 

established by the Netherlands goverment in exile to deal with the 

extra funding required; this became the MSF. At this tine, L. J. A. 

Trip, the pre-ompatio Director of the Netherlands Bank, gave 

asssurance to everyore connected with resistance activities that 

govermmental reinbursements would be granted after the war ended. 761 

With this guarantee businesses ami banks made generous loans to the 

NSF. A minimm contributim of f1. 25,000 was establishad.3® In 

August 1944 the govemment in exile authorized aid to all resistame or 

NSF is quite impressive. A firmal figure for expenditures by the NSF 

totalled 83.8 million guilders far the entire war pericad.7% 

Intelligence activities also played an enomously inportant role 

within the resistance moverent. Significant growth coarred in this 

area after the April-May strike. ‘The Geheime Dienst Nederland (Secret 

Service Netherlands, hereafter GIN), was established early in 1943 at 

Eindhoven. This national organization wes initially financed by the 

large Philips conglorerate, but later it was funded throh the 

NSF.264 = The “GIN: evolved from earlier small intelligence cells which 
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had been disbanded in 1942. ‘The mandate of the GIN wes to gather 

mainly military intelligence, most importantly to proare drawings of 

the V1 rockets for the govemment in exile. The GN also took part in 

a mumber of prism escapes. By the autumn of 1943 the GOIN oosisted of 

sixty to seventy agents, amd by the end of the war at least 1200 pele 

were involved with the arganizaticn; the GDN lost twelve agents throwh 

arrests, but none of those interrogated betrayed the 

organization. The grop which omsisted largely of reserve 

officers and students did not have any political ties. 

Although espionage has little relation to the April-May strike 

these activities do meed to be omsidered to dbtain a clear picture of 

group during World War I wes th Centrale Inlichtimen Dienst (the 

Central Intelligence Service, hereafter CID), which was based in 

Londan.2© = Several months after capitulation, in July 1940, the 

agents into the Netherlands who ocauld train willing volunteers for 

intelligence purposes. As with most of the resistame grops 

previously mentioned, the CID wes larcely ineffective before mid-1943 

for a mumber of reasoms. Fersomality oonflicts amd policy differences 

within the departments and agencies of the goverment in exile and the 

CID played a most deleterious role, and section leaders were changed 

repeatedly which resulted in very little stability in the 

organization.2©” In addition, the strong dependence am the British 

Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) was also detrimental. ‘The Dutch SCE 

section did mot always receive transmitted messages if the SIS did not 

perceive them to be important, am this lack of cammication severely 
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hindered the operation. 368 Better planning, better ommmicatim 

and less rivalry between the CID and the goverment in exile might have 

prevented most of these problems. Few of these problems existed m the 

regional amd municipal levels. The CID became active in Hengelo in 

1945 amd was led by people who worked in harmony; a network of contact 

persons was quickly established with two headquarters in the Twente 

area, one in Hengelo ani the other in Eschete.°©? = Telatore 

equipment was given to the CID by the local teleshome company amd the 

group was able to listen to Geman telephore oonersations and ths 

But the ineffectiveness of intelligence was largely die to the 

Englandspiel (England Game) which was the most tragic element of the 

CID’s experience during World War Il. The Netherlands intelligence 

agency was irreparably damaged by a disastrous Gemman counter espionage 

program headed by F. H. J. Giskes, whose mandate was to find att as 

mich as possible about British communications and intelligence, and to 

intercept invasion plans.2/9 nchillian strategy was to defeat the 

which was the American viewoint.2/1 With this concept in mind the 

British established the Special Operations Executive, (hereafter SOE), 

for the prpoe of stimlating resistance not nly in the Netherlands 

but throughout all the coopied areas.?/? ‘The Sok would prove to be 

successful in nearly every area except the Netherlancs. 

The disastrous Englandspiel ariginated in March 1942, when a Dutch 

SOE agent who had been dropped in the Netherlands was captured by the 

Gemmans. ‘The British were not aware that the transmitter was in Genman 

hands but they should definitely have had an inkling of problems when 
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the agent failed to inclute his security code. The SH cwce to igmre 

this waming am failed to pay close attentim to repeated 

wamings.7/3 The Germans forced the agent to instruct SOE amd CID to 

drop additional agents amd transmitters, which was dore. As a result 

directives. In total, fifty-six agents wre droped in ttre 

Netherlands; forty-three were captured ami thirty-six of these wre 

later exsouted.7/4 ~~ Several captured agents managed to escape ani 

retbomed to England via the Switzerland escape route, but upm arrival 

in England, they were mt believed by the SOE and as they wre thonht 

to be Genman agents they were held in Brixton jail. Not until April 

1944 did the Gemens cece the Englandspiel activities. An inquiry 

held by the Joint Intelligence Cammittee late in 1943 concluded that 

extreme disregard for seamrity miles amd errors of judcement had 

coourred but treachery by the SOE was never established. 37° 

The entire tragedy could easily have been avoided. Lack of good 

communications between the SOE and CID was the most detrimental element 

of the Englanispiel. Trust in each cther’s abilities was crucial, but 

the petty quarrels over superiority amd methods eroded what could have 

been a mutually beneficial working relationship. Moreover, the 

quarreling within the CID itself to a large extent prevented god 

Englandspiel, the relaticnship between the Netherlands goverment in 

exile amd the British govenment wes temous at times. Hovever, the 

role played by the Dutch tendency for infighting should be onnsidered 

as a major contributing factor and by same is perceived as the real 

tragedy of the Englandspiel; this aspect has not been fully examined. 
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Another espionage group that emerged in Twente after the strike 

was Called Groep Albrecht (Group Albrecht, hereafter GA). In Jume 1944 

the GA became active in Twente because the Germans had placed Vl 

launching pads in the eastem Netherlands. Four lamrh sites wre 

constructed near Laven, Gelderland. The other laumh sites wre 

established in Twente at Schoonheter, Nijverdal, Koingsbelt and 

Iettele with the commend post in Niew Heeten in the mmicipality of 

Raalte. Another launch site was situated near Wierden amd three others 

were constnicted at Rijssen. Three other launch pads were built at 

Bolshoek, Nijreesbos and Platenkanp with their oommend post at Bore, 

near Hengelo. 376 Launchpad Nijreesbos was last used by the Gemmans 

an 30 March 1945. 

The GA was primarily respmsible for dbtaining intelligence 

regarding Genman V1 activities. The expansim of the GA was mae by 

contact with the RW as well as th Mandi the IEP. Th gap also 

reported cn Geman troop moverents, equipment positions, am locations 

of the upper echelm of the conpying authorities. Ge report, for 

example, noted that on the night of 18-19 Septenber 1944 a train full 

of soldiers left Hengelo every fifteen minutes, that local bridges were 

guarded, that all cars in Twente were inspected, that Seyss-Inquart was 

staying at a hotel halfway between Goor am Markelo arm that Vl 

activities coamred near Markelo.?// Another report dated 20 Octcber 

1944 imdicated the exact locatios am house nnbers of the destroyed 

houses after a severe bomb attack and that approximately 350 Gemans 

had died daring the babing.? All this information was 

subsequently reported to the Allies who managed to dow same 638 Vis 

though a large mmber of Vis reached London.?”? 
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The more powerful V2 caused greater damage than the Vis. Hitler’s 

cbjective in November 1944 was to destroy Antwerp because this crucial 

port had been liberated by Montgomery’s Eleventh Tank Division. Hitler 

hoped that by bombing Antwerp he could delay Allied advances, and Ves 

were launched from Twente, in the woods mar Hellenctcom; in total, 

sare 126 V2s were shot fron the Hellentoon site but fifteen of then 

exploded en route causing considerable damage. 28° 

Undoubtedly the April-May 1943 strike gave the Netherlands 

resistance movement a strong impetus at the exact time such a fore wes 

needed. The mmber of resistance graps mre than doubled after the 

Spontaneous events in Hengelo became a natiarwide moverent. The 

ultimate effect of the strike wes a call to reasm, acall fa 

patriotism ard a call to work to the best of are’s ability to dstmct 

Genman « Ojectiives. The figures are most moticeable regarding 

anderduikers. The total locations available to anderdukers increased 

tenfold.281 By war’s emda, over 300,000 Netherlanders had beome 

onderthiikers.782 In additim, a total of 1500 pilots amd 3000 R¥S 

were helped by the resistance. 394 

Quite cbviously the resistance movement during the seco phase of 

the occupation was mot a progressive nor unified body. ‘the distinct 

political amd ideological differences were too apparent for the 

implementation of a cohesive working relatioship among resistance 

groups, amd each arganizatiom jealously guarded its own independence 

and authority. This lack of cchesion prevented the development of a 

single strong am effective resistance movement. So while the basic 

effect of the April-May strike wes a momerical increase in resistance 

groups in aditim to patriotic stirrings, the petty squabbling adi 

rivalries negated resistance activities to same degree. Nonetheless, 
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the ultimate effect of the Netherlands resistance was to thwart Geman 

encroachment — econanically, socially and politically. The resistance 

movement was not successful in preventing eomanic plumdering of the 

Netherlands, but socially amd politically the Genmans had worthy 

the Nuremberg trial in 1946 Seyss-Inquart, almost in tribute said that: 

..-people did not put themselves at our disposal any 
langer. That was the greatest sucoess of the Dutch 
resistance movement that politically it resisted us so 
Quypletely. That was Holland’s significance in this war. 
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Chapter VI 

Hengelo-1943 to Liberation 

The second phase of the oocupation in Hengelo differed quite 

Significantly from the first as changes coonred in rearly all aspects 

of daily life, politically, socially ami ecomnically. At the 

mmicipal level, Van der Dussen no larger held the position of mayor. 

By early 1942 he had been interrogated repeatedly by the conpying 

authorities in the Hague am the Gemers finally arrested himasa 

political hostage and sent him to camp Peekvliet in St. 

Michelsgestel.78° an official notice from Generalkomissar Wimmer 

arrived in Hergelo m 12 September 1942 which formally amourced Van 

der Dussen’s arrest and removal from his post.28© Between 1000 to 

1500 political hostages were held in St. Michelsgestel; among then 

other Hengeloers such as D. W. Stork and Dr. H. Hartstra.?8/ 

The Gemmans appointed M. Sichtemman as deputy mayor, but he 

resigned 24 April 1943 because he found it too difficult to work in the 

intense anti-NSB atmosphere. ‘Then, pro-Genman J. Best was appointed as 

deputy mayor by the Gemans, he was very active in administering a 

guard service to protect strategically important Gemen ocoopied 

buildings from resistance activities. Best cnly held the positim 

until 8 September 1943 when J. Th. L. Groneman replaced him. An NSB 

party member, Groneman, mich like Seyss-Inquart, promised not to let 
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his political affiliations interfere with his administrative duties. 

As mayor he was faced with an extreme housing shortage. Hengelo, had 

already suffered fran a shortage of accomodations before the war , amd 

Since 1940 it was repeatedly being batbed while same 1540 people had 

his major comem. However, Groneman had extreme difficulty working 

with the Hengelo comcil members amd extensive omflict, mainly 

ideological differences with municipal servants amd Hermelo comcil 

members, occurred throughout his tenure as deputy mayor. 

Mearwhile, Van der Dussen had been released in Decenber 1943 

because of a Geman administrative error. For propaganda purposes, 

Hitler liked to release political hostages m his birthday and at 

Christmas as a goodwill gesture. The warden at St. Michelsgestel had 

been instructed not to release Van der Dussen uméer any ciromstancs, 

bit a lottery with namss of hostages erroreasly incluted Van der 

Dussen’s name. He was ome of two people released that Christmas. By 

the time the Gemens realized their error Van der Dussen was already an 

aonderduiker in the Haque were he worked for the Red Goss. _ In July 

Red Cross mainly to sem amerduiker adresses to the Red Coss 

headquarters. Van der Dussen also worked with the various resistance 

groups and retuned to his position as mayor cn 3 April 1945.89 

Living standards also fell significantly during the secon phase 

of the ocopation, mt qmly in Hermelo but rmatioally as well. ‘The 

total cost of living had risen by fifty percent fron Aust 1939 to 

Octcber 1944 and by sixty-two-and one half percent in food alaw.?” 

Wages, on the other hand, had mly risen by seventeen percent in 1942, 
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so a oonsiderable drop in living standards conrred.°7) ‘the general 

lifestyle of the Hemgelo citizens also changed during the second phase 

of the ooopation. Because of the scarcity of raw materials, dietary 

adjustments had to be made. Surrogate ooffee amd sumar were consumed 

and items such as scap, bicycles, tobacco, coal, oil, milk avd 

milkpowder were unavailable to omsumers. Prices rose autrageassly. 

In Rotterdam, for example, a hectolitre of potatoes cost fl. 300. or 

40 cents a piece. One loaf of bread was priced at fl. 30. 79% Many 

farmers sold swarbeets at fl. 3.50. per hectolitre.29% since 

currency was no lawer of mxh use, the bartering systen prevailed 

between consumers amd local famers. A Hengelo wartime bride, for 

instance, traded her chim dinrer servic, a wadding gift, for sore 

bacon.394 = Qoupons had been introduced almost immediately after the 

invasim but fewer and fewer items could te adtained because of 

Shortages. Qne coupon, for ezanple, allowd for mly three kilos of 

potatoes every fourteen days. 299 Generally very little food ws 

available, but ome Hengelo citizen remenbers going to bed hungry nly 

towards the last winter of the war, but she emphatically stated that 

she ever suffered the malnutritio eperienead by many other 

Nether landers. 376 

The govermment in exile, called for a railway strike in September 

1944. to impede Geman military tramsports.29/ = ‘the_Nederlanise 

Spoorwegen (Netherlands railways) complied, and most of the persarel 

was forced to go umergrom.?% ‘the strike had seria ani 

unexpected repercussions for the Netherlands. As a_ retaliatory 

measure, Seyss-Inquart initiated a food transportation embargo to the 

west. As aeresult, rearly 9 24,000 Netherlamers died firm 

starvation.?” 
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At his trial a year later, Seyss-Inguart denied respmsibility and 

Claimed that "...the Dutch people themselves were responsible for this 

state of emergency.""400 The Hengelo factaries were able to alleviate 

the food situation in the west to some extent. Stork, for example, 

sent personnel to Groningen for the purpose of purchasing truckloads of 

food. A Stork draftsnan, Reinder Snyder, was sent to Grmimen with 

papers dated 17 Jamary 1945 amd signed by Stork officials which 

stated: 

Hierdurch erklaren wir, das unser Angestellter R. Snyder, 
geboren 18.5.1915 und wohnhaft in Hengelo (0), Kennkartenumer 
H61/024382 von uns beurlaubt worden ist um von 18.Janar bis 
zum 29. Januar eine Reise nach Groningen umd zuruck zu machen. 
Wir bitten ihm den Gebrauch von jeden Verkehrsanittel zu 

gestatten und ihm unter keinen Unstanden fur andere 
Arbeits-zwecke einzusetzen. 441 

This letter was a cover; in reality Snyder would mt be working but 

was to find sorces of food and arrarge for oonsiderable amounts of 

it to be sent to Hemelo. Other Stork persomel carried art the 

same tasks in Friesland and Drente. The Gereentelijle® 

Hulpdienst Hengelo (Municipal Help Service Hengelo, hereafter GH), was 

established in January 1945 and qperated without any political 

affiliations. This organization helped Stork amd other Hengelo 

factories such as Dikkers in receiving, sorting and distributing food 

supplies. 40% 

The utility companies also wre affected by the shortage of raw 

materials. The power plant could no lamer deliver electricity to 

private dwellings due to the coal shortages and intemnittently, 

electricity was supplied via gwolle*93. sane people used petroleum 

lamps, but many could ill afford the kerosene so most people did 

without lighting. Gas for cooking purposes was restricted to tw ama 
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half hows a day of cosmptio. No heat was available, so peqple 

wore Jayers upon layers of clothing. Consequently the general health 

of Hengelo citizens, as well as the overall Netherlanss population, 

Geclined and a large mnber of people suffered from scarlet fever, 

diphteria, and sarvy.4%4 

During the second phase of the cocupation Hengelo was frequently 

the target of air areas The town, because of its industry, its 

railway amd the nearby Airfield Twente wes beoming increasingly 

that the main porpose for the baombims wes to diminih labor 

effectiveness, and a War Industries report stated that "every alert 

results in a loss of labor amomting to 2,000 quilders.'4© tms 

the RAF would drop a few bombs almost daily m the wyy to their Rohr 

cbjectives. Another report indicated that Sigmal wes far more 

important fran a military dyjective that either Stork or Dikkers and 

that Hengelo was worth a "visit" if only for sabotage purposes.4 

The strength of the banb attacks increased significantly after the 

April-May 1943 strike. Hengelo had mly been targeted seventeen times 

Guring the first half of the oconpatio am the resulting damage was 

not very extensive althaxh same people wre forced to evanzte their 

hares. Before the strike approximately thirty people died as a direct 

result of the batbings although hundreds of others had been injured and 

hospital ized.477 

However, during the second phase of the cocupaticn Hengelo was 

seriously barbed twenty three times. On 18 March 1944 a formation of 

Mosquitoes fran England barbed Hazemeyer’s factory, which burned to the 

ground.4% In addition, a mnitions train, sitting at a siding, wes 

ES 
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hit: The explosio caused severe damage to the railway stati, to 

KNKS amd especially to Stork. Two Hemelo citizens as well as several 

German soldiers died as a result.4% airfield Twente was targeted 

countless times, amd a mmber of British airplanes were shot down near 

there by the Gemmns. Allied industrial sabotage wes successfull x 1 

May 1943 when Stork was targeted and six recently campleted motors were 

destroyed. However, the most extensive barb damage coomred cn 6-7 

October 1944 when a faomatio of thirty-seven B17s dropped 1500 barbs 

and totally destroyed the imer center of Hermelo. The Wolter ten 

Catestraat, the Enschedesestraat, the Weamenstraat, the Abelensstraat, 

the Grumel mariet, schools, Gumrches, the railway station amd hundreds 

of houses were totally demlished.729 In adtition, KNKS, WWF and 

Hazemeyer were nearly totally destroyed. The Stork offices also 

suffered extensive damage. 

The reason for the near destruction of Hengelo was simple. After 

the dismal Allied failure at the Battle of Amhen, Hemeelo wes now 

center in the Netherlands from a Gemen perspective.4 Ths, 

Save one hundred amd tem Heme lo citizens died fron this bomb attack 

and one hundred and thirty three were admitted to hospital with various 

injuries.412 = @me wartime Hemgelo citizen recalled that he wuld 

never forget the look of horror om his neighbor’s face as the neighbor 

fomd his wife’s body underneath the nbble that had ome been their 

hore.413 The 4Genmans also had omsiderable casmlties. It was 

rumored that nearly 500 Gemmans had died during the attack but Group 

Albrecht reported that cmly 350 Gemmans lost their lives in the 
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attack. 414 Since water was mt available, the mmerous fires simply 

had to bon themselves aut, making the damage even more extensive. The 

scene was devastating, amd the volunteers had mo idea were to begin 

searching for bodies and clearing the nibble to create passageways to 

first aid areas. 

The barb attacks did not cease with the destructio of the inner 

center of Hengelo. MQ 28 Octcber 1944 a train mear the power plant wes 

barbed which resulted in fam deaths. Then m 29 Novenber 1944 a fuel 

tank which had fallen from an airplane landed m several Hengelo houses 

and killed a yorg by. And on 21 February 1945 the Berfloweg was 

borbed and twenty four houses were destroyed; this attack resulted in 

twenty four deaths.44 In total, the bomb attacks claimed 186 lives 

and same 500 houses were onpletely destroyed while over 3,000 homes 

were damaged.“2© Qe of the retuming POWs was devastated when he 

saw the destruction of most of Hengelo upon his retunn fron Anschwitz. 

Fron the viewpoint of his wWeelcwir fe took pictres for 

posterity. 417 The bomb damage to Hemelo wes 5 severe that the 

inner center of Hengelo was the seood hardest hit area in the 

Netherlands; Rotterdam rated first. Proportiomately, however, Hengelo 

suffered the greatest barb damage in the Netherlands during the war. 

After all the misery and destruction the Hengelo citizens eagerly 

looked forward to their liberation, which had been expected on 31 March 

1945. However, the Gemans had blown up the sluice at the nearby 

Waarbeek as well as the two bridges across the Twente canal whim 

facilitated acoess to Hergelo.4#8 = this delay caused other areas to 

be liberated first. On 1 April 1945 the Allies broke throwh the Wezel 

river am _ . liberated Haaksbercen awd Beckm am the rext day 
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Winterswijk, Groenlo, Neede, Ruurlo and Ejibergen were cocupied by the 

Allies. Airfield Twente and the towns of Ootmarsum, Oldenzaal, and 

Almelo were also liberated befare the Allies marched to Hengelo. M 2 

April 1945 the British 7th Hampshire Regiment and the 5th Dorsetshire 

Regiment were ardered to liberate the area in and around Heme lo via 

Enschede. Mearwhile the Germans, who had neglected to pblicize 

Civilian restrictions, shot everyone they encountered cm the streets of 

Hengelo. The coapying authorities anticipated a battle am had 

gathered most of their fighting troops at Woolde, just outside Hengelo. 

Then on 3 April 1945 the war diary stated that the: 

move started at midnight and our route was mly a 
track which became almost impassable owing to heavy 
rain. However by 09.00 hrs 7 Hanps followed by 5 
Dorset started the assault on the town. This went 
very well ard Hermgelo wes midst a tumiltucus 
weloome from the populaticn. 

Further reports in the war diaries stated that: 

The Battalion was taken across country over a poor 
track in heavy rain during the night of 2m April am 
was then directed to capture the northem part of 
Hengelo while the 5th Dorsets captured the southem 
half. The Battalion advanced in transport through 
woods, Covered by a screen of carriers. When they 
came out of the woods, qoposition wes encamtered 

‘B’ amd ‘D’ Companies advanced into the town itself, 
but there was no further qopositim. In fact the 
movement of the Battalion was seriously hampered by 

out of their houses.40 

On the day Hengelo was liberated, citizens were drawn like 

magnets to the mmicipal building. Troops, support groups, the police 

force, Red Cross workers ard various other groups marched past 

Hengelo’s municipal building in a victory parade. A party 

atmosphere was evident throughout Hengelo. ‘The naticnal anthem was 

sung, flags flew everywhere and the jubilant citizens cheered the 
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came out of hiding, many of then physically supported by those who had 

hidden then.4¢1 = Ghooolates and cigars were handed att to to the 

crowds, amd these were immediately used as barter for cther iter. 

The next day Bore, where Van der Dossen wes an anderduiker, was 

liberated, amd he promptly retomed to Hemelo were a ne task 

awaited him. The liberation of the Netherlands would not be complete 

until the Genmans capitulated m@m 5 May 1945 when Gereral Blaskowitz 

surrendered his troops at Wageningen.422 ‘he Victory for Europe day 

followed on 8 May 1945 amd in Europe World Wer I was officially over. 

The Hengelo citizens, despite their relief at being Liberated, 

were appalled at the toll the wear had taken @ tthe pouiatio. 

Concentration camp deaths acoomted for mly 150 of the Hemelo Jews 

While thirty ome mm Jews perished in the camps. The Gemeans had stot 

twelve Hengelo citizens am the streets and they had eeccited fourteen 

people for various crimes against conpying policies. While laboring 

in Germany, thirteen Hengelo citizens died becanse of illness, amd 

eight deaths were listed as being qe to batbings. At least six 

Hengeloers died while they were passermger in trains which encamtered 

barb attacks. Approximately twenty five refugees died in the Hemelo 

area during the war. Four NSB members lost their lives while fighting 

the Allies just before Hemelo’s liberation.*@3  Hemgelo lost 

aporoximately one peroent of its citizens as a direct result of the 

war, a very low percentage in oconparisc to mticnal figures. The 

total mumber of war victims for the Netherlands was estimated at about 

240,000 which was three percent of the national population.424 

During the immediate aftermath of the liberation Netherlanders 
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wanted an accounting for the collaborationist behavior of sare of its 

citizens amd Hengelo was no exoeptim. Same of the girls amd women 

who had fratemized with the Germans publicly had their hair shom. 

The Hengelo NSB members were dragged from their hames. Those acoused of 

collaboration were gathered in front of "Camp" Stork but at least 200 

of the accused 500 were released due to lack of eviderce.*” The 

remaining 300 had to face a_ local comissim which held an imuest 

regarding collaborators, amd ome Hemelo policeman received a three 

year prison sentence far his collaboratiist activities.46 

The British troops did not stay in the Hengelo area very law. 

The Dorsetshire Regiment left for Genmany qm 3 April ard the Hanpshire 

Regiment left am 9 April. These troops were replaced by the Canadian 

cooupational farces.4“7 = Hengelo had also become the Red Cross 

caused considerable damage to Hemelo as the tanks took cunks art of 

sidewalks, damaged lamp posts, amd knocked chips off buildings. At 

Signaal the Canadians perpetrated the most serious damage. All the 

files were tom wp, filing cobirets were cmashed, typewriters wre 

thrown against walls, am instmments am mechirery wre destroyed 

outright.428 = the canadian realized the importance of Sigmal to the 

Genmans amd destroyed what they erromecusly believed was Geman 

property. This type of behaviour, while totally unprofessimal amd 

inexcusable, can be attributed to war stress am is mt all that 

unusual after a victory over a longtime eneny.429 After Schagen van 

Leawen retumed to Sigmal the affairs of the ompany nore or less 

retomned to nomal, but it took many years before the effects of the 
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mmnicipality and amounted to fl. 109,000.47 ‘he national Comissim 

of War Damage, which was established throwh the Ministry of Firarce, 

reimbursed the municipality of Hengelo. 

The most daumting task that faced Van der Dussen upon his retum 

was the Reconstmctio of Hengelo amd he established an Advisory 

Commcil far the reconstruction of Hengelo almost immediately after the 

liberation. Sane 190,000 tons of nible were removed from the city 

center; it took from April to Cctcber 19%5 for 1000 people to 

acoomplish this task.431 pn 22 December 1945 Van der Dussen spoke to 

the Hengelo citizens amd presented the motto "Hemelo zal herrijzen" 

(Hengelo shall rise). — 

ded 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCTUSION 

Hengelo was among the first towns of the Netherlands to be invaded 

for a mumber of reasons. Mme was the geographical location; the close 

proximity to the Gemman border mturally made Hergelo an easy target. 

Another was the heavy ocomentration of indstry, the amements 

production and the readily available textile imtustyy. Also, the 

proximity to Airfield Twente made Hermelo an important tarcet fora 

Genman invasicn. However, by far the most important reas for the 

early imvasion of Hengelo was the junction at the nb of a retwork of 

major railways. This made Hengelo vitally important fram a strategic 

standpoint, not nly for the Gemns but later for the Allies as well. 

Numerous events that ooomred in Hergelo daring this period 

contribute to the historical understanding of World War I. Hemgelo 

was a Characteristic microcosm of the Netherlands in some respects, yet 

not at all in others. For example, in 1940 the plans that were mee in 

Hengelo to thwart the Geman invasim were entirely inadeqate and 

quickly went awry. ‘The national plans, as discussed earlier, were no 

different. As in the rest of the Netherlanis, the Hergelo citizens 

were happy to welome the Dutch Pos back from Germany. _ Nationally, 

rationing wes inplemented far economic reasons and the Hengelo citizens 

had to adjust in the same nmemer as their fellow citizens. Tre 

Laz 
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loyalty to the House of Orame was as pervasive in Hengelo as it was m 

a national level, am as with the majority of the Netherlandéers, the 

Hengelo citizens fiercely disliked the Gemmn discriminatory measures 

against the Jes mt mly m religious grounds but co hmenitarian 

grounds aS well. Moreover, the Hengelo citizens wre no afraid to let 

behavior of the NSB members was as much opposed in Hengelo as it wes in 

the rest of the oomtyy. The resistance moverent in Hengelo did not 

actually commence until December 1942, ard even then very little wes 

acoomplished until May 1943, which fits the natiomal pattem. Dorin 

that six month period, methoss wre established am leawers avi 

volunteers were sought, but the resistance movement was never arganized 

nationally until it was almost too late - in fact, when the wer wes 

nearly over. Even then political and religious differences as well as 

the power struggles often ‘took precedence over the actual resistance 

Where Hengelo differed from the national perspective wes in 

regards to labor am in this the Hermeelo citizens strongly supported 

each other amd reacted spontaneously amd homestly, as wes their 

custan. In the labor area Hemelo stands art and in that sense ro 

longer remains a representative example. In addition, Hengelo was ae 

of the most severely barbed towns in the Netherlands, a sai avi 

unfortunate distinction. Hengelo clearly deserves greater recognitim 

for its omtribitim to the resistame moverent in the Netherlands 

Guring World War II. The question then becomes what made Hengelo react 

so differently from other major industrial areas in the Netherlanis. 

Qne important factor was that Hengelo was fortunate to have a mayor 
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with humane, just and egalitarian qualities at just the time when ach 

a person was most needed. ‘These qualities, which had been instilled in 

the Hengelo citizens through the lordship of Frederick van Twidelo 

hundreds of years earlier, had been handed down by oral traditions and 

reinforced with a solid religioss badgromd ani would surface 

repeatedly during the war period. Also, th omcept of eving 

(collective living experience) created a feeling that everyore had to 

help each other during the difficult times, and this certainly coomred 

in Hergelo. Mayor Van der Dussen, Jules Haeck am the factory 

directors are but sore exanples of the samenleving concept. Moreover, 

the ideals of justice am horesty in dealing with others remained of 

paramount importance despite the fact that Hemelo wes ocopie by 

Gemmans. The spontaneous reaction of the blue collar workers to the 

German labour call regarding former military persomel, omsicering 

Hengelo’s history, should not have bem all that suprising; the 

combination of Hengelo striking amd the Stork involverent wes too 

strong to ignore cn rational levels. 

resistance movement can be ascertained... The first phase, fron the 

Gemman invasion to the April-May 1943 strike, was a slow reaction to 

and recognitim of the policies implemented by the Gemens. The 

grandiose nazification plans were never suspected by Netherlamers 

because each new policy or ordinance was viewed strictly c~ its om amd 

not as a master plan. Few people realized the significance of each new 

Gemman measure until it was too late to effect any countenneasures, and 

experience and leadership, two necessary factors in any resistance 

movement, were sadly lackim. For those reasons a cogent maticnal 
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resistance movement in the first phase of the wer was aut of the 

questicn. Also, since there had been no reason for a resistance 

movement for well over a century, it took considerable time before any 

type of resistance plans could be formated. ly when the 

Netherlanders realized the full implications of Gemman policies was the 

idea of an active amd militant resistance approached with any 

seriousness. The protest actions of the first phase of the resistance 

movement acoonmplished very little but the face of the resistance 

movement changed significantly after the April-May 1943 strike because 

the workers viewed the Geman labor call as unjust as well as an insult 

reasoning and spontaneously joined the first major national resistance 

act. Hengelo, of course, received the bnmt of the pmnisment, but as 

with most incidents where they felt justified, the citizens responded 

with a clear oonscience and few conplaints. 

Undoubtedly the April-May 1943 strike changed the resistance 

movement fron ome mainly of protest to ae of militant and active 

resistance. In the final analysis, the resistanc acts which wre 

carried out from mid-1943 to the Liberati were in most cases mot as 

sucoessful as the sacrifices warranted, m@ natioml as well as loal 

levels. ‘The resistance movement in the Netherlands during World Wer IT 

suffered more defeats than it did victoriss ad wes of little 

importance from a military point of view. However, those affiliated 

with the resistance grops were more than willing to sacrifice their 

property amd their very lives; Hengelo wes at the forefrmt. As 

indicated, Hengelo certainly deserves greater recognition for its World 

War IL efforts nct mly in Dutch historiography comeming the era but 

in intermaticonal sources as well. 
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Footmotes 

1 Refer to the bibliography. 

2 Hengelo lies in the oenter of the region known as Trente in 
the easterly province of Overijssel. See Appendices A ard B. 

3 See Gerald Newton, The Netherlands: an historical am quitiural 
Survey 1795-1977 (Landon: Emest Benn Limited, 1978). See also Max 
Schuochart, The Netherlands (London: Thames ard Husson Itd., 1972). 
Refer also to Frank E. Huggett, The Modem Netherlands (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1972). 

4 N. W. Posthimoss, "The Netherlands during Geman Ooopation," 
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 
(May 1946), vol. 245. 

5 Wemer Wamtbrumn, The Dutch Under Geman Oocapation 1940-1945 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963). 

6 Louis de Jay, Het Koninkrijk Der Nederlanden in de Tweede 
Wereldoorlog (s’ Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff, 1974), 11 volumes, 
G-2 seOOle 

7 See H. M. Van Randwijk, "De Coordinatie van het Verzet," 
J. J. Bolmis, et al, editors, Qderdrukking en Verzet Nederland in 
Oorlogstijd (Amhem: Van Ioogtum Slaterus, 1955), 4 volungs, IV: 
121=153% 

8 J. A. Houtte et al, editors, Algemene Geschiedenis Der 
Nederlanden (Zeist: Uitgeversmaatschappij W. De Haan, 1953), 12 
volumes. 

9 See De Jay, passin. 

10 See Bolhuis, Onderdrukking en Verzet. 

11 Jacob Presser, De Vervolging en Verdelging van het 
Nederlandse Jodendan 1940-1945 (‘’s-Gravenhage: Staatsuitgeverij, 1945), 

2 volures. 
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12 - The Destmucticm of the Dutch Jews (New York: E. 
P. Dutton & Ob., Inc., 1969). 

13 See two volumes by Henri Michel, The Shadow War Resistance in 
Burope_ 1939-1945 translated by Richard Barry (Londo: Andre Deutsch 

Limited, 1972); and The Secon World War translated by Douglas Pamee 
(Landon: Andre Dautsch, 1975). Also refer to the bibliography. 

_ 14 ‘The Netherlands wartime intelligence develqarents are a 
fascinating story. Qountless studies have been done in English m this 
topic. Refer to the bibliography. 

15 Frank Visser, De Bezetter Bespied De Nederlandse Geheime 

Inlichtingendienst _in de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Zutphen: Thieme, 1983). 

Byvanck, Nederland in den Roeinschen Tijd, (leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1944). 

17 L. A. Stroink, Stad en Land van Twente, (Enschede: Twents- 
Gelderse Uitgeveri) Witkam b.v., 1962), sixth edition, 1980), p. 78. 

18 See Apperndix C, The Twente Dialect. 

19 G. J. I. Kokmis, historie van oO (Hergelo: 
Twents-Gelderse Uitgeverij Witkam bv., 1982), p. 39. 

20 Ibid. 

21 See Walter Prevemier and Wim Blockmans, The Burgurdian 

Netherlands (Cambridge University Press, 1986). See also B. H. Slicher 
van Bath, Geschiedenis van Overijssel (Zwolle: Waamders, 1979). 

22 Oald Hemel, 1980,3, p. 7. 

23 Frederick van Twickelo, 1480-1545, was nicknamed the Rich. 
He was the scm of Johan van Twickelo ard Adriana van der Rutenberg who 
had been bequeathed Huis te Hengelo by her father. During the Frenh 
pericd, van ‘Twickelo’s gravestome was turmed over to prevent 
vanadal ization. He was originally buried in a chapel but after it was 
tom down in 1830 he was reburied in a church in Delden. 
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24 Hengelo, under the lardship of Adolf van Twicklo who was the sm 
of the previously mentioned Frederick van Twickelo, chose the Spanish side 
of the political dispute the United Provinces were fighting against the 
hated Inquisitioners fron Spain, but only until the 1620s. ‘The repeated 
Spanish invasions and defeats in Twente warrant their own historian. See 
Jonathan I. Israel, The Ditch Republic and the Hispanic World 1606-1661 
(Qxfoard: Clarendon oes, 1986, first edition 1982). 

25 See J. K. W. Quarles van Uffard, "Ben Kijkje in Twente", De 
Eoonanist (1871), I: 247-268. 

26 Hengelo van Gehucht tot..., (Hengelo: Bureau Voorlichting, 1978 
Dp. 23: 

27 Wolter ten Cate, 1701-1796, was bam into a Anabaptist family. 
His father was a baker amd linen rmemfacturer. At ae 19 Wolter tock 
control of the linen prodictim of his father’s business comers. In 1725 
he married Tjilke Jans Dijk who browht with her a dowry of 6,000 fl. In 
1730. he went into partmership with his brother Jan; twenty years later 
their nephew joined the weaving firm. Ten Cate then left that partialar 
type of manufacturing amd joined in a business with the granmism of his 
brother, they mamfacoirred fine linen amd table linens. Ten Cate was 
childless. He laid the gromiwork for charity in Hemelo aid helped 
initiate the postal comection as well as being financially respmsible for 
building a church. He was affecticately known as Wolter Onn. 

28 E. ter Marsch, Het beuksken van Hengel (Hengelo: Boekhandel 
Broekhuis, 1976), p. 7. 

29 Cald Hengel, 1980, 3, p. 12. 

30 Gedenkboek Hengelo (Hengelo: E. Broekmis & Zonen, 1913; reprint 
ed., Boekhandel Broekmuis en VW Hengelo 1979), p. 86. © 

Bibi pe s7: 

32 See Reina van Ditzhuyzen, Het Huis van Oranje (Haarlem: De Haan, 
1979). See also Han van Bree, Het aanzien van het Huis van Oranje van 
Vader des Vaderlands tot jangste telg (Utrecht: Het Spectrum B.V., 1984). 
Gene Gurrey, Kingdans of Burope (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982) has an 
excellent account of the history of the Netherlands royal family. 

33 Hengelo van gehucht, p. 23. 

34 See Appendix D, Mayors of Hergelo. 
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35 Oald Hengel, 1980, 2, p. 27. 

36 Tharas Ainsworth was the scn of a wealthy Manchester textile 
manifacoirer. He remained in Twente after meeting de Clerg and is buried 
there. A street in Hemelo is named in his hom. 

37 Oald Hengel, 1976, 2, p. 13. 

38 Kokhuis, p. 90. 

39 Hengelo van gehucht tot, p. 25. 

40 C. F. Stork, C. T. Stork In Zijn Leven en Werken Gesctetst 
1822-1895 (Hengelo Koninklijke Machinefahriek Gebroeders Stork & Ob. N.V. 
Historische Oollectie 1918), pp. 6-7. 

41 Stork had forgotten the exact name of the novel but believed it 
was entitled "Capital am Labor". See Ctm Berosm, "Ontwikkeling van ce 
Hengelose Industriele Struktumr," Unpublished thesis (Free University 
Amsterdam, 1980) . 

42 80 Jaar Stork, (Hengelo: Machinefabriek Gebr. Stork & O. N.V. 
1948) p. 19. 

As ibid sp. 23. 

44 H. P. M. Weggener, "De Groei van een Machinefabriek 1859-1940" 
(Hengelo Stork archives), p. 13. ‘The oopany mece no profit whatsoever 
until 1864. The figures from 1864 to 1868 respectively are as follow: 
ieee 6399.0077 2) 7204.00, fl. 7725.29, £1.518256.75, earn £1.518256.75 

45 Considerable attention has been given in Dutch academia to 
Stork’s innovative social policies. See P. A. Th. Dicaam, "Social Beleid 
van een Machinefabriek," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (K. U. Nymegen, 
1981). See also R. Roesink, "De Kem by Stork 1883-1955" (Hengelo: Stork 
archives, 1969) The provincial archives in Zwolle oontains most of the 
Stork material. C. T. awaits his historian. A newspaper for employees De 
Hemgelosche _ Fabrieksbode which has been printed thromhott Stork’s 
existence, also contains a wealth of infommation abaut the social aspects 

of the canpany. 

46 Hengelo van gehucht, p. 30. 
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infomnmation from the sources previously noted. ‘the Netherlanis archival 
materials was destroyed during the latter stages of World War 1. 

49 See E. J. Fischer, Stroan Quaarts De elektriciteitsvoarziening 
in Overijssel en Zuid-Drenthe tussen circa 1895 en 1986 (Zwolle: N.V. 
Flektriciteits-Maatschappij, 1986). This well researched book is 
similtaneously a good source for the develoment of industry in Hergelo. 
Considerable access was given the author to the YSS archives. More 
discussion about the role of YSS during the war will appear in Chapters V 
amd VI. 

50 One megawatt equals 1,000,000. watts. 

51 See Appendix F, The Hengelo Industrial Families. 

52 Hengelo van gehucht, p. 32. 

S3yibids 

54 J. C. Telders, et al, editors, Doorgaan... Beknopte geschiedenis 
van Hollandse Signaalapparaten B.V. Fete 1922-1974 (Hengelo: 

Boekbinderqbedrijf Elbeka B.V., 1974), p. 13 

55 Ibid, p. 17. 

56 Ibid. 

57 Schagen van Leeuwen was an artillery officer in the Netherlands 
navy. He was extremely proficient at mathematics and technical 
innovations. He served in the Netherlands Indies fram 1926 to 1931 when he 
dotained a position in the Bureau Materieel Marine Artillerie, (Materials 
Office of the Navy Artillery). He became Director of Signaal shortly 
before the war. ‘The Gemans realized the strentth of his influence add 
purposely kept him ignorant of develonrents at Signaal but he found ait 
what was being planned by speaking to the lower placed persommel. He 

the war he retummed as Director to Signaal but not without considerable 
problems with the Allies far omtrol of Signaal. 
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58 Schagen van Leeuwen worked at the Admiralty in London during the 
war. See Department van Defensie, (Department of Defense), hereafter DvD, 
archives letter dated May 7, 1942. 

59 See 60 Jaar ''Zout" in Twente (Hengelo: Akzo Zout Chemie Nederland 
by, Department of Public Relations, 1978). The company has branches 
throughout the Netherlands and Burope as well. as in Japan, South Africa, 

Brazil 

60 Hengelo van gehucht, pp. 37-39. 

| 61 See C. Beets, Het tuindorp ’t Lansink, 2nd ed. 1918 rpt. (Hemmelo 
Stark archives, 1981). ‘This design won an intermational award. 

62 See Dickmann ard Wenneger. 

63 See A. L. Van Schelven, Hengeler Wind (Haarlem: H.D. Tjeenk 
Willink & Zom N.V., 1965). 

64 Kokhis, p. 150. 

65 Van Schelven, p. 96. 

66 GHA, Statistich Jaarboek 1960-1964, p. 3. 

67 E. Baver, editor, The History of World War IT (Toronto: Royce 
Publications, 1966), p. 69. 

68 GHA. Van der Dussen was bam cm 23 June 1900 in Kampen. He 
received a law degree fram the University of Utrecht (MA) in 1924. He 
worked as a janmalist far a short period before starting his law practice 
in Kampen. He joined the Vrijheidsbodd party amd in 1929 was chosen to 
represent this political party in the Kampen municipal council, serving 
until 1931 when he withdrew fran politics. He reappeared m the comcil in 
1932 amd remained in that position until 1937 when he was appointed mayor 
of Hengelo. He was installed as mayor mm 20 July 1937. © 16 Jamary 

1951, he was appointed mayor of Dordrecht, a position he held until his 
retirement on 29 June 1965. He presently lives in Soest. 

69 C. B. Cormmelissen and J. Slettenhaar, in de schacw van de 

adelaar (Enschede: Twents Gelderse Uitgeverij Witkam b.v., 1982), p. 35. 
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Netherlands," Political Science Quarterly (1963), 78:548-580, far an 
excellent acoount regarding the reasons behind the tanty-nine invasim 
postponements. Qne can readily agree with his assessment that the Dutch 
erred with their defense plans. Sane of the responsibility, he claims, Was 

71 Jan Pieter van Vree, editor, Hengelo in Oorlogstijd (Hengelo: 
Drukkerlj) Insulinde, 1985), p. 19. 

72 Telder, po. 41-49. 

73 Ibid. ‘The Netherlands Department of Defense archives has a 

report dated 10 May 1940 which lists the actions carried out by the Dutch, 
but only the Gemman invasion of the power station is mentioned. Ome this 
occurred camminications were aut off so nothing further could be reported. 

74 See Netherlands Department of War publication, De Strijd op 
Nederlands Grong qgebied tijdens de Wereldoorlog IT Hoofddeel III, Deel 2, 
Onderdeel E," De Krijgsverrictingen ten Oosten van c Ijssel €& in ce 

Ijsselinie Mei 1940" (’s-Gravenhage, Staatsdrukkery in en Uitgeverybadrijf, 
1952). Also refer to Mason, rote 70. 

75 See Rad Wagenaar, rotterdam mei /40 (Amsterdam: Ulitgeverlj de 
Arbeidspers, 1970). See also Jdm Killen, A History of the Inftwaffe (New 
York: Bantam Books, 1986) . 

76 Van Vree, p. 22. The names of the Hemgelo citizens woo died are 
as follows: L. J. G. Badout, G. Bosker, B. Bruggink, A. H. Groothuis, W. 
Jansma van der Ploeg, F. Icmis, J. F. Schultes, E. Spit, G. Hilshoff ad 
J. A. van der Vliet. 

77 Personal interview with Qpl. Derk Gerritsen of the lde Regiment 
Luchtdoel Artillery. Most of the corporal’s colleagues in the unit carried 
out the same actions. 

78 GHA. 

79 GHA. Biographical infonmation regarding Dr. Reuss is 
unavailable. 

SO. Vale Vee, ps 22. 
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81 Van Vree, p. 27. By the ed of 1940 medicine, gas, paint, soap, 
paper, ashphalt and tar were all placed m cops. 

82 Koktuis, p. 167. 

83 See Wagenaar. 

84 Van Vree, p. 29. 

Sop lbidv p31. 

86 De Jang, 4-1: 62. 

87 H. J. Neumann, Arthur Seyss-Inguart (Graz: Universitats-—Buch- 
Gruchereier Styria, 1970), p. 7. 

88 Noman Cameron and R. H. Stevens, translators, Hitler’s Table 

Talk 1941-1944 His Private Conversations (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 
1953), p. 344. 

89 Dr. G. M. Gilbert, Nuremberg Diary (New York: Farrar, Strauss 
and Oopany, 1947), p. 31. 

90 Hellmuth Rossler and Gmnther Franz,Biographische Worterbuch zur 
Deutsche Geschichte, (Mimich: Francke Verlag, 1973), 3: 2634-2636. 

91 Neumann, pp. 117-118. Seyss-Inquart lapsed as a Catholic bit 
continued to support the Curc by paying tithes for his danmhter. He 
became a practicing Catholic again after his arrest. 

92 De Jay, 4-1: 59. Translations: "an ice-cold Jesuit" and "a man 
who has not known a heart." 

93 See Gilbert. 

94 See Neumann for Seyss-Inquart’s role in the Anschluss. 

95 De Jag, 4-1: 55. 

96 Ibid, p. 56. 
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97 Seyss-Inquart felt that his skills were not used to full 
capacity and he wanted more responsibility. See de Jaw, 4-1: 56-57. 

98 Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, 10 Volumes, (Nuremberg: 
1947-1949), Il: 989,hereafter NCA 

99 De Jaw, 4-1: 65. De Jong derived this qgote fronG. A. S. 

Snyder, Gesprekken met Seyss-Inquart p. 10. Translation: "When ome first 
arrives here from Gemmany one believes one understands these people. ‘The 
longer one is here, the more ore sees how it differs fram how ove thinks." 
This book is out of print amd could mt be cbtained by the author. 

100 See Appendix G, Oocupational Govemment Administrational 
Structure. See also Hans Gerth, "The Nazi Party: It’s leadership and 
Composition," The American Jounal of Sociology (1940), 4: 517-541. 

101 De Jag, 4-1: 100. 

102 Ibid, 4-1: 101-103. 

103 See Wambrum, pp. 30-31 regarding Rauter’s position in the 
cocupational government. 

104 See L. J. A. Trip, De Duitsche Bezetting van Nederland en de 

Financiele Qntwikkeling van Het land gedurende de Jaren der Bezetting (/s- 
Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff, 1946). See also G. Browers; "Price 

Policies", The Amals of the American Acadeny of Political and Social 
Science (May, 1946) ,245: 39-48. 

105 Refer to Appendix G. 

106 De Jay, 4-1: 71-82. 

107 Ibid, 4-1; 81. Translation: "It is a shame that they are nt m 
our side." 

108 For further information see Het Process Rauter 

Bronnenpublicaties Nr. 5, (s’ Gravenhage, 1952). 

109 De Jay, 4-1: 95. 

110 Save _ historical controversy exists regarding Schmidt’s death but 
it has been widely accepted that he committed suicide. 
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111 See Het Process Christiansen, Bronnenpublicaties Proocessen Nr. 
4, (‘s-Graverhage, 1950). 

112 See Chapter VI of this thesis. 

113 Comelissen en Slettenhaar, pp. 77-79. 

114 Van Vree, p. 32. 

115 See Harry Paape, De Geuzen (Nijmegen: Koninklijke Drukkerij 

have disliked this type of adlatio. He wes farty eight years old when 
he began his resistance work amd saw it strictly as a duty. 

116 Ibid. 

117 De Jag, 5-2, 835-846. 

118 The OD, the RW, amd the IKP, were amalgamated into the mly 
national militant resistance grap in September, 1944. See D. A. van 
Hilten, Van Capitulatie tot Capitulatie (Leiden, 1949). 

119 GA. After the liberation over five hundred NSB menbers were 

A list of those arrested is available in the G&A. 

120 GHA. 

121 Van Vree. p. 42. 

122 GA. 

123 Van Vree, p. 38. 

124 GHA. This episode is also disoussed in all the secomary 

125 See de Jang, 4-2: 824-837. 

135 
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co ele aaa acl oe beh a tn role regarding 
resistance activities. See L. E. Winkel, Qndergrondse Pers 
1940-1945, (‘S-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff, eae See also H. H. Van 

Namen, "De Illegale Pers," Onderdrukking en Verzet, 3: 644-688. 

127 Jaarcijfers Voor Nederland (’s-Gravenhage, 1942). 

128 See Taylor Oole, “Ihe Evolutim of the Genman Labor Front," 
The Political Science Quarterly (1937), 52: 532-558. 

129 See E. Kipers, “Labor amd Employer Organizations," The 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science (My, 
1946) 245: 62-69. See also J. J. van Bolmis, "Qoboawdienst en 
Arbeidsdienst," Onderdrukking en Verzet IIT: 462471. 

130 De Jag, 4-1: 45661. 

131 De Jay,4-1: 453-455. 

132 Kokhnis, p. 170. 

133 Ibid. 

134 Alan Isaacs, editor, A Dictionary of British History 
(Landon: Pan Books Itd., p. 48. 

135 GHA. 

136 Cormelissen en Slettenhaar, p. 97. 

137 Ibid. Translation: ‘Those dammed Dutchren. 

138 GHA. Juliana van Stolberg was the mother of William of 
Orange. 

139 See Gurrey. See also H.R.H. Wilhelmina, Princess of the 
Netherlands, Iorely But Not Alone (Iondon: Hutchinsm & ©. 
(Publishers) Itd., 1960). 

140 Van Vree, p. 50. 
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141 See Presser. 

142 See B. A. Sijes, "The Position of the Jews during the Geman 
Occupation of the Netherlands: Same (Cbservatioms," Acta Historiae 
Neerlandicae (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1976). X: 170-192. 

143 See J. F. Krop, “The Jews Under the Nazi Regime", Amals of 
the American Academy of Political and Social Science (May, 1946): 245: 
Pb oid Pan 

144 See Appendix I, Discriminatory measures against Jew. 

145 Ibid. 

146 Lucy Davidowicz, The War Against the Jews (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1975), pp. 366-369. 

147 More information cm these two men can be fad in both de 

Jong and Presser. 

148 Presser, The Destmuction of the Jew, p. 48. 

149 See Joseph Michman, “Ihe Controversial Stand c= the Joodse 
Raad in the Netherlands," Yad Vashem Studies (1974), X: 9-68. 

150 See Robert Koehl, “Ihe Character of the Nazi SS", Janmal 
of Modem History 1962) 34: 275-283. The events leading up to the 
strike are discussed in nearly all the sources already mentioned. 

151 Tan Bower, Klaus Barbie Butcher of Lyons (London; Transworld 
Publishers Itd., 1985), po. 30-31. 

152 See Appendix H, Jewish Quarters in Amsterdam. 

153 See de Jong, 4-2: 892 or Presser, p. 52. Both historians 

Reitlinger, The Final Solution The Attempt to Extemninate the Jews of 
Purope 1939-1945, (New York: The Beechhurst Press, 1953). 

154 De Jorg, 4-2: 894. 
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155 Erik Hazelhoff Roelfzema, Soldier of Orange (Londm: Sphere 
Books Limited, 1981), p. 214. Dutch Jew were also sent to Schibor, an 
elimination camp but same managed to escape. See Richard Rashke, 
Escape fran Sobibor (New Yark: Avon Books, 1983). See also Iouis de 
Jang, "Scbibar," Encomter (Decenber, 1978): 51: 20-28. 

156 See Abel J. Herzberg, editor, Onderdrukking en Verzet, vol. 
3: 5-256. 

157 Presser, p. 83. 

15c8 BOWE, 6D. oz. 

159 Wambrumn, p. 167. See Appendix I. 

160 Ibid. 

161 This story is discussed in all the soress compl ted. 

162 Davidowicz, pp. 366-368. 

163 GHA. 

164 Van Vree, 71. 

165 GHA. 

166 Van Vree, p. 65. 

167 GA. 

168 Van Vree, p. 65. 

169 GA 

170 Jacob Presser, editor, Documents of the perseartion of the 
Dutch Jewry 1940-1945 (Amsterdam: Athenaeum-Polak & Van Gennep, 1979), 
po. 115-120. See also Appendix J, Jewish Victins. 
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171 Davidowicz, pp. 366-368. 

172 See W. C. L. Van Der Ginten, "Nieuwe Organen," Onderdmukking 
en Verzet," I: 466-472. 

173 Van Vree, p. 72. 

174 80 Jaar Stork, p. 75. 

175 G. H. I. Kokhuis, De Geschiedenis van Twente van prehistorie 
tot heden (Hengelo: Twente Rblicaties by, 1982), p. 221. 

176 The infomation presented herewith is derived fran an 
article by W. F. Noordhoek Hegt, "The Resistance of the Medical 
Profession," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science (May 1946), 265: 162-169. 

177 See also Fh. de Vries, MC 1941-1945, geschiedenis van het 
verzet der artsen in Nederland (1949). 

178 GHA. 

179 Personal interview with Dr. Hartstra, 29 April 1985. 

180 Van Vree, p. 66. 

181 Warmbrum, p. 156. 

182 Ibid. 

183 See H. C. Tow, "The Resistance of the Netherlands 
Churches,"" Annals of the American of Political and Social 
Science (May, 1946), 265: 149-161. 

184 Tow, p. 150. 

185 Ibid, pp. 158-159. Tow wrote a classic Dutch work on the 
resistance of the Netherlands cumches, Het Verzet der Hervommee Kerk: 
Geschiedenis van het Kerkelijk Verzet, 2 volumes (’s-Gravenhage, 1946). 
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186 R. D. Kollewyn, "Ihe Dutch Universities Under Nazi 
Domination, “Annals of the American Acaceny of Political and Social 
Science (May 1946), 245: 191. 

187 Ibid, p. 121. 

188 J. J. van Bolhuis et al, Qnderdrukking en Verzet, I: 310. 

189 Wanmtbrum, p. 149. 

190 Bolhuis, p. 126. See also Wambrum, p. 149. 

191 Process Rauter, p. 94. 

192 Warmbrum, p. 152. 

193 Kollewyn, p. 126. 

194 See Bomebroek for an acoomt of students who famdied 

resistance organizations in the Twente area. 

195 Louis Lochner, editor, The Goebbels Diaries 1942-1943 (New 
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1948), p. 112. See also Jdm Eric, 

The Road to Stalimrad, 2 volumes, (Lommm: Veidenfeld am Nicolson, 
1983) . 

196 See Dudley Kirk, "Population Trends in Postwar Burope," 
Anrals of the American Acadeny of Political and Social Science, 336; 

45-46. 

197 See Appendix K, Unemployment Statistics. 

198 Interview with Derk Gerritsen , a wartime Hemgelo citizen. 
4 Jure 1986. 

199 John H. E. Fried, The Exploitation of Foreign Labour by 

Gemmany (Montreal: Intermational Labour Office, 1945), p. 60. 

200 Edward J. Hamze, Foreign Labor in Nazi Gemmany, (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1967), p. 57 
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201 See Joachim Fest, Hitler (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich 
Inc., 1974), for an excellent acoomt of the relationship between Hitler 
amd Speer. 

. 202 See Harold C. Deutsch, The Omspiracy Against Hitler In The 
Twilight War (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1968). 

203 De sate 5-2: 665. See also Raymord Goldsmith, "Ihe Power of 
Victory,"" Military Affairs, (1946), (X: 69-80, fora camparative study Be 

Economic Preparations for War, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, ey ; 
and Alan S. Milward, The Gemman Eoommy at War (London: The Athlore Press, 
1965) . See also Nicholas Kaldor, "The Genman War Ecomony," The Review of 
Eoonamic Studies (1945-1946), 13: 33-52. 

204 See Albert Speer, Inside the Third Reich (New York: Collier 
Books, 1979) for an acoomt of the refoms instituted during his ministry. 
The authors mentioned in footnote seven imicate where at-hoc measures wre 

implemented. 

205 Trials of the Major War Criminals Before the Intermatioal 
Military Tribunals (Nuremberg: 1947-1949), 39: 400-401. Hereafter 
abbreviated as IMI. 

206 See Gilbert, amd D. M. Kelly, 22 Cells in Nuremberg (New York: 
Greenberg Publishers, 1947), were the psychiatrist and psychologist in 
charge of the mental state of the Nuremberg war criminals. 

207 Fried devotes several pages to the labor mbilization program 
experienced in Belgium during World War I in The Exploitation of Foreign 
Labour by Genmany. 

208 De Jang, 5-2: 671. W 2642 amd W 32-42 are otherwise 
identical. 

209 Ibid, 5-2: 670. De Jarg presents an exellent account of the 
organizational structure of the labor administration in the Netherlands. 

210 dbid,) 5-2:..672. 

211 Hamwe, p. 137. 

212 IMT, 27: 116-117. 
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213 Kokhuis, historie, p. 171. 

214 Van Vree, p. 82. 

215 Kokhnus, p. 171. 

216 Van Vree, p. 82. A large mmber of workers also returmed to 
their rightful jcbs. At Stork, for example, 155 workers wre simply 

ve Haze, p. 143. 

218 De Jan, 6-2: 779-782. 

219 Home, p. 141. 

220 IMI, 25: 73 

221 Eoonamist (London), July 10, 1943, p. 61. 

222 Trials of War Criminals Before the Nurenberg Military Tribunals 
Under Control Council Iaw No. 15 (Washingtm, D.C.): 15 volumes, 2: 968, 
(hereafter abbreviated as Minor War Criminals). 

223 Nazi Conspiracy and Aggressicn, 8: 180-181. 

224 NCA, 3: 391. 

225 IMI, 26: 13. 

226 Hamze, p. 147. 

227 Comelissen, p. 235. 

228 After demobilizatim in 1940 the fomrer military personnel went 
to work wherever jcbs were available in the Netherlands, many men received 
their old jdbs hack. 
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229 DvD, TBO-Rapport Bakker. 

230 Comelissen and Sletterhaar, p. 236. 

Bie mere 2 6-2: 801. ‘The standard Dutch work m this episode is 
Poe econ, april-mei stakingen van 1943, (’S-Gravenhage: Martinus 

Nijhoff, 1950). 

232 Van Vree, p. 114. 

233 G. J. I. Koknnis, twente 1940-1945 (Enschede: Twents-Gelderse 
Uitgeverij Witkam B.V., 1980). 1: 77. 

234 Kokhuis, historie, p. 173. 

235 A. H. Bormebroek, De Dlesaliteit in Twente (Hengelo: 
Twents-Gelderse Uitgeverij Witkam, 1985), p. 17. 

236 Comelissen and Slettenhaar, p. 236. 

237 B. A. Sijes, "De april-mei stakingen in Twente," in Bouman, 
p. 356. This is the standard work cm the Twente area comemirng the 

strike. 

238 See de Jang 6-2: 806-810, regarding the methods that led to the 
police state of siege. See also Wambrum, pp. 99-120. 

239 GHA 

240 Kokmuis, twente, I: 78. 

241 See Appendix L, Strike Areas. 

242 Van Vree, p. 116. 

243eibi10. 

244 Personal interview with G. Huitink, 16 Jume 1985. He was 

repeatedly caned and still has the scars that were inflicted upm hin. 
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245 80 Jaar Stork, p. 76. 

246 Van Vree, p. 118 

247 Ibid. 

248 De Jang, 6-2: 841-842. 

249 Ibid, p. 843. 

250 Wantirunn presents an excellent comparison ard contrast of the 
two strikes. See also Jargen Haestrup, Buropean Resistance Moverents, 
1939-1945, A Oomplete History (London: Meckler Publishing, 1981). 

251 P. R. A. van Iddelkinge et al, De Geklede Werkelijkheid (He: 
Zaner & Keuning Boeken B.V., 1985), p. 136. 

252 Home, p. 147. 

2530 Ibid, p. 148. 

ZO OCEL Ps) 320-32).6 

255 NCA, 3: 867-868. 

256 Minor Trials, 2: 481. 

257 Haze, p.150 

258 Van Vree, pp. 158-159. 

259 Interview with Anna de Jang, 14 April, 1985. 

260 Home, p. 151. 

261 Ibid, p. 152. 
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262 Franz Neumann, Behemoth The Structure and Practice of National 
Socialism (London: Victor Gollancz), p. 279. 

263 Fried, p. 13. 

264 Peter Calvocoressi and Guy Wint, Total War, (Hammondsworth, 
Middlesex: Penguin Books Itd., 1981), p. 266. 

265 80 Jaar Stork, p. 76. 

266 NCA, 2: 989. 

267 Rijks Archief Overijssel - Archief Stork. Archival materials 

significantly. 

268 Stroink, p. 703. 

269 See Presser, Ondergang, pp. 369, 373-374, 483, amd 495, fora 

detailed description of these raids. 

270 Kokhuis, twente, 1: 82. 

271 Van Vree, p.122. 

272 G.H.A. Letter dated March 23, 1943. 

273 Ibid. 

274 Wamrbrum, p. 117. 

275 Het Parool (May 28, 1943), 4: 3, cited by Wambrum, p. 118. 

276 Presser, de Jang, Winkelman and Comelissen as well as local 

historians all agree that after the strike a different Netherlands emerged, 
a country no longer as ready to coqperate with Genran policies. 

277 De Jang, 6-1: 126. 
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278 Ibid. Mrs. Kuipers-Rietberg’s story is well doamented in the 
RVO archives amd is recounted in nearly all the Netherlands academic as 
well as non-academic work regarding the IO. 

279 Jan Hof, Frits de Zwerver Twaalf Jaar strijd tegen de 
Nazi-terreur (Den Haag; Omiboek, 1976), po. 2-5. This is the mly 
biography available @ Slamp in Dutch ard it is based m officially 
recognized documentation and interviews with Slanp before his death in 
ao7 7. 

280 De Jang, 6-1: 126. The Anti-Revoluticmary Party (AR) wes the 
largest Protestant political party which believed in a forceful colonial 
party. As with most Netherlands political parties it was closely tied to 

281 Hof, p. 105. See also RW, IO-BC, Antslag Twente. 

282 This story is well known to the Dutch because Slanp mentioned it 
in a documentary produced by de Jang entitled De Bezetting. See Dr. L. ce 
Jong, De Bezetting (Amsterdam: En. Querido’s Uitgevery, 1985), p. 586. ‘The 
infomation is also noted in several archives the RIOD. 

283 RvO, LO, BC-l. See also Verslag Hergelo. 

284 Ibid. 

285 RvO, LO, AD. 

286 RvO, LO- BC-l. See also Verslag Hermelo. 

287 Ibid. 

288 Ibid. 

289 RvO, LO, AD“, Ontslag Hergelo. 

290 Personal interview with H. Ehreburg, 2 May 1986. His story is 

29) Borneiwock, p. 39. 
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292 This will be discussed more fully umer the sectim on finance 
later in this chapter. 

293 RVO, LO, BC-1l. See also Mntstaan IO Twente. 

294 Ibid. 

295 RvO, IO/IKP, BS-1. 

296 Ibid. 

297 Bomehbroek,p. 43. 

298 RvO, IO/IKP, AD-3. See also Verslag Piloterwerk. 

299 RvO, IO, AD“, Verslag F. Gerard. 

300 RvO, IO/ILKP, AD“ Vlieger transport. 

301 See Appendix M, Pilot Escape Line Jules Haeck. This infommatim 
is derived from RvO IO/IKP, ADM, Vlieger transport. 

302 De Jay, 7-2: 943. 

303 RvO, IO, ADM. See also Henk Knuithof. 

304 RvO, 10, BC-1. See also Ontstlag Twente. 

305 Ministerie van Justitie, Dossier Schober, map 2. (Hereafter 
abbreviated as M of J) 

306 Ibid, Dossier Schober, map 2 

307 Bormehbroek, p. 38. 
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34 be Jong, 7-2: 159. 

315 Ibid: 
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Onderdrukking en Verzet, 3: 754. 
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355 See Appendix O, Contact Among Resistance Groups. 

356 Ibid. 

357 Kok and Maulerbelt, 4: 208-209. 

358 See Van Randwijk, passim. 

359 De Jang, 7-2: 808. 

360 De Jong, 7-2: 808-823. 

361 See Trip. 

362 Wamtirum, p. 200. 

363 P. Sanders, Het Natiomal Steumfonds. Monografieen 9 (’s- 
Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff, 1960), p. 180. 

364 Kok ard Meuilerbelt, Onderdrukking en Verzet, 4: 205. 

365 Ibid. 
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extensive. Foot, Michel, Deakin, Lenkin, Wambrum, amd countless 

367 See Hazelhoff-Roelfzera, Soldier of Orange, passim. 

368 Ibid. 

369 RvO, Doc. IT - 1190-1. See also RW, [O/IKP ES-6. 

370 J. G. Beevor, SOE Recollections and Reflections 1940-1945 
(London: The Bodley Head, 1981.), po. 174-181. For a general overview of 
the intelligence operations see F. H. Hinsley, British Intelligence in the 
Second World War, 4 volumes (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984). 
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371 See Hanson Baldwin, "Churchill was Right, " The Atlantic Monthly 
(1954), 194: 23-32. 

372 Beevor, p. 180. He argues that the failure to take mte of the 
amissicn of security checks was entirely due to carelessness and that no 
deception was ever proven. 

373 M. R. D. Foot, SOE An artline history of the Special Operations 
Executive 1940-1946 (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1984), p. 
134. 

374 David Stafford, Britain amd Puropean Resistance, 1940-1945 
(Toronto: University of Ontario Press, 1980), p. 94. 

375 Public Records Office, CAB/69/6XP 326., a paper by Iord 
Selboume to the Defence Comittee of the War Cabiret, Jarmary 11, 1944. 

376 Kokhuis, twente, I: 128. 

377 RvO, Coll. GA 7a-119a. 

378 Ibid. 

379 David Mondey, general editor, The Intermaticnal la of 
Aviation (London: Octopus Books Limited, 1977), p. 194. 

380 Kokhuis, twente, I: 137. 

381 Kok ard Meulerbelt, IV: 205. 

382 Louis De Jong, "The Dutch Resistance Movement ard the Allies 
(1940-1945) ," pp. 340-365. Resistance Movements 1939-45, 
Proceedings of the Second International Conference on the History of the 
Resistance Movements Held at Milan 26-29 March 1961, p. 35. 
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386 Van Vree, p. 90. 

387 GA. 

388 Statistisch Jaarboek, 1960-1964, (GHA). 

389 GHA. 

390 W. F. Gaay Fortran. "Living Standards," The Amnals of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Science (May 1946), 245:85. 

391 Ibid. 

392 Van Vree, p. 165. 

393 Ibid. 

394 Personal interview with Anna de Jang, 3 April 1985. 

395 GHA. 

396 Personal interview with Dika Kelder, a wartime Hengelo 
citizen, 1 May 1985. 

397 See Warbrumn, pp. 138-146. 

398 See de Jan. 

399 See Appendix P, Netherlands Casualties During World War II. 
See also Henri van der Zee, The Humer Winter, (London: J. Noman & 

Hobhouse, 1982. 

400 IMI, 16: 15. 

401 Snyder Family Archives. Translation: We herewith infomn 
you that our emloyee R. Snyder, bam 18 May 1915 amd residing in 
Hengelo, identification card mmber H61/024382 has been granted our 
pemission to travel to am from Gmningen fran 18 to 29 Jamary. We 

do not let any other matters interfere with our assignment far hin. 
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402 GHA. ‘This information is also available at the Hengelo 
Stork Archives. 

403 Ijssel Centrale Archives 

404 See C. Bamning, "Food Shortage and Public Health, First 
Half of 1945," Annals of the American Academy of Political amd Social 
Science (May 1946), 245: 93-110. 

405 DvD, TBO, MID 24 May 43 War Indstries. 

406 DvD, TBO Top Secret Rapport 24-343, 48. 

407 See Appendix Q, Botbardments cn Hengelo to April 1943. 

408 DvD, TSO Kees 50. 

409 DvD TBO, Kap. Muller Rapport 116. 

410 Kokhuis, geschiedenis, p. 180. 

411 See Appendix R, The Frontlire. 

412 Van Vree, p. 151. 

413 Persoral interview with H. Ehrebug, so of the Ijssel 
Centrale Director, 3 May 1986. 

414 RvO, Cll. Groep Allbrecht, 7a-119a. 

415 Kokhuis, historie, p. 180. 

416 De Hempelosche Fabrieksbode, (23 August, 1958), 64:#4. 

417 Personal Interview with G. Mateboer, a Hengelo citizen who 
was interviewed at the Oald Hengel Institute 16 July 1985. 

418 Van Vree, p. 173. 
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419 As quoted fron the War Diary 45 of the 21st English Amy 
Group in Van Vree, p. 177. 

420 Ibid. 

421 Van Vree, p. 179. 

422 An ald schoolhouse was the locatio far the signing of the 
capitulation of the Third Reich in the Netherlands. 

423 GHA. 

424 See Appendix P. 

425 GHA, Lijst van Arrestanten. ( List of those arrested). 

426 GHA. The collaboratimist element is an intriguing story 
and has been extensively discussed in Dutch sources. See Koos Groen, 
Landverraad (Weesp: Uniboek, b.v., 1984). 

427 The Canadian Forces consisted of the 4th Canadian Ammoured 
Division which included the 4th Canadian Ammoured Brigade: 21st 
Canadian Annoured Regiment (Govemmor General’s Footguards, 22m 
Canadian Anmoured Regiment (Canadian Grenadier Guards), 28th Canadian 
Anmoured Regiment (British Oblunbia Regiment), Lake Superior Regiment 

(Motor Battalion), the 10th Canadian Infantry Brigade: Lincoln amd 

of Canada, amd the New Bonswick Rangers (10th Canadian Independent MG 
Oonpany. ‘The Royal Canadian Artillery consisted of the 15th Canadian 
Field Regiment, the 23rd Canadian Field Regiment (SP), the 8th Canadian 
Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, and the 5th Canadian Anti~Tank Regiment. 
The 29th Canadian Annoured Reconnaisance Regiment (South Alberta 

Regiment) and the 19th Canadian Amy Field Regiment (SP) RCA, amd the 
18th Canadian Anmoured Car Regiment (XI[-Manitcba Dragoons) supplied 
suppart services to the Brigades. 

428 Telders, p. 61. 

429 Personal interview with H. J. S. Pearse, 23 September 1987. 
Pearson indicated that by the time his unit liberated Groningen they 
had seen extensive loss of officers amd men. ‘They were wer weary amd 
never had any idea what to expect wether they were omfmmtin 
friendly natives, angry resistance group members, ar stray Geman 
soldiers. This hardening is not uncammon in times of war. It is quite 
likely that the Canadian troops in Hengelo felt the same emotions. 
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Appendix C 

TWENTE DIALECT 

The verb "to be" will be used as an exanple of the Twente dialect. 

Dutch Genran French English Twents 

zijn sein e(s)tre to be sin 

ik ben ich bin je suis I am ik sin 

jij bent dq bist tu es you are dou sins 

hij} is er ist U1 est he is hee sin 

Wij zein wir sim nous sammes swe are wi-j sim 

gij zijt ihr seit vous etes you are i-j sind 

zij zijn sie sid is sont they are see sind 

Source: Stroink. 





Appendix D 

Mayors of Hengelo. 

Jan Dijk (Also served as Secretary) 

B. W. A. E. Sloet tot Oltmis 

Jacob Thankins 

B. 

* 

Visser 

D. Raedt 

D. van Assendelft de Coningh 

Hora Adera 

M. Kooy 

J. Veuntman 

A. Tonkens 

Jansen 

A. E. H. J. van der Dussen 

J. J. Lambooy 

P. M. Bevers 

Van der Dussen wes replaced by German appointed temporary mayors 

during the last three war years. 

Source: Kokhuis. 

1802-1832. 

1832-1838. 

1838-1840. 

1840-1846. 

1846-1884. 

1884-1887. 

1887-1891. 

1891-1893. 

1893-1900. 

1900-1926. 

1926-1937. 

8937=1951" 

1991-1961. 

1961-1973. 

AS Be 
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APPENDIX E 

RAILWAY CONNECTIONS 

COC COCCE 
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Appendix H 

JEWISH QUARTERS IN AMSTERDAM 
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Appendix I 

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST JENS 

Jews are not allowed to possess wirelesses amd must hard these in. 
1 May 1941. 

Jews are not allowed either to travel ar to move their place of 
residence without a permit. 1 May 1941. 

Menbership of namJewish organizations is forbidden. Bridge clubs, 
dancing clubs, tennis clubs are forbidden to Jews. 7 November 1941. 

Jews are not allowd to enter no~Jewish hotels, theatres, swimming 
pools, etc. 21 Novenber 1941. 

Jews are not allowed to have no~Jewish servants. 21 November 1941. 

Jews are not allowed to enter council schools. 1 Jamary 1942. 

Jews are not allowed to drive cars. Jewish identity cards must bear 
the letter J. 9 Jamary 1942. 

Jews are not allowed to marry nordews. 23 Jamary 1942. 

Extre-marital sexual intercourse with nomJews will be severely 
pumished. 25 March 1942. 

It is forbidden to take finmniture aut of Jewish homes. 25 March 1942. 

A large mmber of Jewish butcher shops are closed. 26 March 1942. 

Jews are not allowed to fish. 24 April 1942. 

Complete travel ban for Jews. 29 May 1942. 
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Jews are not allowed to buy vegetables in nonJewish shops. 5 June 
1942. 

Jews must hard in bicycles amd other vehicles. All sports are 
forbidden to Jews. 12 Jure 1942. 

After 8 p.m. Jews are not allowed autside. They may not ride a 
bicycle. 12 dure 1942. 

Jews are not allowed to use the telephone. 30 Jure 1942. 

They are not allowed to visit nordew. 6 July 1942. 

In The Hague a large mnber of streets are closed to Jews. 6 July 
1942; 

They may only do shopping between 3 amd S p.m. 17 July 1942. 

Jews are not allowed to go to the hairdresser. 17 July 1942. 

In the Hague Jews are mot allowed to sit a@m public benches. 31 July 

1942. 

Jewish students are forbidden to attend the university. 8 Septenber 
1942. 

Jews are not allowed to sem letters or requests directly to Geman 

authorities, they may oly do so via the Jewish Council. 15 September 
1942 to 5 February 1943. 

Source: A cambination of sources noted in the bibliography. 
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APPENDIX J 

JEWISH VICTIMS 
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APPENDIX K 

UNEMPLOYMENT FIGURES IN THE 1930s 

Year Netherlands Enschede Almelo Hengelo 

1931 138,000 3,486 769 1,205 

1932 271,000 6,912 2,084 1,806 

1933 322,000 5,989 1,870 1,765 

1934 332,000 6,088 1,881 1,686 

1935 384,000 6,138 1,990 1,906 

1936 414,000 5,165 1,706 1,685 

1937 368,000 5,027 1,899 1,480 

1938 __ 300, 000 4,737 _2,089 —1,343 

2,582,000 43,452 14,288 OFA RSW AS) 
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APPENDIX L 

STRIKE AREAS 

BRL E> LAND 
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APPENDIX 4 

PILOT ESCAPE LINE JULES HAECK Ge 

OVERIJSSEL 

THIS PILOT ESCAPE LINE BENEFITED 
SERVICEMEN FROM ENGLAND, CANADA, 

AMERICA, NEW ZEALAND, FRANCE, 
AND THE U.S.S-_R. 
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APPENDIX N 

RESISTANCE ACTIVITIES IN OVERIJSSEL 

LEGEND 

REGIONAL COMMAND 

COURIER CENTER 

DISTRICT COMMAND 

CELL COMMAND 

LOCAL COMMAND 

COURIER LINES (line chickness 

indicates relacive amounc of craffic) 

SECRET RADIO TRANSMITTERS 

RESISTANCE ATTACKS (supply depots, 

bank robberies and prison breaks) 
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Appendix P 

NETHERLANDS CASUALTTES DURING WORLD WAR IT 

Mercantile marine 

Victims of barbardments, etc. 

Victims of declining public health (aporcadretely) 

Executions and summary justice 

Jewish victims 

Foroed labour 

Concentration camps and prisons in the Netherlands 

Concentration camps and prisons in Gemmany 

Hunger-winter 1944/45 

Prisoners of war 

Missing 

Total about 

Source: Presser. 
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4,570 

1,492 

20,400 

240,000 
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Appendix Q 

Chronology of barbardments on Hengelo. 

20-6-1940 

23-8-1940 

11-11-1940 

20-9-1941 

28-3-1942 

21-6-1942 

14-7-1942 

6-10-1942 

15-10-1942 

21-10-1942 

23-10-1942 

20-1-1943 

Beursstraat-fnschedesestraat, 

(several) and hotel destroyed. 

Oelerbruy & Agathastraat, 
destroyed, extensive damage. 

Enschede-Hengelo railway, twenty firebonbs ani three 
explosives fell qm the tracks, sme horss arom it 

slightly damaged. 

A Vicers Wellingtm from 103 Sqacim RAF fron Elshan 
Wolds airbase in Englamd was st dow by Gemens. The 
pilot died and was buried at Delden. Other crew mnbers 
were capoured. 

The power plant wes hit but did mt sustain seria 
damage. 

The Oldenzaalsestraat hospital was severely damaged. The 

Two large ard twelve small bonbs damaged seventy houses. 

four Geaths, hares 

Six deaths, many hares 

The De Jay e van Dem lae factory was damaged as well 
as 150 houses in th vicinity. Me persm wes slightly 
wourded. 

The power plant wes struck amd damaged although power was 
continued 

Four Mosquitos from 105 Squadron RAF dropped barbs on the 
Langelenmatweg. Several hames were destroyed. ‘Three 
people died. 

Barbs directed at Stork, slight damage. Two deaths. 

Three Mosquitos from 105 Sqadrm RAF bob Hermelo. 
Stork hit badly am the repair sho wes totally 
destroyed. ‘The Dikkers factory was badly damaged. 

Houses were destroyed in the Kerkstraat, Beckumerstraat, 
Industriestraat, and the Lamgelemmatweg. Five deaths, 
several people were badly wounded. Also, several Geman 
fighter planes were destroyed at airfield Twente. 
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28-2-1943 

27=3-1943 

114-1943 

Four Mosquitos fran 105 Squactron RAF destroyed houses at 
the C. T. Storkstraat amd the Esrein which resulted in 
ten deaths. On the Esrein a family sought shelter ina 
cellar, the cellar was hit, seven menbers of this family 
died. 

Six Mosquitos from 139 Squadrm RAF caused extensive 
damage to the Stork Kettle Making area. Ore death. 
the Adamsweg four houses were destroyed, cn the Berflowsg 

twelve houses, amd qm the Iarelemaatwg four houses 
were destroyed. 

Two Mosquitos from 105 Squacrm struck Stork am again 
extensively damaged the rebuilt repair shop. England wes 
notified that no war materials were built at Stork. 
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APPENDIX R 

THE FRONTLINE 
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